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Brad Lippitz 
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brad@bradlippitz.com

3344 N. Halsted St. #3S  |  East Lakeview  |  649,500 3300 N. Lake Shore Dr., #15C  |  East Lakeview  |  $535,000

Sensational extra-wide condo with front terrace in the heart of it all. Large pre-war 2-bedroom with amazing views of lake from high floor.

735 W. Buckingham Pl., #3  |  East Lakeview  |  $395,000649 W. Bittersweet Pl., #3  |  Buena Park  |  $429,000

Top floor of a jumbo vintage 3-flat only a few steps from the park and lake. Open-concept vintage on the top floor with huge deck and parking.

1341 W. Balmoral Ave. |  Lakewood-Balmoral  |  $2,200,000

Architectural masterpiece on prime double lot in the heart of the neighborhood. Serene oasis on 57’-wide lot: stunning historic home overlooking 37’ side yard.

5335 N. Lakewood Ave.  |  Lakewood-Balmoral | $1,750,000

Modern. Vintage. 
Architectural. Cool.  
And everything in between.

Featured Properties

Proud to be our community’s broker! 

Brad Lippitz has supported and 

contributed more to LGBTQ causes 

and candidates over the years than 

any other real estate broker in the City 

of Chicago. And Brad’s team happens 

to be in the top 10 in all Chicago with 

over $80 million sold in 2018. If you 

need to choose a real estate broker, 

why wouldn’t you choose a community 

leader who consistently gives back 

year after year? Brad and his team 

look forward to working with you!
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BY MELISSA WASSERMAN

Aymar Jean Christian, Ph.D., has dedicated his 
life to communicating with meaning. Now the 
scholar, producer, founder and writer/director is 
being recognized for his work with the first Lead-
ers for a New Chicago award, courtesy of The Field 
Foundation. 

Christian grew up in Bergen County, New Jer-
sey. The child of Caribbean immigrants, he was 
raised to work hard in school. 

“It was a context in which my parents sort of 
knew I was going to be one of the few Black kids 
in class and wanted me to understand the barriers 
behind me,” said Christian. “But on a day-to-day 
basis it wasn’t like I was ever teased or harassed 
or called the ‘N’ word or anything like that, so I 
was able, I think, to develop a sense of self and, 
you know, very slowly a sense of confidence in my 
own abilities in that particular space.”

While attending public schools, he was a 
straight-A student. He then went on to attend 
the University of Michigan on a full scholarship. 
It was his first experience of the Midwest and 
where he realized in an American culture class 
that writing was something he liked and a skill 
he had. During his undergraduate years, he was a 
reporter for the university’s newspaper, covering 
campus and state politics. 

“I realized I had a knack for talking to people 
that I disagreed with, but fairly representing 
their views and really hearing them and [I] loved 
it,” said Christian. 

Christian went on to study communication at 
University of Pennsylvania where he earned his 
Master’s degree and Ph.D.

“That was about the time that YouTube was 
starting, so I [thought] maybe I could do video 
blogs, so I wrote a couple papers on that and it 
was through video blogs that I discovered people 
making scripted shows for the web,” recalled 
Christian, eventually deciding to study new me-
dia and how people express their identities online 
in grad school.

Christian is currently a tenured professor of 
communication at Northwestern University. He 
and his partner also celebrated 12 years together. 
When he is not working, the social Christian en-
joys Chicago summer activities, music and danc-
ing, watching TV and going out to local events, 
especially performance art, theater, dance, live 
music, poetry readings or variety showcases in 
support of local organizations.  

His writing can be seen in his blog Televisual, 
academic journals, scholarly publications and his 
first book, Open TV: Innovation Beyond Holly-
wood and the Rise of Web Television, which ex-
amines how the internet transformed television. 
He is also now working on his second book.

“The internet changed how TV could be devel-
oped, opening it up to independent producers 

without any connection to major stakeholders in 
Hollywood and making it more culturally sincere 
and flexible in the ways stories are told, produced 
and distributed,” said Christian. “Open TV charts 
the democratization of television, especially after 
the advent of streaming video, a moment when 
it seemed possible to have TV by and for the 
people.”

“I hope to open people’s eyes to the richness of 
America’s creative landscape by introducing them 
to a ton of new creators, stories, companies, 
and innovators,” said Christian of what he hopes 
readers take away from Open TV: Innovation Be-
yond Hollywood and the Rise of Web Television. 

Christian said he is driven to come up with new 
ways of understanding culture broadly. 

“The way I do that is by working with artists 
and communities, which is something I think 
scholars have done throughout the years, but I 
really wanted to do it to the max, and my hunch 
was by maybe being in it with artists and commu-
nities as we try to create equity in culture would 
lead me to a deeper understanding of the value 
of culture, specifically the value of cultures that 
have historically been undervalued.”

Christian founded Open Television (OTV) in 
2014 and serves as its head of research and de-
velopment. With research and development as 
its mission, OTV is an online platform for various 
intersectional pilots and series that supports and 
showcases the work of Chicago artists.

For this project, Christian said he was inspired 
by Chicago and the many spaces for intersection-
al artists to perform and exhibit their talents. 
What he was seeing in Chicago in his own life, 
was not depicted on television.

“In 2014 there was no ‘Pose,’ there was no ‘Em-
pire,’” Christian recalled. “There were really no 
shows about Black, queer people, which is what 
I identify with. … It really was after 2015 that 
television started to catch this wave and I don’t 
think it was until after the election that people 
really started to buy into the avant-garde, inno-
vative, intersectional shows. We were very much 
ahead of the curve and for me I was just follow-
ing my instinct and noticing these troubling dy-
namics of ‘there’s so much TV, but so many people 
are still underrepresented.’”

 While a large percentage and even the majority 
of the works on OTV are LGBTQ, Christian confirms 
the platform is really about intersectionality. 

“People can see America on OTV, through the 
lens of Chicago artists,” Christian explained. 
“Most of the country are women, people of color, 
queer and trans folks, disabled or undocumented. 
Chicago artists are skillfully representing the di-
versity of the American experience, and through 
that lens we see a global, culturally specific yet 
universally relatable type of TV platform we’ve 
never yet seen.” 

Christian said OTV is expanding and preparing 

for even more things. He explained that when 
people watch OTV, he wants to see their minds 
expanded and for them to “yearn for more rep-
resentation and the possibility of seeing all of 
America on screen.”

He enthusiastically named a few shows that 
appear on OTV that he wants people to tune 
into, including: Kissing Walls, a show about be-
ing young, Black and queer in Chicago; Just Call 
Me Ripley, OTV’s first scripted series from trans, 
masculine-identified creator Shannon Noll who 
uses they/them pronouns; and others. 

“I want people to watch OTV and ask them-
selves why doesn’t all the rest of my TV look like 
this,” said Christian. “Why are there now 500, 
almost 600, shows released every year across all 
these platforms, many of us are now paying to 
get these shows, and while it’s wonderful that 
we have “Pose,” that’s been renewed for season 
three and we have “Special” on Netflix, intersec-
tionality on TV is still the exception rather than 
the rule and for the fraction of the budget of 
television, you go on OTV, you have 62 programs 
from all different kinds of people who, generally 
speaking, are not really represented on TV.”

“I love showcasing emerging artists and believe 
that any true platform provides an opportunity 
for new voices to emerge,” Christian added. “I 

use my research and development skills to show 
people the beauty and necessity of cultivating 
talent at the local, small scale level, because it’s 
critical to the health and sustainability of the 
culture as a whole.”

In June, the Field Foundation named Christian 
as one of 14 recipients of the inaugural Lead-
ers for a New Chicago award. The award is sup-
ported by a grant from the John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation to grow the definition of 
leadership in Chicago. 

The Leaders for a New Chicago award acknowl-
edges a range of established and emerging lead-
ers who work across boundaries to create a Chica-
go that is responsive and more racially equitable.

“I think it’s so great that the Field Founda-
tion and the McArthur Foundation recognizes 
that local leaders in Chicago do a lot of unpaid 
labor and give a lot of themselves to work for 
their communities,” Christian said of the award. 
“What’s so great about this award is it awards 
both the leader and the organization.” 

“It feels very validating and feels like the work 
that I’ve put into this project was not in vain,” 
he added. 

To learn more about Aymar Jean Christian, visit 
ajchristian.org.

Aymar Jean Christian. 
Photo by Glitter Guts

Scholar/producer to
receive new honor,
speaks on life goals
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BY MATT SIMONETTE

After about a month on the job, Mayor Lori Light-
foot is settling into her new job on City Hall’s 
fifth floor. 

Never before has a Pride-month celebration 
been so important for the city’s mayor. Lightfoot, 
Chicago’s first Black openly lesbian mayor, will be 
grand marshal in the Pride parade on June 30. 

The mayor sat down with Windy City Times to 
discuss her administration’s plans, her thoughts 
on Pride and how her family is managing her new 
job. 

Windy City Times: How has it been having 
Pride coincide with your first month on the 
job?

Lori Lightfoot: It is obviously has taken on a 
lot of meaning with my being in office, with my 
being the first LGBTQ+ who’s ever been mayor of 
the city. ... We met earlier today to talk about 
preparations for the Pride march. My wife and I 
are very excited about this opportunity.

WCT: Speak a bit about what your main pri-
orities will be for the city’s LGBT community 
in the months ahead.

LL: What I look forward to is executing the is-
sues that we laid out in our LGBTQ+ policy, par-
ticularly focused around our youth and the trans 
members of the community.

WCT: Have you been able to get anything 
started?

LL: The biggest thing we can do is make sure 
that we are reaching out to folks and providing 
for their safety. Fundamentally, you know the sta-
tistics—we’ve a number of unsolved homicides 
and assaults against trans women in particular. 
So I want to make sure that we’re doing every-
thing that we can to make sure that the police 
are much more diligent and that we are providing 
a web of safety, but I think those members of the 
trans community are particularly vulnerable. We 
need to be much more diligent there.

We come into office mid-budget cycle, so we’re 
trying to do what we can to give promise to 
having liaisons to the community—a number of 
people are doing double-duty. There are a number 
of out folks in my administration ... but I want 
to make sure that as, part of the engagement 
process, there aren’t just people serving only the 
North Side Boystown or Andersonville [areas] but 
also other parts of the city.

WCT: What can the community expect from 
your administration in terms of insuring eq-
uity for all parts of the community?

LL: I’m excited that Candace Moore is going to 
start soon [as the city’s chief equity officer]. We 
announced her early in my administration. She’s 
been following up in divesting herself of her pre-
vious employment. She knows and embraces the 
fact that equity inclusion also includes our com-
munity. So I look forward to working with her as 
she frames out her vision of the community.

But, across all of our deputy mayors and senior 
staff in the mayor’s office, the idea of equity in-
clusion is going to be a consistent, guiding force. 

Candace will have a part in framing that and 
looking at the major initiatives, but it’s going to 
be part of our public engagement—when we look 
at education and human services—[as well as] 
economic development. Those themes and reali-
ties of equity inclusion are going to be a central 
part of what we do as an administration.

WCT: What have you done so far on the issue 
of housing stability?

LL: One [thing] is hire a really good housing 
commissioner, Marisa Novara. She comes to us 
from the Metropolitan Planning Council [MPC], 
where she did a lot of work on equitable hous-
ing issues. She was one of the lead authors on 
the MPC’s report on the cost of segregation. She 
knows that making sure that we are looking cre-
atively at ways we can open up affordable hous-
ing options for vast numbers of constituencies 
and that it’s quite important—whether it’s se-
niors, or the members of the Latinx community, 
who’ve been particularly hard hit. 

Families are having a hard time staying in the 
city, so she has a very clear mandate from me, 
as well as the voters to get this right and come 
up with a housing policy that really starts re-
verse this trend that we’re seeing—which is that 
people are beginning to feel like they can’t afford 
to live in the city anymore.

WCT: You told WTTW a few weeks back that 
you’ve been “pushing” Police Superintendent 
Eddie Johnson in terms of deploying preventa-
tive anti-crime measures. How are you going 
to approach public safety to carry those mea-
sures out while making sure that particular 
populations are not over-policed?

LL: I think that’s really important. This is an 
iterative process, of course, but I think it’s im-
portant that, one, we have a diverse group of 
officers that’s reflective of the community. We 
still have a lot of work to do in that area, in 
recruiting, retention and training of officers, to 
make sure that they are representative of the 
community.

Another thing is that we need to have liai-
sons—plural—into various communities. For 
a long time—I think, still—we have only one 
LGBTQ+ liaison officer, which is woefully insuffi-
cient. That’s something we’re going to be looking 
to change by expanding the number of liaisons 
for our community. Ideally, I’d like to see some-
body of rank—meaning not just a line officer, 
although that’s important, too—but the police 
department is a paramilitary organization with a 
chain of command; it really matters a lot. You 
can tell how important an issue is by virtue of 
resources devoted, particularly the rank of the of-
ficer who is the point person. 

More generally, we have to continue engaging 
our community in the hard and important work in 
their public safety. That requires an ethos within 
the department that is a respectful, constitution-
al engagement with  the community. That’s the 
most valuable tool. What that looks like, and how 
those relationships are formed, and the depth of 
those relationships, will vary by community. What 

one community may need—and feel is needed 
for the right parameters of a relationship—might 
vary. But the engagement has to happen, be on-
going and real, and be something that the de-
partment is fully onboard and committed to.

WCT: Do you have a timeline established for 
getting the new liaisons in place?

LL: I don’t have a specific timeline. I will tell 
you, I’m pushing the police department on so 
many different fronts. Obviously, right now, our 
primary concern is making sure that we’re keep-
ing the community safe. But in my mind’s eye, I’d 
like to get a lot of these things in place before 
the end of the year.

WCT: Will the city’s investigations into dis-
crimination cases—I’m speaking here of the 
Commission on Human Relations—change un-
der your administration?

LL: I’ve started the conversation with [Commis-
sioner] Mona Noriega. It’s a work in progress. I 
think her work is incredibly important and I want 
to make sure that she has the resources that she 
needs to be successful. So, stayed tuned on that. 
I have great confidence in Mona; she’s a member 
of our community, but I do know that she needs 
additional resources.

WCT:  In the past month, certain businesses 

in Boystown have faced backlash thanks to 
allegations of racist actions by those busi-
nesses. What should be the response from the 
city, and what’s the best response by the com-
munity?

LL: I’ve followed it tangentially and don’t know 
all the particulars. I have to say that I’m ener-
gized by the fact that members of the community 
are saying, “We’re not going to put up with this. 
We’re going to deal with this at the community 
level.” I think that’s the sign of a really healthy 
community.

Many times, residents suffer in silence. Things 
happen at the community level, and then you 
only know about them when they explode. So the 
fact that these come into the public view shows 
to me that the community is active and dynamic, 
and I’m going to do what ever I can to be a me-
diator and be supportive. But I think these issues 
are best resolved at the community level, and if 
need be we’ll come in and support it.

WCT: How can Chicago Department of Public 
Health’s resources be best deployed to address 
HIV/AIDS and other health challenges for the 
LGBT community?

LL: It’s good that you asked me that—that’s a 
question that I have. [CDPH Commissioner] Dr. 
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Lori Lightfoot discusses
first month on the job

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot.   
Photo by Matt Simonette



[Julie] Morita is going to New York for I think 
what she would describe as her dream job. We’ve 
got Dr. [Allison] Arwadi stepping up as acting 
commissioner and I know that she is really com-
mitted to these public health issues. I’m going to 
be working with her and her team. 

We think the size and scope of the public 
health department is too small for what we need. 
We’re going to be looking at some additional out-
side resources to determine what best practices 
and the framing should be for the department. 
Clearly a priority has to be making sure that we’re 
getting PrEP into as many hands as possible. You 
know that there’s always been a racial and an 
economic disparity in the way that HIV preventa-
tive measures are meted out—that continues to 
be a disparity to this day. We know this issue 
will be an issue for Dr. Arwai, and we’re going 
to do what we can to try to make sure that we 
can try to reach as many people as we can, and 
try to have as a goal to get to zero [new HIV 
transmissions].

WCT: What has the past month been like for 
your family?

LL: There’s been a surreal aspect from it. We 
were in the glow in the immediate aftermath of 
the inauguration. ... Very quickly, we got down 
to business and a week after the inauguration we 
had our first city council meeting. 

[My wife and I] are trying to check in with each 
other. We’re trying to carve out good family time, 
because this is absolutely a marathon and not a 
sprint. We haven’t been going at the same pac as 
we were going during the campaign. But we want 
to make sure that we have time individually and 
as a family to savor this incredible experience.

WCT: What’s been particularly surprising for 
you since you started?

LL: It’s kind of a long list. Look, I place a really 
high premium on having a well-managed organi-
zation. Anything that I’ve ever been a part of, 
whether it’s a small piece of litigation, or a board 
member of an organization, anything that I’ve 
been involved in, I’m going to make sure that we 
understand what we’re involved in, that we’re fo-
cused on that, and that we’re managing every as-
pect well. That’s the sensibility that I’ve brought 
to the job as mayor. There’s some things that 
are really well-run in our city, and there’s some 
things where we’ve got a lot of room for growth.

It’s really, really a deep honor for me to be the 
mayor of this city. The support and optimism that 
I’m experiencing across the city gives me energy 
every single day, and I think it’s important for us 
in our community to really savor this moment. I 
don’t think many people thought this was a pos-
sibility. I know that for a lot of people, I kind 
of came out of nowhere. But I’m committed to 
making sure that our community is safe, that we 
get the resources that we need and that we fight 
against the hate that is out there.

It’s unfortunate that in this time we still have 
to worry about people demonizing our commu-
nity, and that is a reality, but I am going to be 
one that stands tall in the city for something dif-
ferent. I think that we are, can be, and should 
remain a beacon of hope for people who are in 
different circumstances, who can’t live their au-
thentic life. Chicago has got to be that beacon of 
hope and light, and I’m going to do everything I 
can to make that happen.

Mayor Lightfoot hosts 
Pride reception
BY MATT SIMONETTE

Hundreds gathered in Preston Bradley Hall in 
the Chicago Cultural Center as Mayor Lori Light-
foot hosted an LGBT reception in honor of Pride 
month.

Center on Halsted’s Vanessa Sheridan intro-
duced the proceedings with a reminder of the 
historical contribution of activist Marsha P. John-
son: “We would not be standing here tonight ... if 
not for the courage of an African-American trans-
gender sex worker.”

Sheridan added, “The Stonewall rebellion still 
has reverberations for our community today,” 
adding that, “We can [now] celebrate that we 
have a mayor and a first family who is part of our 
community.”

The mayor was introduced by her wife, Amy Es-
hleman. She recalled walking in the Pride parade 
last year, when Lightfoot was a mayoral candi-

date. She called the event “one of the most pro-
found and humbling experiences of my life,” and 
looked ahead to the 2019 parade on June 30.

Lightfoot thanked Equality Illinois co-founder 
and Sidetrack owner Art Johnston, as well as ac-
tivist/consultant Mary Morten. She also recalled 
contributions by the late activist Vernita Gray.

The mayor further discussed how Chicago func-
tions as a “beacon of hope” for persons looking 
to be open about who they are, whether that 
means moving to the city or just visiting.

“Chicago is a place that people from all over 
the world come to be themselves, if just for a 
weekend,” she added.

Lightfoot also spoke at length about difficulties 
facing various members of the LGBT community, 
particularly young people who are experiencing 
homelessness, and trans people.

“We have to keep doing the work—the hard 
work—for them every single day,” she added.

Nevertheless, she encouraged the audience to 
enjoy the moment in advance of the upcoming 
Pride celebrations: “We should have pride for 
where we are. ... This is what pride looks like.”
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Amy Eshleman at reception. 
Photo by WCT
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BY MATT SIMONETTE

A nursing student who graduated this year 
from Resurrection University wrote a manual on 
healthcare delivery for transgender and gender 
non-conforming persons during her undergradu-
ate clinical work.

Naomi Blumenthal, a Chicago native, had been 
involved with LGBT activism since she was 14 
years old. When she began her undergraduate 
work at Resurrection University, she noticed a 
significant lack in nursing textbook information 
about LGBT-related healthcare-delivery.

“I approached the university about about addi-
tional supplemental education opportunities for 
students,” she recalled. “They were really open to 
the idea, and back in November they allowed me 
to bring in a speaker on sexual orientation and 
gender identity considerations in healthcare.”

Throughout her clinical experiences, Blumen-
thal was aware of a number of challenges facing 
transgender patients and healthcare personnel 
charged with delivering services to them.

“I had seen misgendering occur, people gig-
gling at the nurse’s station, or just things you 
wouldn’t see with cisgender patients,” Blumen-

thal said. “I’ve also heard from many friends that 
they fear going to receive healthcare at places 
besides Howard Brown.”

Blumenthal began a capstone project at North-
western Memorial Hospital’s clinical role transi-
tion program in her last year. The hospital had 
just begun accepting patients for gender-affirm-
ing surgeries, so she saw the opportunity for 
creating a resource manual for those procedures. 
She did an extensive literature review and stud-
ied procedures published by organizations such 
as Boston-based Fenway Health. 

Blumenthal was looking to compile important 
terminologies as well as offer a comprehensive 
explanation of the transition process, listings of 
Chicago-area resources, and guidelines for stan-
dard care from transgender and gender noncon-
forming persons.

“The very first day that I was a student on the 
surgical unit at Northwestern, I approached the 
manager of the unit in the morning,” Blumenthal 
recalled. “She was very open and excited about 
it as well.”

Blumenthal also compiled information from 
two surveys of the Chicago LGBT community; one 
asked what community members expected from 

their nursing care, while the other investigated 
what information nurses already were aware of.

“I got a lot of positive feedback from those 
nurses,” Blumenthal said. “They were excited to 
receive a manual giving them information about 
that population prior to caring for them.”

Her ultimate goal was “to create standards of 
care taught within nursing school, so all patients 
are prepared to take care of all patients compe-

tently, without giggling, misgendering, or any of 
those sorts of things.”

Blumenthal has been weighing what to do 
next. She said she’s received some job offers but 
is considering graduate work to further investi-
gate the specifics of healthcare delivery for trans-
gender and gender non-conforming persons.

“Every person should feel comfortable receiving 
care at every organization,” added Blumenthal.

Nursing student 
writes the book on
trans healthcare

Naomi Blumenthal.   
Photo courtesy of Blumenthal
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Schakowsky, 
Howard 
Brown host 
health talk

On June 14, U.S. Rep. Jan 
Schakowsky (D-Illinois) hosted 
a press conference following 
a roundtable discussion with 
leaders in Chicago’s LGBTQ 
health community. 

Panelists at the event, held at 
Howard Brown Health, included 
Howard Brown President/CEO 
David Munar as well as patients 
and an Illinois Primary Health 
Care Association representative.

U.S. Rep. Jan Schakowsky (center) and Howard Brown’s David 
Munar (right) at the event. 

Photo courtesy of Miguel Ayala
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We were 
made for
each other

Communities come alive when our 
unique points of view come 
together. Because when we can 
live as ourselves, it enriches the 
lives of everyone. That’s why we’re 
proud to support the Chicago 
Pride Celebration and Stonewall’s 
50th Anniversary.
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BY CARRIE MAXWELL

Wochner Law Firm LLC partner Corinne Cantwell 
Heggie recently became the Women’s Bar Associa-
tion of Illinois (WBAI) president, having previ-
ously served as its first vice president and chair 
of a number of events and committees since join-
ing the association. Heggie will, like those before 
her, serve a one year term.

Heggie’s law firm is focused on helping indi-
viduals and businesses preserve their wealth with 

estate and business plans. This includes prepar-
ing wills, trusts, powers of attorney and a variety 
of estate planning documents as well as adminis-
tering estates and handling probate cases. Heg-
gie explained that her years practicing financial 
services law, first as a partner at Hinshaw & Cul-
bertson LLP and later as counsel at Scharf Banks 
Marmor LLC were a foundation for her work in the 
areas of estate planning, estate and trust admin-
istration and probate. She received her Bachelor 
of Arts in French from the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign and her Juris Doctor from 
DePaul University College of Law.   

WBAI began in 1914 with nine women lawyers 
who were practicing in Chicago and was founded, 

according to its website, “to promote the inter-
ests and welfare of women lawyers and also to 
aid in the enactment of legislation for the com-
mon good and in the administration of justice. 
Its activities have always been divided between 
burning controversial social and political issues 
and the practical need to help its members gain 
employment. The WBAI was one of the first mi-
nority bar associations to extend its membership 
to males.”

“I am looking forward to being the president of 

the largest statewide bar association dedicated 
to promoting and advancing women in the legal 
profession,” said Heggie. “I am committed to fur-
thering that mission over the next year.”

In her roles with the WBAI, Heggie has spo-
ken about diversity within the legal profession at 
the Northwest Suburban Bar Association and St. 
Louis University College of Law. She has received 
a number of honors including an Illinois Super 
Lawyer earlier this year, an Illinois Rising Star in 
2017, Best Lawyers named her a national “Woman 
of Influence” in 2017 and she was chosen one 
of DePaul Magazine’s “14 under 40” due to her 
mentoring of young lawyers and contributions to 
the legal profession.

The first event Heggie furthered her outreach 
was through WBAI’s upcoming panel discus-
sion that she spearheaded—”Transgender in the 
Workplace: The Status of the Law and Leveraging 
the Power of Authenticity for Business Success,” 
which took place June 20 at Alliance Bernstein, 
227 W. Monroe St. Suite 5500.

Bernstein Private Wealth Management LGBTQ 
Community Ambassador, WBAI Diversity Chair 
and LAGBAC Member Franco LaMarca moderated 
the event, which featured panelists Center on 
Halsted Gender Equity and Inclusion Director 
and Transgender in the Workplace author Vanessa 
Sheridan as well as LAGBAC Board of Directors 
member and first out transgender judicial can-
didate in Illinois Jill Rose Quinn. Bernstein was 

also a presenting sponsor.
While Heggie is WBAI’s president, the asso-

ciation will also celebrate the 19th Amendment’s 
centennial with a luncheon Wed., Oct. 16, at the 
Union League Club. WBAI and the Illinois State 
Bar Association’s Women in the Law Committee 
have formed an ad hoc committee to serve as a 
resource for state, county and local agencies to 
find qualified women to serve agency and com-
mission vacancies. Heggie said willing and ca-
pable women in these positions will bring new 
eyes to issues facing Illinois, Cook County and 
Chicago.

For more information about these events, con-
tact WBAI at wbai@wbaillinois.org or 312-341-
8530.
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Women’s lawyer group
installs new leader, has
trans-focused program

Women’s Bar Association of Illinois (WBAI) President Corinne Cantwell Heggie.   
Photo courtesy of Heggie

LGBT Chamber, Loop 
Alliance host 
business panel 
on inclusion
BY MELISSA WASSERMAN

LGBT Chamber of Commerce of Illinois and the 
Chicago Loop Alliance (CLA) teamed to cele-
brate the 50th snniversary of Stonewall with 
a panel event on June 12 at the Palmer House 
Hilton.

The event, titled “50 Years Later: A New Way 
of Doing Business,” fostered discussion around 
the evolution of diversity and LGBTQ+ inclu-
sion, being part of large corporations or small 
businesses that are inclusive in hiring and con-
sumer practices. 

“Obviously, the title of the event is ‘50 Years 
Later: A New Way of Doing Business,’ so I really 
wanted us to be able to have a conversation, 
to talk about how companies have evolved in 
engaging LGBTQ clients, customers, employees 
and what that has looked like, but still where 
we have to go, of course,” said Jerome’ Holston, 
director of the LGBT Chamber of Commerce of 
Illinois. “So I wanted to recognize that prog-
ress, but still have a moment to reflect about 
where we have to go before us.”

The panel included David Martin, senior advi-
sor of diversity and inclusion at BMO Harris; 
activist Pat McCombs; Jill Rose Quinn, attor-
ney and counselor at law; and Marty Grochala, 
associate director of development and senior 
director of major and planned gifts at Goodman 
Theatre. Chicago Reader Publisher,  Windy City 
Times founder and LGBT Chamber of Commerce 
of Illinois founder Tracy Baim moderated the 
event. 

I love that the panelists all brought a lit-
tle bit of a different perspective,” said Sarah 
Morse, director of membership relations and 
events for CLA. “I kept looking up there being 
like ‘this is truly what diversity looks like.’ The 
people up on stage were a good representation 
of why we’re here and what we’re talking about, 
but also who makes up our members and who 
makes up the Chamber’s members.” 

The panelists shared their own work experi-
ences, describing what it is like in their specific 
fields and being an LGBTQ individual. Each an-

swered different questions that allowed them 
to speak on various topics including past and 
present obstacles, observations, recognition, 
things that fuel them in their work, corporate 
activism, selecting business partners, network-
ing with diverse organizations, diversity among 
employees, diversity and inclusion initiatives 
within the workplace and things they would 
like to see in the future.

“We wanted to get as many different indus-
tries as possible,” Morse explained about put-
ting the panel together. “Because we were talk-
ing about the business community, it wasn’t 
necessarily like we were just talking about this 
one thing. The business world in Chicago is ob-
viously very diverse and we wanted to make 
sure that everyone in the audience could may-
be have a speaker to identify with.”

Following the panel, attendees participated 
in a question-and-answer session and network-
ing event. 

Holston emphasized and agreed with what 
was said on the panel that while it is a good 
first step to be engaged during pride month, 
companies have to identify other ways to be 
more active and more engaged beyond having a 
float in the Pride parade and sporting rainbow 
buttons. 

“You have to think about year-long engage-
ment strategies to be really inclusive and be 
more active toward the LGBTQ community,” 
said Holston.

David Martin. 
Photo by Melissa Wasserman
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BY MACKENZIE MURTAUGH

From morning to night, Chicago Bandits pitcher 
Aleshia Ocasio commits herself to two things: 
softball and benevolence. 

During the season for the National Pro Fast-
pitch team, she bustles away during training, 
practice and under the ballpark’s lights. Dur-
ing off-season, Ocasio can be found out of the 
field and into communities, using her skills to 
coach and train young athletes, in an effort to 
help mold the skills of the future of professional 
softball.

Since graduating from the University of Florida 
last year, Ocasio has not let any post-grad lull 
hit her. This past spring, Howard University hired 
her as an assistant coach to the school’s softball 
team. Ocasio honed in her skills to bring the con-
fidence she knew the players had; they just were 
not able to achieve it without a little encourage-
ment. Coaching and giving back are things that 
Ocasio sees herself continuing to do as she gets 
further into her professional career. 

“I want to be that person for younger athletes 
that I needed when I was younger,” Ocasio told 
Windy City Times. 

Her work with Howard helped their winning 
percentage increase by over 100 percent. Oca-
sio takes pride in assisting alongside the other 
coaches with this victory, but her humble nature 
doesn’t let her take credit for their success.

“I want to help prepare them for the future and 
to empower them to make them believe that they 
can do whatever they want as long as they work 
hard and put their mind to it, up their work ethic 
and live out their truth,” Ocasio said.

For Ocasio, working with aspiring professional 
athletes is an empowering moment for both her 
and the young athletes. She desires to give back 
to the sport that brought her to where she stands 
now, and she wants to replicate those coaches 
who prepared her for a professional career. 

“There’s just so much to be learned in this 
world, and it’s not going to be butterflies and 
rainbows,” Ocasio said. “[I want them to] just 
live out their truth. I have found myself in my 
journey, and I want them to stay true to who 
they are when they grow up and how to work and 
be successful.”

As an openly bisexual woman, Ocasio finds 
some solace in softball, as she says that many 
individuals in the sports community are also a 
part of the LGBTQ+ community. 

“Playing in this sport and being around the 
same people every day who a lot of identify as 

LGBTQ+, I’m blessed to say that I’ve been com-
fortable with the process of coming out and be-
ing in an environment where I feel supported.”

Along with the frustrations and hardships of 
a certain type of social life projected by college 
campus culture, Ocasio felt some discomfort in 
expressing her sexuality. Her biggest obstacle, 
similar to other LGBTQ+ individuals, was coming 
out as bisexual—the orientation she has always 
identified as. Ocasio came into her own confi-
dence somewhere during college with the help 
of her closest friends and allies. Now, Ocasio is 
in a relationship with Natasha Cloud, a player on 
the Washington Mystics of the Women’s National 
Basketball Association (WNBA). The couple seems 
to be very busy, as Cloud currently qualifies for 
the WNBA’s All-Star game and the Bandits qualify 
for next year’s Olympics—a landmark that Ocasio 
called one of her proudest moments. 

Her earliest introduction to the sport was 
when her mother took her to the local ballpark 
to watch her cousins play. After this, she began 
playing Little League when she was seven-years-
old. Ocasio’s passion for softball came after she 
was “grandfathered in”—her words. 

“You just build so many different relationships, 
not only with your teammates, your coaches, the 
people who you meet just playing this sport,” 
Ocasio said. “Softball is a team sport, it’s differ-
ent from tennis or from running a marathon. You 
have got to work together and do the same thing 
every day.”

The transition from the college game to pro-
fessional was something that was surprisingly 
easy for Ocasio. From one day balancing training, 
practice, games, homework and a social life, the 
occupying life of a student-athlete is not some-
thing to be overlooked.

“Here, you have a commitment from when you 
wake up until you go to bed at night,” Ocasio 
said. “Meetings, team meetings, the sport itself. 
[In college], the fact is that you go home and 
you have to do homework, so I think it’s been 
a little less stressful without having the school 
aspect.”

June 16 marked Ocasio’s one-year anniversary 
since she went professional and joined the Ban-
dits. When asked about what this past year has 
taught her, she reflected on her growth as not 
just an athlete but as an individual.

“I’ve learned how to work on my own, how to 
get what I need to perform to the best of my 
ability.”

The Chicago Bandits’ schedule can be found at 
https://chicagobandits.com/.
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Softball player reflects
on sexuality in
sports, teamwork

Aleshia Ocasio.   
Photo courtesy the Chicago Bandits

30 Under 30 Awards
to be held June 26

Windy City Times will again mark Pride Month 
with its annual 30 Under 30 Awards.

The ceremony will take pace Wed, June 26. 
As in the past few years, the event will take 
place at Polo Cafe and Catering, 3322 S. Mor-
gan St.

There will be a 5:30 p.m. reception, with the 
program being 6-7:30 p.m.

Honorees are 30 years or under as of June 30, 
and have made some substantial contributions 
to the Chicagoland LGBT community, whether 
in the fields of entertainment, politics, health, 
activism, academics, sports or other areas.

Windy City Times Managing Editor Matt Sim-
onette coordinates the awards program for the 
paper. Hundreds of people have been honored 
by the paper in the more than 10 years since 
the awards were established.

Most honorees have gone on to great suc-
cess in their careers and educations, including 
working for the Obama presidential campaign 
and administration, plus individual successes 
in music, legal, professional and academic ca-
reers and much more.

Boystown threats
send man to prison
BY MATT SIMONETTE

A man who invoked the Pulse nightclub shoot-
ing while making threats against Boystown 
nightclubs and various individuals has been 
sentenced to seven concurrent 42-month pris-
on terms.

The June 21 sentencing of the man making 
the threats, Shane Sleeper, was first reported 
June 22 by the CWB Chicago website.

Sleeper pled guilty to four counts of ha-
rassment, threatening to kill; three counts 
of telephone harassment, threatening to kill; 
impersonating an attorney; and impersonating 
a police officer. Various other charges, among 
them making false terroristic threats, were 
dropped in a plea deal.

Sleeper was initially arrested for making the 
threats Feb. 20, 2018, then was mistakenly 
released on May 1 of that year. He was appre-
hended in Uptown two days later. 

CWB’s report is at http://www.cwbchicago.
com/2019/06/threats-of-mass-shooting-at-
boystown.html.@windycitytimes www.windycitymediagroup.com

/windycitymediagroup@windycitytimes1
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PrideIndex.com’s 12th annual Esteem Awards 
will take place Sunday, July 7, 1-3 p.m., at Light-
house Church of Chicago, 2335 N. Orchard St.

Three organizations and eight individuals will 
be honored. The honorees—selected by a com-
mittee of past honorees who reviewed an array 
of nominations—will receive their awards at the 
Fifth Annual Black Gay Pride Worship Service 
Brunch. The event is free and open to the public.

Awardees include:

Chicago
—Outstanding Service, Male: Antonio V. King, 

public health administrator/LGBTQ health & out-
reach liaison for the Chicago Department of Pub-
lic Health

—Outstanding Service, Female: Imani Rupert-
Gordon, executive director of Affinity Community 
Services

—Outstanding Service, Transgender: Channyn 
Lynne Parker, manager of external communica-
tions at Howard Brown Health Center

—Future Leaders/Outstanding Millennial 
Award: Ka’riel Gaiter, community engagement 
coordinator for Youth Empowerment Performance 
Project

—Outstanding Social Services/CBO: Brave 
Space Alliance, the first Black-led, Trans-led LG-
BTQ Center on Chicago’s South Side

—Special Recognition Award: The Gene Siskel 
Film Center, for its inclusion of films to promote 

understanding and awareness by/and for film-
makers of color, the LGBTQ communities and 
people of color everywhere

—Outstanding Spoken Word: OUTspoken!, 
Chicago’s monthly spoken-word phenomenon at 
Sidetrack celebrating the uniquely personal sto-
ries from across the LGBTQ community.

National
—Outstanding Service, Male: Steven G. Full-

wood, documentarian, public archivist, writer 
and photographer

—Outstanding Service, Female: Alexis Pauline 
Gumbs, feminist, educator, and essayist.

—Future Leaders/Outstanding Millennial 
Award: Perre L. Shelton, Spoken word perfor-
mance artist, educator, mentor and founder of 
The Lamar Method (TLM)

—Special Recognition Award: Sampson Mc-
Cormick, stand-up comedian, writer, actor and 
producer

Since 2007, PrideIndex.com’s Esteem Awards 
has honored local and national organizations and 
individuals for their continued efforts in support-
ing the African-American and LGBT communities 
in the areas of entertainment, media, civil rights, 
business and art.

Citywide Pride now a
nonprofit organization

Citywide Pride has announced its launch as an 
independent nonprofit organization. 

Since its founding in 2002, the Citywide Pride 
series of programs have aimed to advance LG-
BTQ workplace equality and inclusion. A press 
release added, “For the past 18 years, Citywide 
Pride has raised awareness as well as educated 
and engaged thousands of Chicagoland employ-
ees, human resources and diversity professionals 
and their allies at more than 200 company- and 
organization-sponsored events.”

SCC, an independent creative and technology 
agency, worked with Citywide Pride to design its 
new brand identity.

For more information about Citywide Pride and 
its event series, visit the new website Citywide-
PrideChicago.org or email citywidepridechicago@
gmail.com.

STONEWALL AT 50

NYC Pride March
names grand
marshals

NYC Pride—the official host of WorldPride 2019 
| Stonewall 50—has announced its five grand 
marshals slated to lead both the 50th NYC Pride 
March on Sunday, June 30, and this year’s com-
memoration of the 50th anniversary of the 1969 
Stonewall Uprising, a press release noted. 

The cast of the FX show Pose, Phyll Opoku-
Gyimah, Gay Liberation Front, The Trevor Project 
and Monica Helms will head this year’s celebra-
tion. 

—Pose (which features the largest trans cast in 
TV history) is a dance musical, set in the 1980s, 
that explores the juxtaposition of life and soci-
ety in New York: the ball-culture world, the rise 
of the Trump era. and the downtown social and 
literary scene.

—Opoku-Gyimah (also known as Lady Phyll) is 
the core of the award-winning celebration and 
protest that is UK Black Pride.

—Gay Liberation Front was the very first LGBTQ 
activist organization formed after the Stonewall 
Rebellion.

—The Trevor Project is the world’s largest sui-
cide-prevention and crisis intervention organiza-
tion for young LGBTQ people.

—Helms is a transgender activist, author and 
veteran of the United States Navy, having served 
on two submarines. She is also the creator of the 
Transgender Pride Flag, in 1999, and subsequent-
ly donated the original flag to the Smithsonian 
Institution in 2014.

WorldPride 2019 | Stonewall 50 will be com-
posed of more than 25 different events for LG-
BTQIA+ people during June. Visit WorldPride.org.

Esteem Awards taking
place July 7

Imani Rupert-Gordon. 
Photo courtesy of Rupert-Gordon
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BY MATT SIMONETTE

For more than 50 years, DignityUSA—which has a 
prominent Chicago-based chapter, Dignity/Chica-
go—has been the “go-to voice for gay Catholics,” 
said Chicago-based national President Chris Pett.

The group will hold its 24th organizational 
conference, titled True to Ourselves, True to Our 
Spirit, in Chicago, beginning Friday, July 5, at 
the Westin Michigan Avenue downtown. Speakers 
include feminist theologian Mary Hunt and attor-
ney/activist Urvashi Vaid, the co-founder of the 
Creating Change conference.

Many LGBT Catholics have a frustrating and dif-
ficult relationship with their church, should they 
even choose to retain their membership. Even as 
church laity in many nations become accepting 
of LGBT persons and their issues, the Vatican has 
frequently dug in its heels, opposing their rights 
and issuing potentially harmful directives.

Helping bridge that gap between the insti-
tutional church and the Catholic community is 
where the Dignity chapters come in, Pett said.

“Catholic identity is deeply cultural for some-
one like me,” said Pett. “It’s a strong and embed-
ded part of me. The institutional church is not 
reflective of so many of us. I still will claim that 
identity.”

He  further asked, “Shouldn’t we try to change 

from within?”
DignityUSA chapters predated the Stonewall 

uprising, having started in early 1969. Chicago’s 
chapter began in 1972; the local organization 
was inducted into the Chicago Gay and Lesbian 
Hall of Fame (now the Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame) 
in 1997.

The real origins of the Chicago chapter began 
in 1970, when Chicagoan Mary Houlihan, a mem-
ber of the Legion of Mary, began to consider the 
spiritual need of gay Roman Catholics. The first 
mass was held in October of that year. Eventually 
the group settled into a longtime home at St. 
Sebastian Church.

Great strife came in the ‘80s, however, when 
the Archdiocese clamped down especially hard on 
its anti-gay stance and said that members should 
accept teachings on homosexuality. A number of 
individuals simply walked away from the church 
after that. But Dignity/Chicago refocused its en-
ergies on not just on observances and community 
projects but in effecting change in the church 
itself.

The organization plays an active role in ad-
vocating for various progressive stances; among 
those causes, for example, is supporting the idea 
of female priests.

“People were very responsive to that idea,” 
noted Pett. “When we made the decision, the ma-

jority of the people asked, ‘What have we been 
waiting for?’”

Another longtime principle has been using 
gender-inclusive or gender-neutral language in 
the liturgy, he added. The group now is based 
at Broadway Methodist Church in Lake View, and 
has been active in supporting Bonaventure House 

and the Legacy Project, among other causes. 
When the late Cardinal Francis George was in 

office, Dignity/Chicago members met with him 
three times. They’ve tried to meet with Cardinal 
Blase Cupich three times, but have been turned 
down, Pett said.

Pope Francis came into his role years ago seem-
ing to want to “bridge the pastoral and doctri-
nal” roles of the church, Pett noted. But the pope 
nevertheless has done little but reinforce the 
church’s already-established stances on LGBT is-
sues. In early June, he released a guidance decry-
ing contemporary views on gender identity that 
many saw as potentially harmful to transgender 
persons; activists noted that choosing to release 
the guidance during Pride Month functioned as 
an extra slap in the face to the community.

“If they can put out these statements, we 
need a Dignity,” said Pett, who added that, for 
the LGBT Catholics to claim their identity, “There 
needs to be voices and a witness.”
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Survey shows link 
between suicide, 
conversion therapy

The Trevor Project released a new survey 
showing that 57 percent of young people who 
experienced conversion therapy attempted sui-
cide in the last year.

The National Survey on LGBTQ Youth: Mental 
Health 2019 is consistent with the results of 
a peer-reviewed study published last year that 
found that LGBTQ youth who are subjected to 
conversion therapy are nearly three times as 
likely to attempt suicide as those who have not 
been subjected to conversion therapy. 

Another noticeable result: Two in three LG-
BTQ youth reported that someone tried to con-
vince them to change their sexual orientation 
or gender identity, with youth who have un-
dergone conversion therapy more than twice as 
likely to attempt suicide as those who did not.

In a press release, Born Perfect co-founder 
and conversion-therapy survivor Mathew Shur-
ka said, “These heartbreaking figures under-
score the urgent need for states to take ac-
tion to protect LGBTQ young people and their 
families from the devastating harms caused by 
conversion therapy. 

“Conversion therapy is fraudulent and harm-
ful. No young person in this country should 
have to fear being subjected to such a dan-
gerous and unethical practice, and no family 
should have to fear that a licensed therapist 
will subject their child to a discredited treat-
ment that has been rejected as ineffective and 
unsafe by every leading medical and mental 
health organization in the country.”

National Center for Lesbian Rights Legal Di-
rector Shannon Minter added, “As this new data 
confirms, the evidence that conversion therapy 

puts LGBTQ youth at risk of serious harms is 
overwhelming.  No issue is more important to 
the health and well-being of LGBTQ youth than 
putting a stop to this invidious practice once 
and for all.  We call on state and local poli-
cymakers to take immediate steps to educate 
parents about the harms caused by conversion 
therapy and to ensure that no licensed thera-
pist can engage in these dangerous practices.”

The survey is at https://www.thetrevorpro-
ject.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/The-
Trevor-Project-National-Survey-Results-2019.
pdf.

HRC releases
sex-bias report

The Human Rights Campaign (HRC) published 
its “Inclusive Interpretations of Sex Discrimi-
nation Law”—a report that outlines how fed-
eral courts have developed a consistent legal 
narrative regarding discrimination against LG-
BTQ people as constituting unlawful sex dis-
crimination under our nation’s civil-rights laws. 

The introduction to the port reads, in part, 
“Recent efforts by the Trump administration to 
narrow this interpretation at the Departments 
of Justice, Health and Human Services, and 
Education run counter to legal precedent and 
existing Supreme Court precedent regarding the 
interpretation of Title VII to include classes or 
characteristics not originally considered by the 
1964 Congress.”

“Inclusive Interpretations” includes sex-
discrimination cases, federal-agency actions, 
an explanation of why statutory codification of 
certain case law is essential and more.

The report is at https://assets2.hrc.org/
files/assets/resources/HRC-SexDiscrimination-
Report-Final.pdf.

HAPPY PRIDE TO ALL
FROM YOUR FRIENDS

AT THE 48TH WARD
PUBLIC SERVICE

OFFICE

State Senator Heather Steans, 7th District

State Representative Kelly Cassidy, 14th District

Alderman Harry Osterman, 48th Ward
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A STREET ART FESTIVAL  
IN ROGERS PARK

SATURDAY, 
JULY 20 FREE!

East of the Howard Red Line ‘L’

  
 

howardstreetchicago.com

Express your own creativity by purchasing
a 4’ x 4’ square for chalk art.

11AM TO 8PM
Howard Street, Chicago

Sponsored by:

Presented by:

Taste Great Food, Wine & Beer
Hear Live Music All Day

http://www.howardstreetchicago.com
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BY CARRIE MAXWELL

Human Rights Campaign (HRC) Chicago hosted a 
panel discussion, “The Equality Act & Me,” May 
29 at Morningstar Inc. to highlight the ways the 
Equality Act would improve the lives of every LG-
BTQ person in the United States.

Chicago Sun-Times columnist and ABC Chicago 
political analyst Laura Washington moderated the 
event, with panelists U.S. Rep. Robin Kelly, Pride 
Action Tank Executive Director and AIDS Founda-
tion of Chicago Policy and Advocacy Operations 
Senior Director Kim Hunt, Wintrust Bank Vice 
President Don Cortelyou, LGBT Chamber of Com-
merce of Illinois Director Jerome’ Holston and 
Loyola University student, first openly transgen-
der Illinois General Assembly page and Equality 
Illinois Community Advisory Group member Gray-
son Alexander.

Ahead of the panel discussion, HRC Regional 
Organizing Lead Deon Young played a video out-
lining examples of discrimination that persists 
nationwide due to the lack of federal protections 
for LGBTQ people since only 20 states (including 
Illinois) have both sexual orientation and gender 
identity named as protected classes of people. 
Young explained that according to studies about 
63 percent of LGBTQ people say they have ex-
perienced some form of discrimination. He said 
70 percent of the entire U.S. population supports 
legal protections for LGBTQ people nationwide.

Young explained that the Equality Act has ad-
ditional categories of protections that were not 
listed in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and these 
would help not only LGBTQ people, but also wom-
en in general and people of color. He said the 
House of Representatives recently voted on the 
bill and it passed with bipartisan support—236 
to 173 with eight GOP members voting for it and 
all Democrats present voting yes.

Morningstar, Inc. Global Director of Design Da-
vid Williams and HRC Steering Committee mem-
ber and Area Representative Justin Koziatek also 
spoke ahead of the panel. Williams announced 
that Morningstar had recently joined the Equality 
Act Business Coalition.

Washington queried Kelly on the status of the 
bill and steps forward.

Kelly said she is thrilled the bill passed the 
House and credits its sponsor, Rep. David Cicil-
line, for moving it forward, however, there will 
be a fight in the GOP controlled Senate to bring 
this to the floor for a vote. She explained this is 
“really a civil-rights bill.”

Washington asked Alexander to describe his 
page job and what he got from the experience.

Alexander explained that pages are the “little 
cogs no one sees” running errands for the non-
partisan clerk of the Illinois General Assembly 
and he learned a lot about how things really get 
done legislatively. In terms of him being the first 
openly transgender page, Alexander said he is 

honored to hold that status and have had the op-
portunity to meet the legislators who were put-
ting forth the Birth Certificate Modernization Act 
and advocate for it when he was not on the clock.

“It made me appreciate how well protected I 

am as LGBTQ person in Illinois,” said Alexander.
Alexander said he still is concerned for his 

transgender friends in Missouri who have to wor-
ry about passing everyday because they have no 
state-wide protections.

Washington asked the other panelists to out-
line how their area of expertise dovetails with 
what the Equality Act will provide and what they 
are doing now to address these issues.

Hunt said that, in recent years, she learned the 
biggest concern for aging LGBTQ people is affirm-
ing senior housing facilities since most places are 
not ready for them to reside there. She explained 
that many LGBTQ seniors are going back into the 
closet in these housing facilities. Hunt said this 
has been addressed with a bill that adds protec-
tions for LGBTQ and HIV-positive people to the 
existing Illinois Elder Care Law and it is awaiting 
Gov. Pritzker’s signature.

Holston explained that there are currently 
about 300 LGBTQ business owners or inclusive 
employers in Illinois that the chamber sup-
ports in various ways. He said the Equality Act 
will improve the quality of life for these LGBTQ 

business-owners so they can thrive and qualify 
for more government contracts.

Cortelyou, who calls himself a socialist banker, 
wondered why, if the banks want to make money, 
they would discriminate against anyone. He said 
LGBTQ people can be sitting in front of a “big-
oted” loan officer who may not work as hard to 
find a loan they might qualify for or give them a 

good interest rate. Cortelyou explained that the 
Equality Act would amend the Equal Credit Op-
portunity Act to include sexual orientation and 
gender identity as protected classes of people.

In terms of arguments against the Equality Act, 
Kelly said the biggest obstacle is Sen. Majority 
Leader Mitch McConnell even though, according 
to Sen. Tammy Baldwin, it could pass the Senate 
if it was put to a floor vote.

Hunt said many people do not know this is 
an issue because they think LGBTQ people are 
already protected on a federal level so public 
awareness campaigns are vital. She explained 
that the provisions the Obama administration put 
into place are being stripped away, especially for 

transgender people, and the Equality Act will re-
verse this.

Alexander, Cortelyou and Holston echoed 
Hunt’s comments that education and publicity 
campaigns about the Equality Act will hasten its 
passage in the Senate and having it signed into 
law by the president.

A Q&A session followed.

HRC Chicago holds
Equality Act
panel discussion

From left: Laura Washington, Grayson Alexander, Robin Kelly, Don Cortelyou, Kim Hunt and Jerome’ Holston.   
Photo by Carrie Maxwell

Chicago Dyke March
in Little Village 
on June 29

The Chicago Dyke March Collective will pres-
ent the 23rd Annual Dyke March in the city’s Lit-
tle Village neighborhood on Saturday, June 29.

A gathering will take place at Little Village 
Academy, at 26th Street and Lawndale Avenue, 
at 1:30 p.m., with the march starting at 2:30 
p.m. There will then be a rally at Piotrowski 
Park, at 32nd Street and Keeler Avenue, at 3:30 
p.m.

According to the event’s Facebook page, the 
march “is a celebration + manifestation center-
ing queer and trans people of color for and by 
community. We gather to create space and com-
munity while supporting local POC centered art, 
music, and performance. We are anti-capitalist, 

anti-state, and anti-police and do not accept 
funds or donations from state, corporations or 
oppressive institutions.”
See “Dyke March 2019!” on Facebook. 

Inaugural Pride 
South Side set for 
June 28-30

The Pride South Side Organizing Committee 
will hold an inaugural pride festival on Friday-
Sunday, June 28-30, in partnership with various 
local venues.

Those venues include:
—The Stony Island Arts bank, 6760 S Stony 

Island Ave.;
—The DuSable Museum, 740 E. 56th Pl.;
—The South Shore Cultural Center Beach, 

7059 S. South Shore Dr.;

—Gallery Guichard, 436 E. 47th St.;
—The Promontory, 5311 S. Lake Park Ave. 

West; and
—Jeffery Pub, 7041 S. Jeffery Ave.
The weekend will kick off with a film screen-

ing, in partnership with OpenTV, at the Stony 
Island Arts Bank on Friday, June 28, 8-10 p.m. 
The opening night will also include a kickoff 
party curated by Melloe Drama at Gallery Guich-
ard at 8 p.m.-1 a.m.

On Saturday, June 29, The DuSable Museum 
will host the main event—a concert and festi-
val at 12-9 p.m. After the festival on June 29, 
four different venues (The Promontory, Jeffery 
Pub and two others TBA) will host various after-
parties. 

On Sunday, June 30, The South Shore Cul-
tural Center Beach will host the closing event, 
“Beachnic; Queering in the Parks.”

For tickets and more information, visit Pride-
SouthSide.com.
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Our certified nurse-midwives can help 
you during childbirth and any stage of 
your life.

Same day appointments and walk-ins welcome. 

Visit SwedishCovenant.org/midwives 
or call 773-989-6200. 

http://www.swedishcovenant.org/midwives
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BY ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI

When Spencer was 11, he came out to his family 
as gay. However, his family took the news as a 
shock and thought it was just a phase, so Spen-
cer (who requested we not use his last name to 
protect his privacy) went back into the closet, 
convinced it was just that—a phase that would 
go away.

But it did not feel that way. To cope with 
suppressing his identity and the overwhelming 
thoughts in his head, Spencer began to drink 
alcohol and abuse drugs. When he was in high 
school, he began smoking marijuana, which led 
him to cocaine and, later, heroin.

“Lying to yourself is an eternal pain [and a] 
dark rabbit hole,” Spencer, now 29, said looking 
back on his adolescent years.

He tried to fill the hole with alcohol and drugs 
but after almost 10 years of substance abuse, 
he decided to seek help and stop living a lie in 
his head. He went to rehab at 20—and that was 
when he embraced his true identity.

“I wasn’t scared to say I was gay anymore so 
when I got out of rehab I was practically wearing 
a unicorn suit,” Spencer said.

Substance abuse in the LGBTQ community is 
higher than the general population, according 
to the Center for American Progress. In a 2012 
study, an estimated 20-30 percent of gay and 
transgender people have a substance abuse dis-
order, compared to 9 percent of the non-LGBTQ 
population. The study indicated that stress from 
daily battles with discrimination and stigma is 
a principle driver of these higher substance use 
rates.

Spencer experienced this first-hand and, af-
ter rehab, he worked to change his lifestyle and 
stay clean from alcohol and drugs, but it was 
not an easy path. During a visit to the ER, he 
was handed a flyer about Gateway Foundation, a 
Chicagoland addiction recovery organization. He 
decided to check out its services in 2017, and it 
has since remained a constant resource in his life 
and helped him on his path to recovery.

He said the local organization attracted him 
because it has a volleyball league, which Spencer 
loves. It is also a great way to connect with other 
people who have suffered from substance abuse 
and learn from them, he said.

“Gateway helps me by seeing people [and 
it] sponsors different meetings and activities,” 
Spencer said. “Whether you’re being held ac-
countable or preaching something that you need 
to hear yourself, it helps you more than the per-
son you are helping [by] giving back.”

Gateway, which has been helping with ad-
diction for over 50 years, will be expanding its 
LGBTQ services to Lake Villa in September with 
a residential treatment unit. This effort will bet-
ter help the health organization grow with new 
research, reach vulnerable populations and sup-
port the LGBTQ community, said Karen Wolownik 
Albert, executive director of Gateway Foundation 
Lake County Services.

“We look at this population as one significantly 
in need of specialized services,” Wolownik Albert 
said.

Wolownik Albert, who has been with Gateway 
for nine years, said more resources like the resi-
dential unit will help the progress of the LGBTQ 
community, which still faces inequitable health-

care challenges compared to other groups and is 
more likely to suffer from substance abuse be-
cause of discriminatory practices from family, in 
the workplace or their own doctors

“Patients are not willing to come forward be-
cause they are worried about some of the stigma 
and biases they may encounter from their own 
doctors and other healthcare professionals,” she 
said. “It’s important to look at practices that are 
inclusive and knowledgeable of unique needs of 
all populations.”

Gateway’s 14 Chicago-area locations aim to 
help with withdrawal management, partial hos-
pitalization, intensive rehab centers, medica-
tion-assisted treatment and an alumni/aftercare 
component, of which which Spencer is a part. 
Wolownik Albert said the foundation helped serve 
about 6,000 residents in the Chicagoland just last 
year.

Spencer said he was sober for two years after 
joining Gateway but recently relapsed in March. 
Now he has been sober for three months and is 
working to stay strong, though he recognizes 
that relapse is part of the addiction and healing 
process.

In addition to finding a support system, Spen-
cer said he regularly goes to the gym and found 
faith; he now prays every day.

“I always thought I was going to burst into a 
ball of fire if you spoke the word faith,” he said.

This year, Pride means something different to 
Spencer since he is clean. Formerly, he admits it 
used to be a time to “get obliterated, get lost 
and go on adventures,” but now it represents a 
stronger tie to his identity and an appreciation 
for the LGBTQ community’s history.

“Now it’s showing a huge group coming togeth-
er no matter what they look like—black, white, 
purple—they are all coming together for a com-
mon thing: love,” he said. “I love that it’s grow-
ing and becoming more acceptable.”

Looking back on how far he has come since 
he was a teenager, he remembers feeling alone 
and isolated. Gateway taught him that was false, 

and he wants to remind others struggling with 
substance abuse or acceptance from family and 
friends that they are not alone.

“Because I am more butch than normal gay 
people, I guess I thought I was unique but sadly 
not,” he said with a laugh. “I thought there was 
no one like me and I ended up finding someone 
just like me and now I’m getting married to him.”

And the future for Spencer looks bright. For ex-
ample, he and his fiance are getting married in 
July—with a mini-German Shepherd as the ring 
bearer and a Great Dane as the best man.

Gateway Foundation can be reached at its 
24-hour hotline at 877-505-4673, or at Gate-
wayFoundation.org.

Addict learns to
overcome obstacles,
thanks to foundation

The Gateway treatment center at Fox Lake. 
Photo courtesy of Gateway Foundation

The main house of the new Lake Villa residency will be open in September. 
Photo courtesy of Gateway Foundation

Mineral Point to
display AIDS Quilt

In Wisconsin, as part of Mineral Point’s 
3rd annual Pride celebration, sections of the 
internationally celebrated AIDS Memorial 
Quilt—the 54-ton, handmade tapestry that 
stands as a memorial to more than 96,000 
individuals lost to AIDS—will be on view 
Aug. 8-10 at the boyoyoboy! contemporary 
art gallery, 22 High St., Mineral Point. 

Mineral Point Pride is hosting this free dis-
play of the quilt.

Established in 1987, The NAMES Project 
Foundation is the international organization 
that is the custodian of The AIDS Memorial 
Quilt. The quilt began with a single three-
foot-by-six-foot panel created in San Fran-
cisco in 1987. Today, The quilt is composed 
of more than 49,000 individual panels of that 
size—each one commemorating the life of 
someone who has died of AIDS.

The gallery describes itself as an art col-
lective specializing in contemporary South 
African art.
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BY JAKE WITTICH

After 24 years navigating the corporate world 
as a marketing professional for corporations like 
AT&T and Petsmart, Chris Hofstetter was ready for 
reinvention.

Looking to start “act two” of his career, Hof-
stetter moved to Chicago with his husband and 
dog, a Shih Tzu rescue named Louie, to start 
his own digital marketing company. Louie Inc., 
named after the dog, launched on Nov. 7, 2017. 
Since then, Hofstetter has found a new sense of 
purpose as someone who can serve the LGBTQ 
and small-business communities.

“I never thought I’d like what I’m doing for 
work in my life,” Hofstetter said. “I’m so grateful 
to find a spot in this world where I feel comfort-
able to be me and have the knowledge to help 
people.”

Some of Louie Inc.’s services include improv-
ing businesses’ online presence, website design, 
email campaigns and brand or logo development. 
Hofstetter said the agency differentiates itself 
from others by offering “remarkable” customer 
service that draws on his experiences in the cor-
porate world.

“I’ve managed agencies for years in all those 
corporate jobs, so I learned all of the things — 
things I won’t repeat — that I didn’t like as a 
customer,” Hofstetter said.

Hofstetter said most of Louie Inc.’s clients are 
small- to medium-sized businesses seeking help 
with social media management, websites, search 
engine optimization and email marketing cam-
paigns. He offers these services at affordable 
prices so he can help the businesses grow.

“It’s critical for small businesses to be able to 
compete at the level of corporations that have 
money for the best websites, social media or ad-
vertising,” Hofstetter said. “I’m trying to take my 
clients to that level, and I’m excited to help them 
grow because I know the pain.”

Hofstetter said he grew up in Middlefield, Ohio, 
a small town about 45 miles east of Cleveland. 
His parents owned five different jewelry stores 
in the neighboring small towns, so he grew up 
in a small-business world. He combines this ex-
perience with the knowledge he learned in the 
corporate world to run Louie Inc.

Hofstetter said he plans to expand Louie Inc. 
in its second year by recruiting a few corpora-
tions as clients and hiring more employees. Right 
now, he oversees a team of one part-time and one 
full-time employee, as well as various contracted 
developers and designers.

In the long-term, Hofstetter plans to grow 
Louie Inc. into a “comfortable, medium-sized 
business” that’s respected nationwide, he said.

“I don’t know that I’m pulling to be some ex-
tra-large company, because the last thing I want 
is to find myself in a position where I’m removed 
and can do nothing but run the business,” Hof-

stetter said. “I always want to be on the ground, 
working with clients directly.”

The agency is also in the process of receiving 
its National LGBT Chamber of Commerce Certifica-
tion, Hofstetter said. 

“We are an LGBT-owned and operated business 
and are committed to practicing diversity forev-
er,” Hofstetter said. “That informs the company 
culture, too. I want my employees to work in a 
flexible environment where they can be them-
selves and be happy.”

According to Hofstetter, one of his main goals 
as CEO is to give back to the LGBTQ community. 
He’s a member of the LGBT Chamber of Commerce 
of Illinois, where he’s volunteering his time to 
work on its website and database. He also plans 
to take on more LGBTQ-owned small business cli-
ents to help them prosper into larger companies.

“As someone who grew up gay in a small town 
where there were no gay people I knew of, I’m 
grateful to finally be free to be who I am and give 
back,” Hofstetter said. “I didn’t start out with a 
focus on the LGBT community, but it’s the direc-
tion I want to go.”

Louie Inc.’s website is at https://www.louieinc.
com/.

Gay entrepreneur hopes
to reach others through
digital marketing

Chris Hofstetter. 
Photo courtesy of Hofstetter

Zoe Spears is 10th
trans woman
killed this year

Zoe Spears, a 23-year-old Black transgender 
woman, was fatally shot in Fairmount Heights, 
Maryland, Out.com reported.

She is the 10th trans woman reported mur-
dered this year in the United States. 

On June 1, Johana “Joa” Medina Leon, 25, 
was found dead in Immigrations and Customs 
Enforcement custody; and Chynal Lindsey, 26, 
was found dead in White Rock Lake in Dallas, 
Texas. On June 6, Chanel Scurlock, 23, was fa-
tally shot in Lumberton, North Carolina. And 
most recently, Layleen Polanco, 27, was found 
dead in Rikers Island Jail in New York.

In a statement, National Black Justice Co-
alition Executive Director David J. Johns said, 
“This senseless killing of Black trans women 
must end. Spears is yet another Black trans 
woman who has been murdered during Pride 
Month—and the month is not over.  

“The continued deaths of Black trans women 
begs the question: how can anyone celebrate 
Pride Month when so many members of the 
community are dying? Black trans women are 
disproportionately affected by violent crime 
and deserve to live without fear. Twenty-six 
transgender people were killed in 2018. Since 
the start of 2019, ten Black trans women alone 
have been killed. There must be justice for 
Black trans women like Spears and Carmon.”

The Out.com article is at https://www.out.
com/news/2019/6/15/zoe-spears-fourth-
black-trans-woman-found-dead-pride-month.

Indiana school
refuses to fire 
gay teacher, loses 
Catholic status

The Archbishop of Indianapolis asked a Je-
suit school to fire a teacher who is in a same-
sex marriage—but it refused to do so, CNN.com 
reported.

And because of the Brebeuf Jesuit Prepa-
ratory School’s defiance, Archbishop Charles 
Thompson has decreed that the Indianapolis 
institution will no longer be recognized or 
identified as a Catholic institution within the 
archdiocese.

The Catholic catechism teaches that “[same-
sex] acts are intrinsically disordered” but also 
that LGBT people “must be accepted with re-
spect, compassion, and sensitivity. Every sign 
of unjust discrimination in their regard should 
be avoided.”

“What the leaders of Brebeuf and the Mid-
west Jesuit Province did is exactly what our 
Catholic faith teaches,” said Marianne Duddy-
Burke, executive director of DignityUSA, a na-
tional pro-LGBT Catholic group. “They honored 
the dignity and human rights of the teacher, as 
we expect they would for any member of the 
school community. We applaud their integrity 

and bravery.”
However, another Indianapolis school has 

gone a different route and fired another teach-
er who is in a same-sex marriage, The India-
napolis Star reported. Cathedral High School, 
announced it is terminating a gay teacher in 
order to avoid a split with the archdiocese.

The CNN article is at https://www.cnn.
com/2019/06/20/us/jesuit-school-indiana-
gay-teacher/index.html. The Star piece is 
at https://www.indystar.com/story/news/
education/2019/06/23/cathedral-high-school-
indianapolis-archdiocese-fires-gay-teach-
er/1543384001/.

Progressive Reform
Caucus announces
new leaders

The Chicago City Council Progressive Reform 
Caucus elected new leadership. The caucus now 
has 17 members.

The new officers are 10th Ward Ald. Sue 
Sadlowski-Garza (chair), 4th Ward Ald. Sophia 
King (vice chair), 40th Ward Ald. Andre Vasquez 
(secretary) and 49th Ward Ald. Maria Hadden 
(treasurer).

Hadden, who identifies as queer, was elected 
this year, defeating longtime Ald. Joe Moore.

The caucus now includes: Ald. Daniel LaSpata 
(1st Ward); Ald. Sophia King (4); Ald. Leslie 
Hairston (5); Ald. Roderick T. Sawyer (6); Ald. 
Michael Rodriguez (22); Ald. Susan Sadlowski 
Garza (10); Ald. David Moore (17); Ald. Jea-
nette Taylor (20); Ald. Byron Sigcho-Lopez 
(25); Ald. Chris Taliaferro (29); Ald. Felix Car-
dona Jr (31); Ald. Scott Waguespack (32); Ald. 
Rossana Rodriguez (33); Ald. Carlos Ramirez-
Rosa (35); Ald. Andre Vasquez (40); Ald. Matt 
Martin (47); and Ald. Maria Hadden (49).

Ald. Maria Hadden. 
Photo by Ryan Edmund
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Be prepared. 
Your lung cancer can 
spread to your brain.

Be prepared. 
Your lung cancer can 
spread to your brain.
Rose, age 59, TexasRose, age 59, Texas

Smoking caused Rose’s lung cancer. She had

to move from the small town she loved to get

the treatment she needed, including chemo,  

radiation and having part of her lung removed.  

Recently, her cancer spread to her brain.  

You can quit.  

CALL 1-800-QUIT-NOW.

#CDCTips

1.577 pt

http://www.cdc.gov/tips
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OP-ED BY MARIANNE WILLIAMSON
EXCLUSIVE TO WINDY CITY TIMES
 
As we look forward to the anniversary of the 
Stonewall Uprising and celebrate PRIDE month, I 
think about progress made—but also about work 
to be done. 
 Our Declaration of Independence holds that the 
inalienable rights of, “Life, Liberty and the pur-
suit of Happiness” are endowed to ALL humans by 
their creator at birth. Marriage equality became 
the law of the land, yet there is still no federal 
law explicitly protecting LGBTQ communities from 
discrimination. These communities, therefore, do 
not enjoy the full breadth of freedoms that this 
country espouses to guarantee to each and every 
citizen.
 This is not only unacceptable; this is in direct 
violation of our founding principles.
 People have long fought to rid our country of 
the “except for’s”—”except for Blacks,” “except 
for women” and so forth. Today, we are chal-
lenged by the ongoing prejudice that seeks to re-
pudiate the fundamental American dedication to 
freedom and equality for all. The idea that there 
should be God-given life, liberty and pursuit of 
happiness, “except for them,” is a stain on our 
national character.
 Rights are rights. I have been working for fun-
damental rights for LGBTQ communities since 
the 1980s and, as president, I will continue that 
work. 
 I have been an HIV- and LGBTQ-rights activist 
since the 1980s, when I founded Project Angel 
Food, which has now served more than 11 million 
meals. When I began speaking in 1983, I was at 
a place called the Philosophical Research Society 

in the Los Feliz area of Los Angeles. Not long 
after I began speaking, the AIDS crisis burst onto 
the scene. Organized religious institutions were 
profoundly silent for quite a while. Los Angeles 
was so hard hit by AIDS and there was a young 

woman, myself, who talked about a God who 
loved us no matter what, and who works miracles. 
So, people affected by the virus, particularly gay 
men, began flocking to my lectures. And that was 
simply the river that flowed to my door.
 The suffering, death and illness around me gave 
me the idea of starting a nonprofit organization 
to provide non-medical support services to peo-
ple with life-challenging illnesses. When I first 
did it, I wasn’t even thinking about AIDS spe-
cifically. But, at our first fundraiser, when I saw 
who showed up, who gave the party, who did the 
work, I looked around and I thought, Oh my god. 
This is the AIDS community. I knew that Project 
Angel Food was theirs.

 At that time, for some of those young men, tell-
ing their parents they were gay was as traumatic 
as telling their parents they were dying. So it was 
like being in a war zone, and all we had was love 
for each other. It was a very profound experience. 
I was marked forever by that experience. 
 The love I  felt from those days propels me now 
to continue working for full rights and fair treat-
ment for all as I run to be your president. 
Love, 
Marianne
 
Marianne Williamson is a best-selling author, 
lecturer non-profit activist and 2020 Demo-
cratic presidential candidate.

Looking back—
and forward

Marianne Williamson. 
Photo courtesy of the campaign team

Psychoanalytic 
group apologizes 
to LGBTQs

The American Psychoanalytic Association 
(APsaA) has issued a statement apologizing for 
its past views that pathologized homosexuality 
and transgender identities. 

The statement read, in part, “In 1969, homo-
sexuality was considered a mental illness and 
sexual orientation was conflated with gender 
identity by the mental health field. This led to 
many being coerced, either by force or choice, 
into traumatic and harmful methods to ‘cure’ 
homosexual desires and non-conforming gen-
der identities. This belief also contributed to 
widespread discrimination and prejudice in 
housing, employment, healthcare, and in so-
ciety at large.”

“Regrettably some of that era’s understand-
ing of homosexuality and gender identity can 
be attributed to the American psychoanalytic 
establishment,” said APsaA President Lee Jaffe. 
“It is long past time to recognize and apolo-
gize for our role in the discrimination and 
trauma caused by our profession.”

MWRD raises
Pride flag

In what some believe to be a first, the rain-
bow flag was flown at the Metropolitan Water 
Reclamation District (MWRD) of Greater Chi-
cago headquarters, 100 E. Erie St.

On June 20, the flag was raised, and there 
was a reception that included the presenta-
tion of a resolution. Also during the ceremony, 
the LGBT Chamber of Commerce of Illinois was 
honored.

LGBT members of the MWRD include commis-
sioners Debra Shore and Marcelino Garcia.

Gathering at MWRD. 
Photo courtesy of the MWRD

Suburban Healthcare You Can Trust
157 S. Lincoln Ave., Ste. K, Aurora     630.264.1819

1665 Larkin Ave., Elgin     847.695.1093

Open Door offers primary medical care, behavioral health and substance 
use as well as specialized services to eliminate disparities for patients who:

STIGMA FREE SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Primary Medical Care
• HIV Specialty Care
• Behavioral Health & Substance Use
• STI Testing & Treatment
• PrEP
• Hormone Administration & Monitoring

odhcil.org

• are concerned about sexually
   transmitted infections;
• are living with HIV/AIDS;
• identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual 
   or transgender

John Reagan
219-808-5161

Sophistication, style and craftsmanship define this custom-built 5100 sq. ft. luxury home, located in the exclusive 
beach home community of Highland Shores in Sawyer, Michigan. The 4-Bed, 3.5-bath house includes radiant 
floor heating, a massive stone fireplace in the huge living room, amazing wooded views, stone patio, sauna 
and steam shower and wine cellar. The Master Suite offers vaulted ceilings, a see-through fireplace that opens 
to the master bath and a wall of glass that offers spectacular views of the surrounding woods. Enjoy a day at 
the private assn. beach and so much more. 

www.TeamReaganHomes.com
Jreagan@koenigrubloff.com

http://www.teamreaganhomes.com
http://www.odhcil.org
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THE MAGIC IS  BACK®

5050 North Clark Street Chicago, Il l inois 60640
chicagomagiclounge.com

312.366.4500

http://www.chicagomagiclounge.com


BY ANDREW DAVIS

Like many people’s lives, Brad Lippitz’s has taken 
some intriguing twists and turns. In this case, it 
was a switch from law to (ultimately) real estate 
that changed his life.

Lippitz, a luxury real-estate broker at The Brad 
Lippitz Group at Compass, told Windy City Times 
he started practicing law at two firms (Sachnoff 
& Weaver, Ltd.; Schiff Hardin LLP) before open-
ing his own real-estate brokerage in 1994. In 
particular, he praised Sachnoff, saying, “It was a 
terrific firm. We did a lot of progressive public-in-
terest work and pro bono work, and there were a 
lot of smart, credible people who believed in the 
public interest. It was a good match, and I don’t 
think I could’ve been happier at any other firm.”

However, Lippitz still didn’t feel quite as ful-
filled as he thought he should. “Law didn’t seem 
like a long-term thing for me,” he said. “But at 
the side of my desk I kept a file called ‘Project 
H’—and it stood for ‘Project Happiness.’ At the 
time, I was doing fairly complex real-estate 
transactions, and all that’s required of lawyers to 
become brokers is to take the exam. So I took the 

exam, and I got my brokers’ license.”
At this point, Lippitz decided to take a leave of 

absence—and revealed yet another pursuit while 
discussing his life: “I’m also an artist as well, and 
I opened a studio in Fulton Market, where Yoni 
[husband Jonathan Pizer] and I lived. I made 
furniture and accessories that I shipped around 
the country, and I also did art shows. However, it 
started feeling too much like a company, and it 
just wasn’t as enjoyable anymore.

“So I started focusing on real estate. I helped 
a few friends look for houses and, before I knew 
it, I had this thriving business, thanks to [word 
of mouth]. It just grew organically. At that point, 
Yoni and I moved to a modest townhouse that’s 
across the street from where I live now. But we 
didn’t have kids at this point [he and Pizer have 
two teens now, along with a dog, Astro] and little 
debt, so I figured this was the time to take a 
chance. I decided that if I could live with the 
worst-case scenario—that I failed at everything, 
including law, and living a simple life—that I 
could live with anything.”

And, regarding real estate, “I was pretty much 
considered the ‘un-broker,’” Lippitz said. “I was 

never pushy and I didn’t consider myself the 
typical way. I worked out of our house for a long 
time. Then a friend of mine, Gary Zickel, sug-
gested we get an office together. I eventually got 
the space at 3323 N. Broadway; there have been 
a few awnings on it—but this is the last one.”

There were also twists involved when it came 
to dating Pizer. “I wasn’t out at all [in 1986], and 
Yoni had just moved to Chicago from Wisconsin, 
and he was living in Hyde Park,” Lippitz related. 
“At that time, I was at law school at the Universi-
ty of Chicago. I actually was in a comedy troupe; 
I was living in Lincoln Park and I decided to have 
the members of the troupe over—and there was 
one guy there who I really hit it off with. I wasn’t 
out to anyone, and I didn’t know if he was gay.” 
What ensued was Lippitz pursuing Pizer when 
the latter worked at Marshall Field’s and a dinner 
in which they “spent the entire night dropping 
hints about our sexuality,” Lippitz said, adding 
that there was one slight bump—Pizer had to 
break up with someone he was briefly dating at 
that point. 

Obviously, that split worked in Lippitz and 
Pizer’s favor, as the couple have been together 
for more than 30 years—and have even worked 
together for several years. (They’ve married twice, 
in 1995 and 2003.) “This just happens to be our 
family business now, even though he had his own 
business for many years,” Lippitz said. 

And regarding their interests, one of them is 
politics, with the couple hosting fundraisers for 
politicians ranging from presidential candidate 
Mayor Pete Buttigieg to Chicago’s own chief exec-
utive, Lori Lightfoot. Asked if their political lean-
ings have ever conflicted with business, Lippitz 
replied, “Occasionally, my clients’ politics won’t 
[mesh] with my own—but, to a large extent, I 
don’t care. Politics and making a difference in the 

world mean more than money. In the end, I care 
about the world and justice, and you can see that 
on my social-media accounts—so if someone’s 
going to hold that against me, then so be it.”  

Regarding what Lippitz does, what exactly con-
stitutes luxury real estate? “That’s such a good 
question,” said Lippitz, who works in areas such 
as the Gold Coast, Lincoln Park and Wicker Park. 
“Luxury real estate is more of a state of mind. You 
can have a luxury condominium for $3 million or 
for $300,000, depending on how it’s presented. 
It’s just marketed expensively.”

As for the best and worst parts of his job, Lip-
pitz said it’s the same thing: technology. “It’s 
the iPhone,” he said. “The worst part is that you 
have to be available 24/7/365. To be one of the 
top-10 teams, you have to be responsive. But on 
the flip side, I can do a deal from anywhere. I 
was biking in Cambodia recently, and I was call-
ing and texting; I can be in the bathtub or at my 
son’s piano lesson now.”

Asked if there are any myths about the real-
estate business, Lippitz immediately came up 
with one. “Even though the barriers are pretty 
low, I think it’s short-sighted to think you’re go-
ing to make a quick buck,” he said. “Yes, I shifted 
gears—but when I started, there was no internet 
and you had to flip through books of listings. The 
perception now is that it’s easy, but it’s not an 
easy business.”

Lastly, does he have any advice for real-estate 
newbies? “Be realistic and be patient,” said Lip-
pitz, who added that he sees himself manning 
the company for quite some time to come. “And 
understand that you’re taking on risks. Be sure to 
look at the worst-case scenario.”

The Brad Lippitz Group can be reached at 
3323 N. Broadway and at https://www.bradlip-
pitz.com.

Brad Lippitz:
Real-estate expert talks
twists, love and politics

Brad Lippitz. 
Photo courtesy of Jonathan Pizer
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Brad Lippitz (left) and husband Jonathan Pizer. 
Photo by Alina Tsvor
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I T  S T A R T S  H E R E
With its inspiring combination of classic and 

contemporary architecture, modern design, 

sweeping vistas, unique history, and incomparable 

food and beverage offerings, LondonHouse 

Chicago offers everything you need to make your 

wedding day something extraordinary.  

From our iconic rooftop cupola to the stunning 

Juliette Grand Ballroom with its views of the 

Chicago River and city’s skyline, LondonHouse 

Chicago provides the ideal setting for the day 

your friends will be talking about for years. 

®

8 5  E A S T  WA C K E R  D R I V E  AT  N O R T H  M I C H I G A N  AV E N U E

3 1 2  3 5 7  1 2 0 0   |   L O N D O N H O U S E C H I C A G O . C O M

C        C      

L E. L • M  C

Call 312-744-4111 or stop by our offices at
740 N. Sedgwick, 4th floor.

You can also visit www.chicago.gov/humanrelations

or visit our FB page at https://www.facebook.com/ChicagoCHR

cchr@cityofchicago.org

Chicago’s Discrimination Laws

Hate Crime Victim Assistance

Community Tension Intervention

H U M A N
R E L A T I O N S

Chicago Commiss ion on

C C H R

Don’t Ignore It – Report It!

http://www.chicago.gov/humanrelations
http://www.londonhousechicago.com
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BY MATT SIMONETTE

Chicago History Museum closed the 16th season 
of its Out at CHM LGBT-focused programming 
June 13 with “Quiet as a Riot,” a discussion of 
the past and current states of LGBT activism in 
the city.

Participants included Chicago Human Relations 
Commission Commissioner Mona Noriega; com-
munity activist Precious Brady-Davis; and Legacy 
Project Executive Director/founder Victor Salvo. 
Activist and consultant Mary Morten moderated 
the discussion.

Noriega reflected on her past activism when 
she was a principal member of the now-disbanded 
community organization Amigas Latinas, which 
had to reach a constituency that was at the time 
largely closeted. She called the group “a really 
different way of organizing—you had to call peo-
ple on the phone [and] you had to actually talk 

to people.”
She noted that, while the group focused on 

same-gender loving women, “If you said you were 
a ‘lesbian’ group, you could scare people away.”

Both Brady-Davis and Salvo recalled their early 
times in activism. Brady-Davis, a Nebraska native, 
said she was inspired largely by a taking an LGBT 
history course at Columbia College. She started 
working in social justice, she added, in response 
to the local Take Back Boystown movement.

Salvo’s activism began when he worked on ac-
tivist Ron Sable’s political campaign for Chicago 
alderman in the early ‘80s. He also discussed 
his work in HIV/AIDS activism that decade: “We 
were battling a plague and society wanted the 
the plague to win,” he recalled.

Each person recalled the impact that gay bars 
had on them. Salvo described how bar owners—
many of whom didn’t want a “buzz killed” by be-
coming involved with HIV/AIDS activism. That 

gradually changed as the disease took a toll on 
the community, he noted.

“You could not run a bar without a social con-
science,” he said.

Noriega added, “Bars were an opportunity to 
see beyond the constraints of what I was told I 
could and could not be.”

Brady-Davis recalled that bars offered her the 
chance to become a drag performer: “Everything 
I was told that I could not be, I found in drag.”

Noriega noted that the discussion of bars would 
not be complete without adding an acknowledge-
ment of the anniversary of the Pulse nightclub 
shooting in Orlando.

“We must remember that we still fall victim to 
targeting and hate crimes,” she said.

The participants also discussed racism within 
the LGBT community at length. Morten noted 
that the current discussion, prompted by recent 
events in Boystown echo discussions she had as 
part of the organization The Color Triangle years 
ago. She said many people are surprised that an 
oppressed group would perpetrate misogynist or 
racist viewpoints, but, she added, “Those who are 
oppressed often know how to do it best.”

But Brady-Davis optimistically noted that 
those opposed to the current presidential ad-
ministration can draw inspiration from the LGBT 
movement: “Our community has led the way in 
resistance.”

The program ended with performances by en-
tertainers Lucy Stoole and Naysha Lopez.

‘Out at CHM’ event
explores current,
past activism

From left: Mary Morten, Mona Noriega, Precious Brady-Davis and Victor Salvo. 
Photo by Matt Simonettte

Berwyn Pride
Walk on June 29

For the third consecutive year in a row, the 
City of Berwyn is holding its annual Pride Walk 
along Berwyn’s historic Depot District, on Sat-
urday, June 29.

The family-friendly event aims to celebrate 
the growing LGBTQ+ community, as well as the 
thriving diversity in Berwyn. Participants will 
meet at the James Joyce Irish Pub, 7138 W. 

Windsor Ave., at 2 p.m. and will march along 
the Depot District with a ceremonial gathering 
at Karasek Park, 6844 W. Windsor Ave. 

There will be an after-party at Lavergne’s 
Tavern, 6546 W. Windsor Ave..

For more information, follow “Berwyn’s 3rd 
Annual Pride Walk 2019” on Facebook as well 
as the BUNGALO Pride in the Park Picnic event 
on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/
events/2337889303122083/).

Activism meet-ups,  
personal book recommendations,  

weekly events, Kids Storytime, and more!  
There are so many reasons to support  

Chicago’s only feminist bookstore.

3659 N. SPRINGFIELD AVENUE, CHICAGO IL 60618
Prairie-Style Single Family Residence on corner double lot in The Villa 
Historic District. Designed by Frank Chase, a student of FLW, & built in 
1916. Restored and well-maintained house w/ 3 BR, 2.5 Baths, Zoned 

Central Heating/AC, 2,900 sq. ft. & a 2 car garage.

$740,000     call/text 773-614-9594

FOR
SALE
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wintrust.com

CHICAGO’S BANK®

Banking products provided by Wintrust Financial Corp. banks. 1. ATM Fees. There is no Wintrust Financial Corporation (WTFC) transaction charge at any ATM in the Allpoint, MoneyPass or Sum surchargefree networks. Other banks 
outside the network may impose ATM surcharges at their machines. Surcharge fees assessed by owners of other ATMs outside the network will be reimbursed. Reimbursement does not include the 1.10% International Service fee 
charged for certain foreign transactions conducted outside the continental United States. 2. General Information. This Total Access Checking account bonus offer is not available to existing or closed checking account customers 
of Wintrust Financial Corporation (WTFC) and its subsidiaries or its active employees. Limit 1 bonus payment per customer, regardless of the number of accounts opened. If you qualify for this Total Access Checking account bonus 
offer, you are ineligible to receive this Total Access Checking account bonus offer from any other WTFC location. If you qualify for any other WTFC savings offer it may be combined with this Total Access Checking account bonus 
offer. Your new account must be open, in the same product, and have a balance greater than zero to receive the bonus payment. The $300.00 bonus payment is subject to IRS 1099-INT reporting and may be considered income for 
tax purposes for the tax year in which the bonus was paid. 3. Bonus Qualifications. (i) Open a new Total Access Checking account from July 1, 2019 to September 30, 2019; (ii) tell us you are aware of this Total Access Checking ac-
count bonus offer at account opening; (iii) have monthly occurring direct deposits totaling $500.00 each month made to your new account for 2 consecutive calendar months after the calendar month your new account was opened 
(qualification period); and (iv) enroll in online banking and active e-statements within the qualification period. A direct deposit is defined as any payment made by a government agency, employer, or other third-party organization 
that is made via an electronic deposit. A direct deposit does not include teller/ATM/mobile or remote deposits, wire transfers between accounts at WTFC, external transfers from other accounts at other financial 
institutions or ATM/debit card transfers. After you have completed all the above bonus qualifications, we will deposit the bonus payment into your new account within 30 calendar days after the qualification 
period. A listing of WTFC locations can be found here: https://www.wintrust.com/findus/locations.html.

PRIDE MONTH
CHICAGO’S BANK® IS PROUD TO CELEBRATE

When you live here, you know Chicago has an energy: 

we’re tough, hard-working, and resilient, but we also know 

how to have a good time. Nothing shows our ability to let 

loose quite like Pride Month in Chicago. We’re committed 

to serving the diverse groups and unique areas that make 

this city what it is. We’ve developed banking solutions that 

are specifically made for here. We’re proud to call this area 

home, and we’re proud to be your bank.

PLUS, mention this offer at the bank when opening a new 
Total Access Checking account to redeem a

TOTAL ACCESS CHECKING!
Only $100 required to open. 

EVERY ATM YOU SEE IS FREE WITH

Use any ATM nationwide, and we’ll refund the fee!1

$300 BONUS2

Enroll in online banking, activate e-statements through the bank website, and complete 
monthly direct deposits totaling $500 each month for the qualification period.3

Banker instructions: Enter offer code WFC00DMTA300

http://www.wintrust.com
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BOOK REVIEW

The Children of 
Harvey Milk: How 
LGBTQ Politicians 
Changed the World
By Andrew Reynolds
$34.95; Oxford University 
Press; 354 pages
REVIEW BY TERRI SCHLICHENMEYER

Your eyes are on 2020.
One election is past and thoughts are on the 

next one: votes equal change, and you’re ready 
for it. You’ll be the next in a long line of chang-
ers, as you’ll see in the new book “The Children of 
Harvey Milk” by Andrew Reynolds.

In the latter part of June, 1978, Harvey Milk, 
the “Mayor of Castro Street,” called former Army 
nurse and Castro Street “fixture” Gilbert Baker 
and asked him to make something special for the 
upcoming Gay Freedom parade. At that time, the 
rainbow flag was “a rebel flag,” but Baker sub-
sumed it into a symbol of pride.

By the end of that year, Milk was dead and rain-
bow flags were still “rare and exotic,” as were 
openly gay politicians. Just a handful of “LGB” 
people were in office around the world at that 
time; it would be years before the first openly 
trans individual would be elected.

Here, Reynolds tells their stories, and others, 
world-wide.

He begins with a battle in New Zealand’s Par-
liament that was narrowly-won, followed four 
years later by marriage equality victory in nearby 

Australia. He writes of two gay politicians who 
squared off in Great Britain, noting that laws 
against buggery were still on the books when 
they did battle. He tells of a Dutch politician 
who, by mere months, preceded Harvey Milk as 
the world’s first openly gay man to serve in office. 
And he shares a story of politics in Ireland, “the 
first country in the world to pass gay marriage by 
popular referendum.”

Closer to home, Reynolds writes about Barney 
Frank, his “first political battle” for civil rights 
in Mississippi, and the “undercelebrated” woman 
who inspired him. Reynolds recalls the beginning 
of the AIDS crisis, and what it was like to be ac-
tive in politics then. He writes of trans politicians 
Sarah McBride and Danica Roem, and the fierce 
but highly ironic story of Pauli Murray, whose 
great-aunt’s land donation helped build a univer-
sity that ultimately denied bathroom access to 
trans individuals.

If you see The Children of Harvey Milk on a 
shelf somewhere, you may be confused by the 
title. No, author Reynolds isn’t referring to small 
humans; his title instead refers to babes in po-
litical office, world-wide, who happen to be gay.

For some readers, that could present problems: 
fully half of Reynolds’ book is about politics 
overseas, and some of it won’t make sense unless 
you’ve got basic knowledge of how other govern-
ments work. Without it, you may not fully appre-
ciate the significance of what you’ll read—and 
if that makes you feel a tinge of regretful isola-
tionism, know that, happily, Reynolds is a good 
teacher.  Here, readers will easily learn, and what 
they learn is absolutely inspiring.

For political animals, this book is an easy 
choice. For the slightly clueless, it’s a know-your-
history book that doesn’t dwell strictly domesti-
cally. For a casual reader, it may be challenging 
but in the end, “The Children of Harvey Milk” 
could be the most informative book you’ll lay 
eyes on.

Want more?  Then look for Harvey Milk: His 
Lives and Death, by Lillian Faderman; or Pride: 
The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow Flag, 
by Rob Sanders, illustrated by Steven Salerno.

Andrew Reynolds. 
Photo by Martha Hoelzer

Erection 
Issues?
Something you  
probably don’t know...
TriMix is considered the most powerful and effective  
Erectile Dysfunction (ED) drug. Trimix is the “go-to” 
medication for men who are not responsive or unable  
to take conventional oral erection medications. 

At Man Up Medical, we customize Trimix to meet the patient’s 
specific needs. Not all Trimix is the same—there are numerous 
formulations and we will find the right medication for you.

TriMix is an easy-to-use, very small, self-injected penile 
medication. TriMix’s blend of vasodilators cause the penis to 
expand and fill with blood—you will experience longer and 
fuller erections in about 5 minutes. We guarantee you’ll have 
an erection on the first office visit— or there is no charge for 
the office visit.
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Gloria “Mama Gloria” Allen
 Gloria Allen, now in her mid-70s, has been an out-and-proud 
transgender woman fighting for rights and dignity for decades. But 
it has only been in recent years that her life has been amplified 
through a play and, soon, a documentary.
 “You can’t fit me into a pigeonhole,” she told Windy City Times in 
2015. “I’m just a person who’s out there, in love with life. I really 
do everything that I can when I can, and if I’m needed to be there, 
I’m there.
 “So many trans women of color don’t make it to my age. There’s a 
few out there, and you can count them on your fingers. I am blessed 
and proud to be here to talk, because older trans women should be 
heard. We walked that long mile to get here.”
 “The [1963] March on Washington had a big impact on me,” Al-
len said. “I remember Martin Luther King coming to Cicero. But if I 
went over to Cicero, I would have either been lynched or murdered. 
The north side wasn’t any better. Blacks coming up north were all 
carded and profiled [by the Chicago Police Department]. We had to 
have at least three pieces of ID with the same name on it. Halsted 
had so many clubs and a lot of gay men, but transgender girls just 
did not exist.”
 Allen spent her weekend evenings performing at clubs on the 
south side. “There was the Bonanza Club and the Burning Spear,” 
she said. “The girls would put on shows there. My mother gave me 
her old dresses. But they were good clothes, designer clothes.”
 She moved to New York’s Greenwich Village in 1969 looking to 
perform on Broadway, a dream that would be forever deferred. 
She did experience the NYPD of 1969. “The police were vicious,” 
she said. “They’d arrest you if you rolled your eyes at them. The 
violence against transgender women was horrific. They were being 
stabbed and found in garbage cans with their bodies chopped up. 
The police were killing us too. They would raid the clubs and drag us 
out. It was like living in Salem during the witch hunts. If you were 
Black and transgender, it was bad.”
 She recalled June 1969 at the gay Stonewall Inn: “We just got 
tired of it. The girls decided, ‘We’re going to fight,’ and we fought 
because we weren’t going to take it anymore.” 

 “Trans people weren’t in existence at all,” she said. “A lot of peo-
ple would come to the clubs just to see the trans girls perform, and 
we would put on a good show. They put us into categories—sex 
workers or entertainers. They didn’t realize we were educated. The 
lesbians hated us and we couldn’t understand why. It’s changed 
now, but when I was coming up, lesbians would fight us just be-
cause we were trans girls. The gay men didn’t like us because we 
were feminine.”
 She returned to Chicago in 1974 and started working the clubs, 
but citizens and police alike targeted transgender people. “A lot of 
trans girls were being murdered,” she said. 
 The next enemy that knocked on the door was AIDS. “When AIDS 
came out, everyone I knew were dropping like flies,” she said. “We 
didn’t know what was going on.”
 “I’m not ready to stop,” Allen told WCT. “I’m ready to give people 
what was given to me. These kids are my babies, and if my mother, 
aunt, and grandmother were here now, they’d be helping out.”

Michal Brody
 Michal Brody, PhD, born in 1948, is an activist and author in-
ducted into Chicago’s LGBT Hall of Fame for her work as a found-
ing member of the groundbreaking Chicago Gay Liberation group in 
1969, a founding member of Chicago Lesbian Liberation in 1970, 
and her 1985 book Are We There Yet?, a history of lesbians in Chi-
cago.
 “I got involved in the first organized gay liberation in Chicago in 
November 1969, when it started,” she wrote in an e-mail. “Although 
the group was organized by University of Chicago students (Henry 
Wiemhoff, principally) and used the Chicago Maroon for publicizing 
meetings, the people who came to those early meetings were most-
ly non-[U. of C.] people and pretty much reflected general south-
side demographics; that is, a broad class spectrum, and many Black 
folks. I think that’s really significant and generally overlooked. A 
lot of conversation went to how to not get harassed or busted by 
the Chicago cops—the women, for not wearing enough ‘women’s’ 
garments, and the boys, for being too swish. Activism really began 
there; I don’t think the concept of rights was even on the horizon.” 

The journey to LGBTQ equality in Chicago—to the point where we have an openly lesbian 
mayor—was made possible by the courage of several generations of activists. 
 Starting with postal worker Henry Gerber and the short-lived Society for Human Rights he 
helped launch in 1924, there have been tens of thousands of activists who have made progress 
possible.
 But in the last century, prior to the Stonewall riots in 1969 sparking a new surge in the push 
for LGBTQ equality, there were just a few dozen brave individuals who allowed their faces and 
real names to be associated with Chicago’s fight for “homosexual” rights.
 Most of those people have died, including Gerber. Pioneers from earlier eras included jazz 
musicians Tiny Davis, Ruby Lucas, and Tony Jackson; bar owners Chuck Renslow, Jim Flint, 
and Marge Summit; attorneys Pearl Hart, Renee Hanover, Ralla Klepak, William B. Kelley, and 
Ed Mogul; and activists Vernita Gray, Marie Kuda, Jackie Anderson, George Buse, and Henry 
Weimhoff. 
 In this week’s editions of the Chicago Reader and Windy City Times, we are looking back at a 

few of the “Stonewall Generation” who are still alive and able to tell their stories. The people 
below are just a small slice of the community, from activists to cultural pioneers, but they 
represent the names and voices of thousands of others. 
 The movement grew after those riots at the Stonewall gay bar in New York City 50 years ago 
this month. But it did not grow from nothing—many of the people below helped plant the 
seeds, while others provided the nourishment to help them grow.
 If you want to know more about Chicago’s LGBTQ history, you can read my book Out and Proud in 
Chicago, watch the companion film WTTW produced, or check out the website ChicagoGayHistory.
org for oral histories. Owen Keehnen and I wrote biographies of Renslow, Flint, and Gray, and 
I have a collection of Kuda’s essays, Kuda: Gay and Proud, now available. More information on 
many of these pioneers is also available at the LGBTQ Hall of Fame website. Other resources 
include the Gerber/Hart Library, the Leather Archives & Museum, and books by Sukie de la Croix 
and Owen Keehnen. 
 —Tracy Baim, publisher of the Chicago Reader and owner of the Windy City Times

GENERATION

Gloria “Mama Gloria” Allen

Michael Brody (right) with Vernita Gray
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Armand Cerbone
 Armand Cerbone has been an advocate and activist 
on LGBTQ mental and physical health issues for several 
decades, including as a leader in the American Psycho-
logical Association.
 Cerbone, in solo practice since 1978, is among the 
first psychologists to offer affirmative psychotherapy 
to the LGBTQ community. In the mid-1980s he or-
ganized the Midwest Association of Lesbian and Gay 
Psychologists to provide support to lesbian and gay 
psychologists in the field and to foster affirmative psy-
chotherapy.
 Cerbone has been a longtime Illinois Psychological 
Association member and was its first out gay president 
from 2004 to 2005. He held leadership positions at the 
APA, including chair of the board of directors.

Gary Chichester
 Born in 1946, Gary Chichester came out in 1964.
 “I am fortunate to have come out early in my life 
with the support of my friends and eventually my fam-
ily.” he said. “The 1968 Democratic National Conven-
tion radically changed my life, so by the time Stone-
wall took place, I was set to fight for my rights as a 
human being. Becoming involved with the Gay Libera-
tion Movement and, later, Chicago Gay Alliance, I had 
the opportunity to meet and work with some of the 
most dedicated people in the movement.
 “I believe the early years of the movement built a 
strong foundation to build on. I never thought I would 
live to see marriage equality, an open lesbian mayor of 
my city, and an open gay man running for the highest 
office in the country. We must remember that there is 
still much to do.”

John D’Emilio
 Longtime LGBTQ historian and professor John 
D’Emilio said his first organized effort to move “gay 
liberation” forward came in 1973, “when a group of 
gay men and lesbians in New York City came together 
to figure out how research could be a tool for libera-
tion. Soon we had formed the Gay Academic Union. By 
1975, almost a thousand people attended our annual 
conference. And I was launched on a lifetime path of 
researching and writing about LGBTQ history.”

Veronica “Ronnie” Drantz
 Veronica “Ronnie” Drantz, born in 1943, started her 
activism in 1970 at the Astro Restaurant in the heart 
of Chicago’s gay neighborhood at Clark and Diversey 
(aka Diversity).
 “While waitressing there in the summer of 1970 the 
boss commanded me to overcharge two customers and 
told them to never come back because they were gay,” 
she said. “I reported this to Chicago Gay Liberation. 
The result was 35 CGL members picketing and leaflet-
ing the Astro for nine consecutive days, starting Au-
gust 7, 1970—the first Chicago gay protest of its kind. 
My favorite sign was ‘Up Your Astro.’”

Murray Edelman
 Murray Edelman, born in 1943, came out in 1965. By 
1970, “we came out to friends, family, and colleagues, 
not knowing the consequences, for we hoped to be fu-
ture role models for others. We stood up to the Chicago 
police, expecting to have our heads bashed. Looking 
back, I don’t know if I was courageous or foolhardy. 
But I do know that I am very proud of what we did.”
 

James W. Flint
 James “Jim” Flint was born in 1941 and came out 
in 1954. He worked in Chicago gay bars in the 1960s 
and was arrested dozens of times during bar raids. He 
opened the Baton Show Lounge in early 1969, and it 
still stands today, in a new Uptown location after 50 
years in River North.
 “Stonewall made us all more diligent and active in 
gay rights,” he said. 
 He participated in the country’s first gay march to 
commemorate Stonewall, held in June 1970 in Chica-
go. In the later 1970s he participated in the anti-Anita 
Bryant protest at Medinah Temple, and he led a march 
on City Hall to stop police raids and harassment. 
 Flint helped distribute AIDS education information in 
the early years of the epidemic, and he was very active 
in the gay sports scene locally and nationally. He was 
also among the first openly gay men to run for office, 
seeking a seat on the Cook County Board in 1987.

Tom Gertz
 Born and raised on the northwest side of Chicago, 
Gertz became involved in the homophile community 
prior to the 1969 Stonewall riots. 
 Gertz joined the Chicago-based gay group Matta-
chine Midwest in 1967, serving as vice president and 
president through 1973. In 1973, he joined the staff 
of the Akron Forum, a human sexuality learning center 
in Akron, Ohio. For almost 25 years, Gertz lived there, 
where he was involved in starting and developing HIV/
AIDS organizations. 
 As a sexologist, he was involved in many professional 
associations and conferences, helping to advance the 
cause of LGBTQ rights.

Joel Hall
 Joel Hall has been an openly gay activist since the 
early 1970s. He also founded the Joel Hall Dancers. His 
advocacy has included work on African American gay 
issues, LGBTQ rights, and AIDS causes. 
 He recently stepped down after nearly 40 years head-
ing Joel Hall Dancers, where he debuted more than 70 
new works and collaborations.
 He was locked up at age 14 by a judge who wanted 
to “correct” his homosexuality. After he got out at age 
17, his dance training began in Chicago in 1968. He 
moved to New York in 1969 to work with the Alvin 
Ailey American Dance Theater.
 He wrote a groundbreaking essay for the journal Gay 
Sunshine in 1971 that was republished in 1973 in The 
Gay Liberation Book by Ramparts Press, along with 
works by Gore Vidal, Huey Newton, William Burroughs, 
and Allen Ginsberg. He’s writing his own book now. 

Eunice Hundseth
 Eunice Hundseth, who was born in 1942, was the 
owner of Susan B., a feminist restaurant around the 
corner from Augie’s women’s bar on the north side of 
Chicago, which opened on Thanksgiving 1973.
 “I came to Chicago from Canada to study art when 
I was 18,” Hundseth said. “I was a medical photog-
rapher when I got interested in women’s issues and 
women in the late 1960s. Moving from a miniskirted 
front-desk ‘girl’ to a raging full-blown feminist lesbian 
took place in a short span of time. My activism was to 
serve food to the women who had helped change my 
life so much.”
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Mary Ann Johnson
 Born in 1944, Mary Ann Johnson began her activism in the 
early 1970s. She is president of the Chicago Area Women’s 
History Council and former director of the Jane Addams Hull-
House Museum at the University of Illinois-Chicago.
 “I had my first serious lesbian relationship beginning in 
1963,” she said. “It ended badly; I was devastated and had 
no one to talk to. Drank myself nearly to death. Then I met 
some young lesbian feminists in the early 1970s and was 
shocked to learn they thought being a lesbian was okay—
even good! I joined the Lesbian Feminist Center on Halsted 
Street when it was starting up and began coming out. A long 
process.”

Lucina Kathmann
 Lucina Kathmann, along with Kathleen Thompson and Nick 
Patricca,  was among a group of activists organizing marches 
in the early days of the movement. 
 “Most of us lived above and behind Pride & Prejudice Book-
store on Halsted Street in 1970-’71. It was also a center of 
many women’s activities: pregnancy testing, silk screening, 
dance workshops, publications. [It was] amazing what all 
went on under one roof.”

Nicholas (Nick) Kelly
 Born in 1942, Kelly came out in the early 1960s. In 2019, 
he gave a speech about his activism to a gay student group 
in Baraboo, Wisconsin, where he now lives. The speech, “Af-
ter Stonewall: A Lifetime of Gay Activism,” recalled his de-
cades of work.
 “I was invited to the first Chicago gay-lib meeting in around 
September 1969 by a friend,” he said. “We had no idea what 
we were getting into except that it was a gay-movement 
group that had come out of the Stonewall confrontation in 
June 1969.
 “Going to my first meeting with lots of gay men sitting on 
the floor of an apartment all talking to each other—and it 
wasn’t a gay bar—the energy was fantastic. Political zaps 
were popular in those days, and the group decided that they 
would plan their first activity as a zap against the Norman-
dy—the biggest gay bar in Chicago run by the Mafia—since 
they did not allow dancing in the bar. We wanted to dance, so 
we leafleted and picketed the bar for three nights until the 
owners finally let us dance there. But no slow dancing. And 
no touching. That was one of the conditions by the owners.”
 

Lola Lai Jong
 Lola Lai Jong has worked for many decades making sure 
that Asian LGBTQ people are represented, both within the 
LGBTQ community and the mainstream. She has been part 
of many movements and organizations, including one she 
helped found, Invisible to Invincible: Asian Pacific Islander 
Pride of Chicago, “a community-based organization that cel-
ebrates and affirms Asians & Pacific Islanders who identify as 
LGBTQQ in the Chicago area.”

Alexis Martinez
 Born May 10, 1950, Alexis Martinez came out to her family 
in 1964. She has been active on transgender issues in Chi-
cago for many years.
 “In 1969 I was living in San Francisco’s Chinatown,” she 
said, “and while the Stonewall uprising was in the news, I 
remember that a few of us trans women later tried to join 
the Harvey Milk campaign for San Francisco supervisor. They 
turned us away—they felt we would not fit into the straight-
passing white male image that Milk thought was necessary 
to succeed. Though we have had many advances in the last 
50 years, trans persons are stepchildren of the LGBT commu-
nity.”

Patricia “Pat” McCombs 
 Pat McCombs, born in 1949, started her activism in Chicago 
in the 1970s, when she first fought back against racial card-
ing in the bars. She was inducted into Chicago’s LGBT Hall 
of Fame for her volunteer work for lesbian groups, and for 
launching safe social spaces for women. As part of Execu-
tive Sweet, she and business partner Vera Washington cre-
ated places where African American lesbians and their friends 
could safely socialize.
 “I was a volunteer for the Lesbian Community Center on 
Halsted and a building on Barry and Clark,” she said. “Work-
ing mainly on the women’s hotline speaking to lesbians 
wanting info in some type of crisis. I marched and protested 
with NOW for women’s rights, for the ERA. Made a few contri-
butions of poetry to Lavender Woman newspaper. I helped to 
form numerous womyn-of-color rap groups. These were social 
gatherings and meet-up groups of lesbians seeking to discuss 
topics of interest.” 
 In her retirement, she continues to speak up and advocate 
for women of color and the LGBTQ community.

Edward Mogul
 Attorney Edward Mogul, born in 1945, came out in the late 
1960s.
 “In the late 1960s, a group of law students met to combat 
the harassment of gay men in the cruising areas around the 
Lincoln Park lagoon and on Pine Grove,” he said. “It was 
risky for law students to be out because it was not clear what 
effect being known as a homosexual would have on being 
licensed as an attorney. The police were indifferent and in 
some cases hostile. But it was the beginning of the baby-
boomer cohort of gay men taking action in Chicago.”
 Mogul has continued to assist both LGBTQ people individu-
ally and LGBTQ institutions with legal help for 50 years.

Nicholas Anthony Patricca
 Nicholas Patricca, born in 1941, joined the University of 
Chicago Gay Consciousness Raising/Sexual Liberation group 
organized by Murray Edelman and Kevin Burke, among no-
table others, in 1968.
 Self-identified as queer, he said Stonewall “caused me to 
realize I had to move to the north side of Chicago to find po-
litical and artistic and queer opportunities not readily avail-
able to me in Hyde Park and the south side.
 “I reconnoitered the north side from the Red Line, getting 
off at various stations to surveil the neighborhoods. When I 
investigated the Belmont-Clark-Broadway area I knew I had 
found the right place for me.  
 “In the spring of 1970 I rented the entire building at 3322 
N. Halsted, which is still there. My friend Lucina Kathmann 
moved in with me, continuing her work with other women 
dancers exploring the themes of women’s liberation. My 
friend Kathleen Thompson also moved in and opened up the 
first feminist bookstore in Chicago—Pride & Prejudice—on 
the ground floor. I participated in the first gay Pride Pa-
rade and worked with the gay community center run by Gary 
Chichester.
 “We were all philosophers and artists committed to explor-
ing the meaning of sexual liberation for ourselves and for 
everyone, across all boundaries: mental, physical, political, 
emotional, social, economic, cultural, and ethnic. I like to 
think of us as among the very first pioneers of the queer 
artistic and social movements that took root and blossomed 
on Halsted and then throughout the city.”
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Rick Paul
 Rick Paul, born in 1945, started his activism in 1971. He was 
working as stage manager of a drama arts camp when he sabo-
taged the sound as a comedian tried to tell homophobic jokes. 
On his way to the 1979 National March on Washington for Lesbian 
and Gay Rights, he met veteran George Buse, who was telling sto-
ries about his experience in World War II. Paul suggested a play 
would be great, and Lionheart Gay Theatre Company was born.
 Paul has worked for more than 40 years as a scene designer 
for theater and film. “My work has been seen in every state and 
on other continents as well. I also produced, acted, wrote, and 
directed for theater,” he said. 
 At Lionheart, Paul writes: “We put ourselves totally as a service 
to all the organizations of the time. Giving 100 percent of the box 
office to the groups each of our 40 productions was benefiting.”

Chilli Pepper
 Chilli Pepper has been a performer in Chicago since the early 
1970s, primarily at the Baton Show Lounge. She transformed the 
concept of drag, and in the process became a transgender icon, 
appearing on dozens of television shows and other broadcasts, 
including popular 1980s and 1990s talk shows.
 Pepper was Miss Chicago in 1974, and the first Miss Continen-
tal, one of the top transgender pageants in the world, created by 
the Baton’s founder, Jim Flint.
 As Zackary Drucker wrote about Pepper for Vice: “Chilli’s iconic 
onstage persona, which she refers to as her ‘cartoon,’ is soulful, 
unapologetic, and disinterested in anyone else’s judgement. In 
2015, I encountered the electrifying presence of Chilli Pepper 
in the flesh for the first time the same way millions of people 
before me discovered her, on the stage at the Baton Nightclub. 
Living up to her name, she looked to be on fire, pantomiming, 
shifting through emotions; her fluid movements seductive and 
self-possessed; an artist in her zone. . . . For those in the LGBTQ 
Chicago nightlife universe, Chilli is the ultimate star, famous for 
her ostentatious jewelry and impeccable style. But speaking with 
Chilli, I was struck by her deep tranquility and reflection, as well 
as her reverence for fellow performers at the Baton, past and 
present.”

Rich Pfeiffer
 Rich Pfeiffer is best known as coordinator of PRIDE Chicago, 
which has organized the annual Pride Parade from the early 1970s 
through the present day. Other organizational involvement from 
the 1970s through 1980s includes the Chicago Gay Alliance, Gay 
Horizons (now the Center on Halsted), the Gay Speakers Bureau, 
campus gay groups at Harold Washington College and the Univer-
sity of Illinois-Chicago, and a gay couples networking group. He 
was also a writer and columnist for Chicago Gay Crusader and Gay 
Life newspapers. 
 During the 1980s and 1990s, he was a member of the Mayor’s 
Advisory Council on LGBT issues under three different mayors. 
Pfeiffer has been with his life partner, Timothy Frye, since 1971, 
and together they contribute to various LGBTQ causes.

Mark Sherkow
 Mark Sherkow, born in 1945, came out in the summer of 1969.
 “I came to Chicago in August 1967 to start a Master’s degree 
program at the University of Chicago,” he said. “I came out after 
my second summer in that area. Before I actually came out, I 
went to a gay dance held in a big room in a dormitory. It was 
jammed full of people and had signs such as ‘If someone asks you 
to dance and you don’t want to, then just say “no” and “You are 
beautiful.”’ I did not dance or talk to anybody but just sat and 
watched—and felt comfortable. A little while after that, I saw a 
news report on the CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite about 
gay liberation, focusing on a gay dance at the University of Min-
nesota, and it gave me the final push I needed to come out.”

Maxsonn C. Smith
 Maxsonn “Max” Smith was born in 1954 and became interested 
in Stonewall almost immediately. The Saint Louis Post-Dispatch 
ran a picture of the riot on its cover with a brief caption and no 
accompanying story, “Yet it made me feel very hopeful,” he said.
 “I came out at the first Michigan State University Gay Libera-
tion Council meeting, freshman year, in September 1972,” Smith 
said. “Donald Goddard and Jane Phillips led the 25 to 35 people 
attending weekly meetings. Gay Lib scheduled panel discussions 
with many classes. The East Lansing, Michigan, city council voted 
three yes, two no, on Monday, April 16, 1973, to pass America’s 
first gay rights law.”
 Smith has been an activist in Chicago’s LGBTQ community for 
decades, including work empowering African American gay men 
through such groups as Adodi.

David Stienecker
 David Stienecker was a critical 1960s and early 1970s Chicago 
activist who fought back against police harassment. He was ar-
rested for writing about a specific police officer in the Mattachine 
Midwest newsletter. He later moved to New York.
 As the Chicago Reader recalled, “On the snowy afternoon of 
Wednesday, February 25, 1970, [Gay Lib held a protest] outside 
the Loop headquarters of the Women’s Bar Association of Illinois. 
The group was hosting a program on youthful offenders with a 
Chicago police officer, Sergeant John Manley, as guest speaker. 
But for us, the offender was Manley himself. The blond, muscular 
cop was notorious for entrapping gay men in Lincoln Park rest-
rooms; wearing street clothes, he would pretend to solicit guys 
for sex and then arrest them if they responded to his invitation. 
Mattachine Midwest, an established ‘homophile’ organization in 
town, published Manley’s picture in its mimeographed monthly 
newsletter and mockingly suggested Manley himself was a closet 
case.”
 “If I were gay and I didn’t want anybody to know, and I felt 
very, very guilty, I think I might get a job where I could cruise in 
the public interest,” Stienecker wrote. On February 7, 1970, Man-
ley made an early morning appearance at Stienecker’s third-floor 
apartment to arrest him for criminal defamation.
 “After I unsuccessfully attempted to make a phone call,” 
Stienecker later told the Reader, “Manley called for a police van 
and I was escorted from my apartment in handcuffs.” The case 
was eventually thrown out, but Stienecker lost his job as an edi-
tor at World Book Encyclopedia.

Margaret “Marge” Summit
 Marge Summit, a legendary bar owner and activist, was born in 
1935 and came out of the closet 13 years later: “I knew I didn’t 
want to play with dolls, but loved wearing six-guns.” 
 In the mid-1970s, Summit helped Guy Warner start a Chicago 
group that is now known as PFLAG, Parents and Friends of Lesbi-
ans and Gays.     
 In the 1980s, as owner of His ’n Hers bar, she welcomed people 
from all parts of the LGBTQ community for food, music, and fun. 
She held a famous open mike for gay musicians to have a stage 
for their music, and produced an album called Gay and Straight 
Together. It is in the Smithsonian Museum.
 Out of that bar, with fellow bar owner Frank Kellas, she launched 
the Gay $ campaign, where individuals and businesses stamped 
currency. Summit and Kellas experienced pressure from federal of-
ficials for their efforts, but it raised visibility for the community,
 Summit also fought the city of Chicago to adopt a child in the 
1970s, and started a group called QED, which included gay men 
and women running benefits at the bar to raise money for orga-
nizations.
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Roy Wesley

Kathleen Thompson
 Kathleen Thompson, born in 1946, was the owner of Pride & Prejudice bookstore on 
Halsted in what is now Boystown, from 1970 to 1973.
 “The early 1970s were an exciting time to be a part of the gay community, although 
being bisexual was controversial and often uncomfortable,” she said. “My feminist 
bookstore, Pride & Prejudice, was a center of activism and eventually turned into 
the Women’s Center. As the Center became more separatist, I fought the attempts to 
exclude women who had connections with men. Eventually, the group got very small, 
and I didn’t bother anymore. I just left. 
 “The best things were Susan B.’s restaurant, Marie Kuda’s lesbian writers’ confer-
ences, and the parades.
 “I barely knew Stonewall happened. In 1969, I had approached one woman sexu-
ally and been politely refused. A year later, I was very different. I had opened Pride 
& Prejudice, and was sleeping with [a woman]. By 1971, I had met Marie Kuda, who 
began to educate me. A year later, I encountered Penny Pope and Irene Lee, Millie 
Leonard, and other women in Chicago Gay Liberation, Women’s Caucus. They all knew 
what Stonewall meant, and I learned.”

Guy Warner
 Guy Warner was one of the founders of the first support group for the parents and 
friends of members of the LGBTQ community in Chicago, in the 1970s. The group 
later became part of the national PFLAG movement. Warner was also involved in other 
critical 1970s groups, including a coalition of gay and lesbian groups and businesses. 
He served as president of Mattachine Midwest, and the LGBT Hall of Fame credits him 
with “reinvigorating” the group.

Roy Wesley
 Roy Wesley, born in 1942, experienced the early years of the Japanese internment 
camps the U.S. created during World War II, something that shaped his life of caring 
about social justice. He came out as gay in 1970.
 “It’s hard to remember that 50 years ago America was not accepting of LGBT peo-

ple,” he said. “I was part of that culture, and hid being gay to all except those men 
who had the same strong urges that needed to be expressed. Pleasure and happiness 
were surrounded in guilt and shame.   I’m so grateful times have changed thanks to 
Oscar Wilde, Lambda Legal, SAGE, Windy City Times, and so many others!”

Albert Williams
 Albert Williams was born in 1950 and came out in 1969. “As a student at Columbia 
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anniversary march, among other activities) and the Chicago off-Loop theater scene 
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Donald M. Bell
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 “I was a 19-year-old university student returning to my sophomore year when I had 
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men then, and even had a steady girlfriend from home who had just become my fian-
cée over the summer.When I returned to campus early as an orientation leader, I met 
my resident advisor and fell in love at first sight. That began a special relationship 
that has lasted over 50 years.
 “I first had to come out to myself, and that was not romantic it was traumatic! 
My identity exists at the intersection of race and sexual orientation, so it has never 
been a singular issue. Being gay, although it had been decriminalized in the state 
of Illinois in 1961, could still get one summarily dismissed from the university since 
the U.S. Supreme Court had not yet established that due process applied to public 
colleges. That could cost the loss of a student deferment and land one in Vietnam. As 
if the threat to one’s person personal and professional life wasn’t sufficient, homo-
sexuality was still in the DSM [Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders] 
and could result in mandated mental health treatment. At least these things are no 
longer at risk today. That’s progress!”

Kathleen Thompson

Albert Williams

Guy Warner (right) with 
Marie J. Kuda

PHOTO CREDITS: Mama Gloria photo by Kate Sosin; Armand Cerbone photo by Hal Baim; Gary Chichester and his late partner, Patrick Jordan, at a  Daley Center gathering circa 
1974. Photo courtesy of Chichester; Murray Edelman with the megaphone at the first gay liberation rally in Chicago in April 1970. Photo by Margaret Olin; Tom Gertz at Mattachine 
Midwest meeting in early ‘70s. Courtesy M. Kuda Archives; Lucina Kathmann at the Istanbul Gay Pride Parade in 2015, the last of such event before a crackdown. Kathmann (right) 
is pictured with Gulsen Yagmurdereli. Courtesy of Kathmann; Lola Lai Jong photo by Hal Baim; Rick Paul (left) with Lionheart members, circa 1980 at the Pride Parade. Courtesy M. 
Kuda Archives; Rich Pfeiffer photo by Ross Forman; David Stienecker photo by Tracy Baim; Albert Williams in Dangerous Teachings: Songs of Exile and Revolution, Chicago Free 
Theatre, 1973. Courtesy of Williams. All other photos courtesy of subjects.

Donald M. Bell

EARLY PRIDE: Photos from early-’70s Chicago’s Pride March

Photos by Eunice Hundseth
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BY MELISSA WASSERMAN

Human Rights Campaign (HRC) Chicago’s event 
“Social!” celebrated 50 years of LGBTQ history at 
the Edelman offices in the Aon Center on June 
13.

 “Social!” is a monthly event of socializing and 
networking, held in different Chicago neighbor-
hoods. This month, Edelman’s employee resource 
group Edelman Equal hosted the Pride edition of 
HRC “Social!”

“We really love having people just coming in a 
safe space and being able to be their true, genu-
ine self,” said HRC Community Engagement Co-
Chair Pablo Villarreal of “Social!”

The evening was a celebration of LGBT rights 
and the “Movers and Shakers” in the fight for 
equality through the years. 

The Legacy Project kicked things off by talk-
ing about the organization’s current projects and 
efforts.

 “With the two big news worthy issues coming 
up this month, the historic landmark status and 
the Illinois Inclusive Curriculum bill, we realize 
this is a moment when we really need to take 

hold of our story and be able to share that more 
broadly than we ever have before,” said Scott 
Lundius, a board member and director of strate-
gic development of The Legacy Project. “So we’re 
adding to the wonderful work that our founder 
Victor Salvo has already been doing for the last 
30 years…”

Events like this, Lundius added, are a good op-
portunity to spread the message of the walk and 
bring it recognition for people who may not real-
ize the rainbow pilons display stories of people 
from history.

“[We are] trying to make as much of an impact 
as we can of this message of lost stories and re-
claiming their lives and captivations of LGBT peo-
ple to world history,” Lundius said of The Legacy 
Project and its Legacy Walk.

Villarreal then moderated a panel discussion 
focused on activism. The panel included Chan-
nyn Lynne Parker, manager of external relations 
for Howard Brown Health; Kina Collins, national 
organizer for Physicians for National Health Pro-
gram, community activist, author of the Illinois 
Council on Women and Girls Actand congressional 
candidate for IL-07; and Vanessa Sheridan, direc-

tor of gender equity and inclusion at Center on 
Halsted and published author. 

“I was really happy with our panelists 
here, to have Kina, Channyn, Vanessa,” said 
Villarreal.“Three individuals that are very strong 
in their own way and doing great things for the 
community and LGBT+ community, in general.”

“I think being a transwoman of color, to have 
this conversation, particularly with HRC, I think 

is really important,” said Parker. “I think that 
we know that trans people cannot wait, that 
our needs can’t wait, that everyday we’re being 
killed, our lives are at risk and it’s time for trans 
people to be in the forefront of these conversa-
tions and encourage folks to invest real change 
and have real investment in our community.”

Collins emphasized it is important that people 
show up as allies. She added she wants to con-
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From left: Channyn Lynne Parker and Vanessa Sheridan. 
Photo by Melissa Wasserman
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tinue her work in the LGBTQ community and con-
tinuing learning. 

“That means we get out the way, we pass the 
microphone, but most importantly we learn from 
communities that we’re not a part of, so that as 
a whole and as a collective, we’re stronger, we’re 
better, we’re more efficient and we’re not leaving 
anybody behind and so I was honored to be on 
the panel,” said Collins.

Following the panel, attendees socialized with 
food, drinks and a musical performance by local 
artist Co-Stanza.

 “It’s so important that we encourage folks to 
have open dialogue, that we encourage differ-
ences of opinion and that we begin to call up 
opposed to calling people out,” said Parker. “I 
think it’s also important for me to remind folks 
that pride really was created based off of a bat-
tle cry. It was a rally cry. It was something that 
was created by trans women who said ‘Enough 
is enough’—more specifically, trans women of 
color…”

“I would hope that people were a little more 
educated, I hope they were woke,” said Villarreal 
about what he hopes attendees took away from 
the event. “I think Kina and Channyn made some 
really great points. They’re very passionate about 
what they do in their life and I hope that it kind 
of challenged individuals to speak up, make some 
stride within the community and if change needs 
to be done, it starts with you. So, I hope they 
get involved somewhere that they’re passionate 
about and I hope today we kind of inspired them 
to do so.”

For more information, visit HRCChicago.org.

During the Cold War era, fear and hatred of 
communism was extended to those who might 
be seen as susceptible to blackmail, including 
gays who worked for the federal government. 
The belief that “sex perverts” were a threat to 
the security of the country became part of a 
witch hunt that started with Senator Joseph 
McCarthy’s investigations and led to a federal 
policy signed by President Dwight D. Eisenhow-
er in 1953 authorizing the dismissal of tens of 
thousands of federal employees.

A screening of Josh Howard’s film on the 

era, The Lavender Scare, was sponsored by lo-
cal PBS affiliate WTTW and the Department of 
Cultural Affairs and Special Events on June 15 
at the Chicago Cultural Center. The film was fol-
lowed by a panel discussion with historian John 
D’Emilio and Reader publisher Tracy Baim, with 
WTTW’s Alex Silets moderating the event. 

The film, based on David K. Johnson’s book 
The Lavender Scare: The Cold War Persecution of 
Gays and Lesbians in the Federal Government, 
focuses on Frank Kameny, a Harvard-trained as-
tronomer who was fired from the federal govern-

ment and for decades continued to write letters 
to fight his dismissal. He took on the cases of 
other federal government employees who had 
been dismissed and his fight became an early 
spark for the “homophile” movement, attract-
ing activists from other parts of the country for 
the early “Annual Reminder” pickets in Phila-
delphia.

More information is at https://schedule.wttw.
com/episodes/477816/Lavender-Scare.

WTTW hosts ‘Scare’ screening, talk

AUGUST 15
8 PM

THURSDAY
MONTRÉAL PRIDE11 

DAYS2 weekends

MONTRÉAL PRIDE FESTIVAL AUGUST 9 TO 18, 2019 AT PARC DES FAUBOURGS

From left: Alex Silets, John 
D’Emilio and Tracy Baim. 
Photo by Sara Polonsky
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BY ROBERT CHIARITO

In 1953, in the midst of the Cold War, President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower signed an executive or-
der that banned gays and lesbians from federal 
employment, under the pretense that they not 
only were immoral, but they were susceptible to 
blackmail from foreign governments because of 
their immorality. 

After the order, investigators scoured the gov-
ernment rolls, looking for telltale signs like wom-
en who didn’t wear lipstick or dressed ‘manly,’ and 
men who had ‘jellyfish handshakes’ and proceed-
ed to fire or force those who were and those who 
were suspected of being gay or lesbian to resign. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the order was enforced 
on most level of government employees—later 
it would only be enforced in jobs that required 
security clearances—but it would stay on the 
books until 1995, when President William Jeffer-
son Clinton would outlaw it in his own Executive 
Order. 

Little was known about Eisenhower’s order be-
cause victims were often hesitant to talk about 
it, fearing not getting a job somewhere else. That 
is, until a few fought back with the help of gay-
rights pioneer Frank Kameny and also when docu-
ments from the 1950s began to be unclassified in 
the 1990s. That, and the publication of a book 

called The Lavender Scare by David Johnson in 
2006. A few years after that, retired 60 Minutes 
producer Josh Howard would read Johnson’s book 
and learn about a story that would bring him out 
of retirement to make a documentary. Howard’s 
documentary, also called The Lavender Scare, 
took him 10 years to make but will open in June 
in New York and Los Angeles and air nationally on 
PBS later that same month.

Recently, Windy City Times talked with Howard 
about the story, his film, and its relevancy to cur-
rent issues. 

Windy City Times: Everyone knows about the 
Red Scare and Sen. Joe McCarthy. Why isn’t 
this story well-known?

Josh Howard: Well, the fact that it’s not really 
well known is what really drew me to it. I think 
there are a couple of reasons. One, is that LGBTQ 
history generally has not been taught as part of 
mainstream American history. The other reason 
is that when this was going on, it was in every-
body’s interest to keep it quiet. 

The people who were getting fired didn’t want 
to tell friends and family and potential employ-
ers why they had been fired. And after an ini-
tial burst of publicity, the government stopped 
talking about how many people were being fired 
because it became an embarrassment for the 
government that they had hired these people. It 
was kind of a conspiracy of silence and it wasn’t 

until the 1990s when documents from this period 
started to become unclassified that the scope of 
what happened started to come into focus.

WCT: When did you first learn about it?
JH: In 2009 I came across David Johnson’s 

book The Lavender Scare which had been out for 
a couple years by then. I had the same reaction 
most other people had. I was surprised to learn 
this. I thought I knew American history and gay 
history. I was actually retired from a long career 
in television news and wasn’t looking for some-
thing to work on, but I just found this story so 
compelling that I looked up David Johnson and 
we got together and found ourselves working on 
this documentary.

WCT: This started in 1953 and was in place 
until President Clinton outlawed it in 1995 
with his own executive order. How many peo-
ple did this impact?

JH: As the 1970s and 1980s progressed, dif-
ferent parts of it got chipped away and were 
enforced less and less, but it was officially on 
the books, particularly for jobs that required a 
security clearance that if you were discovered to 
be gay, you were out. 

It’s really impossible to know how many people 
were impacted. We know from the documents 
that a number in the thousands were fired be-

cause they were found to be gay. But there was 
a huge group of people who resigned rather than 
have it go onto their record. You also have a lot 
of people who were found to be gay during pre-
employment background checks that didn’t get 
the jobs. We have no idea the number on that, or 
the number of people who never applied for jobs 
because they were afraid of being found out. The 
historian John D’Emilio says it’s conservatively 
tens and tens of thousands of people who had 
their lives effected by this. 

Part of the executive order said that private 
companies that did business with the government 
were required to investigate their employees and 
fire those who were found to be gay, and no sta-
tistics exist on how many of those people were 
fired. Additionally, the U.S. demanded that all of 
our NATA allies purge their country employees as 
well. It really set off a wave of homophobia and 
it’s incalculable how many lives were effected.

WCT: It’s fascinating that you were able to 
talk to both victims of this policy and the gov-
ernment investigators who enforced it. How 
were you able to track them down?

JH: Most of the victims had been interviewed 
by David Johnson in his book, so working with 
him we were able to get their stories on film. For 
the government investigators, I had a terrific re-

‘Lavender Scare’ director
on very real tragedy

Producer-director Josh Howard (right) interviewing Frank Kameny.
Image courtesy of PBS
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searcher and associate director Jill Landis work-
ing with me who was able to track them down. 
To our surprise, they were quite pleased to go on 
camera and defend what they did. To a person 
they said what they did was the right thing to do 
for those times. A couple of them acknowledged 
that they wouldn’t do the same thing today, but 
they felt that’s what the times called for and they 
were not shy about defending it.

WCT: Was it hard to get them to participate?
JH: It, surprisingly, wasn’t. With trepidation, 

Jill and I discussed how we should approach 
them in a letter or whatever and every one of 
them wrote back and agreed to talk to us. We 
were pleasantly surprised because we wanted to 
include their perspective in the film.

WCT: What does it say that so many are still 
alive?

JH: Well, there weren’t that many, actually. We 
started filming in 2010. We interviewed Frank 
Kameny in 2010 and he died the following year. 
Most of the people who we interviewed have 
since passed away, so we were lucky to have 
started the project when we did.

WCT: I saw a short article from 7 years ago 
that said the film would be out the following 
fall. Was the delay because of funding?

JH: It was hard to raise funds. This was my first 
independent project. I had worked for CBS and 
NBC so I was used to having a support staff and 
other people to depend on, so I think I underes-

timated how long it would take working alone. 
I read David Johnson’s book and I tracked him 
down, he was living in Florida. He was coming to 
New York so I met him there in July of 2009. We 
are approaching our 10-year anniversary since we 
first discussed this project. At that first lunch, I 
told him that it should take a year to 18 months, 
but it finally is done now.

WCT: The lack of due process and lack of em-
pathy is stunning. One investigator is quoted 
in the film saying, “Get rid of that son of a 
bitch. Put him on a bread line.” Do you see any 
similarities with anything today?

JH: I do. And I think that’s one of the impor-
tant messages in the film. As important as I felt 
it was to capture this moment in LGBTQ history, 
I think there’s a broader message for society in 
terms of the ease in which we can demonize any 
minority in the name of national security or pa-
triotism. 

WCT: There wasn’t much if any pushback 
from the media back when this started, nor 
from the ACLU. What changed?

JH: I think they finally came to their senses 
that this was not a security threat. There were no 
cases of gay people giving government secrets to 
foreign agents. I think it was partly a matter of 
education. I think one of the important reasons 
to study gay history is that as the broader popu-
lation learns more about the history of LGBTQ 
people, there’s a greater understanding. 

WCT: It’s amazing how easily someone could 
be accused—simply by not wearing lipstick or 
appearing “mannish” for women or “having a 
jelly handshake” for men. It’s almost laugh-
able but scary at the same time.

JH: Definitely. The government had these in-
vestigators who thought they could identify gay 
people by how they looked or walked or how they 
dressed. Not wearing lipstick was a sure giveaway 
in those days for a woman.

WCT: It was interesting that in the 1930s, 
two decades before Eisenhower’s executive or-
der, gays and lesbians had it easier in Wash-
ington. So, was the Lavender Scare something 
that the Red Scare morph into or was it some-
thing that the Red Scare simply enabled?

JH: That’s a great question. It’s really a combi-
nation. I think during the Depression and during 
the war years there were other things on people’s 
minds than other people’s sexuality. I think as 
we got into the 1950s, society in general became 
more conservative and more concerned about 
national security. That’s when the idea that gay 
people might be a danger to us really took hold. I 
think it’s another important message in the film, 
that what happened in the 1950s with The Lav-
ender Scare was a reaction to that earlier time 
period when there was more acceptance to homo-
sexuality or at least less discrimination. I think 
that’s another important message for the times 
we are living in now, that for as much progress 

as we’ve made over the past decade or more, the 
struggle for equality doesn’t necessarily continue 
in a straight line. There are setbacks as well as 
advancements and I think it’s important to know 
that history. 

WCT: You have Glenn Close narrating it and 
we hear the voices of Cynthia Nixon and David 
Hyde Pierce reading letters and diary entries 
of victims. What does their participation bring 
to the film?

JH: I think they are all great actors. In earlier 
rough cuts, we had anonymous people reading 
those parts and as good as they might have been, 
there is a certain talent in being able to deliver 
the lines. So, I think artistically it raised the film 
to another level and their names and their celeb-
rity is helpful in attracting an audience.

WCT: Although you started on this a decade 
ago and it will be out in June, in a weird way 
it’s almost fitting. Do you know what I’m get-
ting at?

JH: Definitely. I now like to say that this was 
my plan all along. [Laughs] Not only because of 
the 50th anniversary of Stonewall, but I think it 
has more relevance now than it would have a few 
years ago.

The Lavender Scare recently aired nation-
ally on PBS, and can be pre-ordered at https://
educate.tugg.com/titles/the-lavender-scare. 
The movie will be out on DVD/Blu-ray and VOD 
later this year.
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The bleaching
of Stonewall
The theme this Pride Month is “Looking back, Loving 
forward. This week leads up to the 50th anniversary 
of the Stonewall riots that took place from June 27-
29, 1969, in the Greenwich Village section of New 
York City. The event is well-known because it galva-
nized LGBTQ+ activist organizations and movements 
here and abroad.
 When I look back at the first night of the Stonewall 
Inn riots, I could have never imagined its future im-
portance. I couldn’t have imagined the whitewash-
ing of the event either. As with all iconic narratives, 
though, apocryphal tales abound, along with ques-
tions about the truth. 
 According to many LGBTQ Blacks and Latinx, one 
of the reasons for the gulf between them and whites, 
and what prevented a united front against homo/
transphobia in local and national politics from form-
ing, is how the dominant white queer community 
rewrote and continues to control the narrative of 
Stonewall. Like with Pride events, for example.
 The Stonewall turbulence started on the backs of 
working-class African-American and Latinx queers 
who patronized the bar. Those Brown and Black LG-
BTQ people are not only absent from the photos of 
that night, but they have been bleached from its 
written history.
 The first night of the riots played out no differ-
ently from previous riots with Black Americans and 
white law enforcement officers. And so it was under-
reported.

 But I was there!
 Friday, June 27, was the last day of school that 
year. My middle school cronies and I looked forward 
to a summer reprieve from rioting against Italian, 
Irish, and Jewish public school kids for being bussed 
into their neighborhoods.
 However, the summer months in Brooklyn’s African 
American enclaves only escalated rioting between 
the NYPD and us. During this tumultuous decade of 
Black rage and white police raids, knee-jerk respons-
es to slights quickly set the stage for a conflagra-
tion, creating both instantaneous and momentary 
fighting alliances in these Black communities across 
gangs, class, age, ethnicity and sexual orienta-
tions—against police brutality.
 That night of June 27 started no differently than 
any other hot and humid summer Friday evening in 
my neighborhood. Past midnight, folks with no AC or 
working fans in their homes were hanging out. The 
news came from one of our neighbors that “pigs”—a 
term we called white police officers in the 1960s—
“across the bridge in Greenwich Village are beating 
up on Black [F-word]s—right now!”
 African-American and Latinx patrons frequented 
the Stonewall Inn heavily and thus comprised the 
largest percentage of protestors on the first night 
of the riots. For homeless youth and young adults 
who slept in nearby Christopher Park, the Stonewall 
Inn was a stable domicile. And its being raided was 
nothing new. 
 In the 1960s, gay bars in the Village were routinely 
raided. As one commenter on T-VOX, an LGBTQ+ sup-
port forum, noted, “Race is said to have been anoth-
er factor. The decision by the police to raid the bar 
in the manner they did may have been influenced by 
the fact that most of the ‘homosexuals’ they would 
encounter were of color, and therefore even more 
objectionable.”
 In the ’60s, riots between white police officers 
and Black citizens took place in our neighborhoods, 
just as they still do today: Ferguson, 2014 (Michael 

Brown); Baltimore, 2015 (Freddie Gray); Louisiana, 
2016 (Alton Sterling); Minnesota, 2016 (Philando 
Castile), to name a few. On the first night of Stone-
wall, many of us who went to the Village did so to 
retrieve our loved ones and leave. It takes white 
privilege to fight the police, expect to walk away 
alive, and create a hagiographical narrative of white 
heroism.
 For example, Roland Emmerich’s long-awaited 2015 
film Stonewall”spurred both shock and disappoint-
ment in moviegoers, historians, and LGBT activists, 
including myself. The film failed to depict an ac-
curate story, and in its place presented a revisionist 
history. Emmerich apparently felt a more captivating 
narrative should center around a blond, blue-eyed, 
“straight-acting” Midwestern protagonist, likely in 
order to appeal to mainstream audiences.
 “I didn’t make this movie only for gay people; I 
made it also for straight people,” Emmerich told 
Buzzfeed. “As a director, you have to put yourself in 
your movies, and I’m white and gay.”
 In doing so, Emmerich’s doppelganger, Danny, re-
inscribes the trope of the white savior and action 
hero. Danny throws the first brick, setting off the 
riots while shouting “GAY POWER!”. Even though in 
real life, the shakers, movers, and brick throwers 
were poor and working-class Black and Latinx LG-
BTQs. I was disturbed by Emmerich’s Stonewall—not 
only because of its whitewashing, but also because 
of the enduring nature of this revisionist history.
 Still today, trans communities of color are relegat-
ed to the margins of Greenwich Village. Nonethe-
less, many force their way in to become a visible and 
influential presence in our lives, leaving indelible 
imprints despite being confronted with transphobia 
and “trans-amnesia.” 
 The dominantly white control of the Stonewall nar-
rative, meanwhile, must relinquish its hold to give 
way to a broader truth.
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Time to act
  
June 12 marked the third year since the shooting at 
Orlando’s Pulse nightclub left 49 people dead and 
53 wounded. At the time, it was the deadliest mass 
shooting in modern U.S. history. It remains the larg-
est targeted attack against the LGBTQ community 
to date.

In the aftermath of the tragedy, concerned citi-
zens and advocates for commonsense gun violence 
prevention measures looked toward their elected 
representatives for help. None came.

Meanwhile, the shootings have continued.
Since June 12, 2016, more than 100,000 people 

have been killed by gun violence in the United 
States. Despite numerous proposals and legislative 
efforts by lawmakers to pass measures to stop the 
bloodshed, no major gun violence prevention legis-
lation has been signed into law since 1994.

It isn’t for lack of trying.
Various members have introduced bipartisan leg-

islation to ban bump stocks, temporarily keep guns 

away from people who might be dangerous and 
strengthen background checks.

But none have been signed into law.
While the House of Representatives passed two 

pieces of legislation earlier this year—the Biparti-
san Background Checks Act of 2019, requiring back-
ground checks for all gun sales and a bill that would 
close the “Charleston Loophole” that allowed the 
mass shooter at the Charleston AME Church to ob-
tain his firearms—they are both languishing in the 
Senate, where Sen. Mitch McConnell has refused to 
bring them forward for consideration.

Days after the Pulse shooting, Democratic lawmak-
ers filibustered for 15 hours on the floor of the Sen-
ate in an attempt to stop people on terrorist watch-
lists from purchasing firearms. The proposals were 
defeated largely along party lines.

The inaction of Congress is at odds with a major-
ity of American voters, who believe in commonsense 
gun-violence prevention measures. According to a 
2018 survey conducted by the Pew Research Cen-
ter, 57 percent of adults agree that current gun laws 
don’t go far enough.

Yet, far too many lawmakers continue to offer 
“thoughts and prayers” instead of taking action to 
put an end to the violence. 

A lack of federal legislation means that the onus 
of preventing gun violence and restricting access to 
firearms is left up to the states. In 2018 alone, 26 
states and the District of Columbia enacted 67 gun 
safety laws.

While state and local measures have started to ad-
vance in many states laws predictably differ across 
state lines, creating a patchwork of protections that 
cannot fully address the problem. 

As we mark the third year since 49 lives were tak-
en senselessly at Pulse, Congress must finally act to 
curb the growing epidemic of gun violence in the 
United States.

For more information about the impact of gun vio-
lence on the LGBTQ community and HRC’s work to 
support policies that effectively reduce and prevent 
gun violence, visit https://www.hrc.org/resources/
gun-violence-prevention.

Human Rights Campaign

Rev. Irene
MONROE
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THEATER REVIEW

Something Clean 
Playwright: Selina Fillinger
At: Sideshow Theatre and Rivendell
Ensemble at Victory Gardens
Biograph, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave.
Tickets: 773-871-3000;
VictoryGardens.org; $20-$30
Runs through: July 21

BY JONATHAN ABARBANEL

My parents divorced after 24 years of marriage. 
No infidelity, no abuse, no obvious cause other 
than growing apart. My dad didn’t grow apart 
from my mom (he was blindsided) but she grew 
away from him. She needed to find out how to be 
her own person.

 That’s the point of this three-character, 85 
minute play although it pretends to be about 
something else, thereby splitting its focus. Also, 
its minimal expository information prevents the 
audience from quickly understanding what’s go-
ing on.
 Charlotte (Mary Cross), a middle-aged wife and 
mother, begins volunteering at a sexual crisis 
counseling center where the ebullient direc-
tor, Joey (Patrick Agada), helps her break down 
some personal barriers. Meanwhile, life at home 
is increasingly tense with hard-working husband, 
Doug (Guy Massey), who’s troubled by Charlotte’s 
growing distance and erratic hours. Late nights 
Charlotte sifts through garbage in back of a uni-
versity frat house. In tiny fragments we learn 
that Charlotte and Doug’s 20 year old son is in 
prison for sexual assault linked to the fraternity; 
but we don’t learn specifics nor do we have this 

info early enough to understand Charlotte’s moti-
vations.
 What we DO see is a woman who, like my 
mother, began growing apart from her husband 
long ago, with widening divides of communica-
tion and intimacy. Doug appears gentle, caring 
if undemonstrative, and trying to understand. 
He admits he’s not good with words, but vows 
to do anything for Charlotte ... except kiss her 
knee, which becomes a symbolic point. This is 
the real play. Once author Selina Fillinger reveals 
it to us—later rather than sooner—it’s so self-
apparent and true that Charlotte’s eccentricities 
vis-à-vis the crisis center and fraternity dumpster 
ring false. There certainly is an important play to 
be written about how parents respond to a child 
who commits a sexual crime, but this isn’t that 
play.
 The three actors give lovely, nuanced perfor-

mances, with Agada in the showiest role (his 
character is gay, wouldn’t ya’ know). Agada’s 
bright moments notwithstanding, the overall 
tone under director Lauren Shouse is understat-
ed, perhaps responding to the circumscribed na-
ture of the writing. Arnel Sancianco’s clever sce-
nic design suggests the flatness of life: a neutral 
colored backdrop with oversized but mundane 
household objects embossed on it, ably lit by Di-
ane D. Fairchild.
 Many plays deal with couples drifting/growing 
apart, often without a specific crisis. Sarah Ruhl’s 
The Vibrator Play comes to mind. Indeed, Ruhl’s 
play ends as Something Clean ends, with the 
couple tentatively making a new start. But the 
son’s crisis in Something Clean is an excuse, not 
a reason, and is unnecessary therefore. Charlotte 
and Doug would have reached the tipping point 
sooner or later, as I have observed firsthand.

THEATER REVIEW

Elizabeth Rex 
Playwright: Timothy Findley
At: Oak Park Festival Theatre at
Austin Gardens, 167 Forest Ave., Oak Park.
Phone: 847-; $15-$35.
Runs through July 21

BY SCOTT C. MORGAN

Who knew that Queen Elizabeth I liked to slum 
it with lowly actors? Even one with visible sores 
from a sexually transmitted “pox” who had the 
audacity to challenge her womanhood?
 These are some of the puzzling plot points in 
Elizabeth Rex, an overly analytical and histori-
cally dubious 2001 drama by the late gay Cana-
dian novelist and playwright Timothy Findley. 

Last seen locally at Chicago Shakespeare Theater 
in 2011, Elizabeth Rex is now receiving a shaky 
outdoor revival by director Barbara Zahora for Oak 
Park Festival Theatre.
 Elizabeth Rex oddly begins with William Shake-
speare (Michael Joseph Mitchell) waxing poetical 
on the details of his own death. Then Shakespeare 
questions how to dramatize an extraordinary mo-
ment in 1601 when Queen Elizabeth I ( Wendy 
Robi ) supposedly got all chummy with his acting 
company, The Lord Chamberlain’s Men.
 The flashback show the aftermath of a royal 
command performance of Much Ado About Noth-
ing. The actors are all sequestered in a barn due 
to a curfew imposed on the eve of the execution 
the Earl of Essex, the Queen’s former favorite, 
who led a failed uprising against her.
 

La Havana Madrid, Teatro Vista @ The Den, 
extended through 30 June—Last two weeks to 
see this thrice-remounted musical about Chi-
cago’s Latinx history, presented in the hottest 
performing arts multiplex in town. Arriba! MSB

Four Places, The Den, through June 30—Ag-
ing children and parents struggle to reconcile 
past grievances, even though the matriarch (Meg 
Thalken steals the show) is the most toxic harri-
dan since Violet Weston in August, Osage County. 
MSB

Queen of Mist, Firebrand at The Den, through 
July 6—In 1901 Annie Edson Taylor shot Ni-
agara Falls in a barrel and lived. Michael John 
LaChiusa’s musically challenging storytelling is 
brilliantly realized by Firebrand and Barbara Rob-
ertson as Taylor. JA

For Services Rendered, Griffin at The Den, 
through July 6—It’s a rare chance to see W. 
Somerset Maugham’s 1932 drama attacking Brit-
ish indifference to its WWI veterans and civilians 
whose futures the war altered. Particularly well 
acted by the women. JA

—By Mary Shen Barnidge
and Jonathan Abarbanel

CRITICS’PICKS

cTHEATER REVIEW

The River
Playwright: Jez Butterworth
At: Greenhouse Theater Center,
2257 N. Lincoln Ave.
Tickets: Bohotheatre.org
Runs through: July 28

BY KAREN TOPHAM

It’s both simple and impossible to state exactly 
what The River is all about.
 The short, enigmatic 2012 play by Jez Butter-
worth (whose The Ferryman just won the Tony 
Award) is, at least on its surface, about a man 
who takes his girlfriend (girlfriends?) fly fishing 
on the one moonless night in August each year 
when the sea trout are running. However, like 
fishing itself, The River is all about deception 
and illusion, and Butterworth’s at times over 
the top poetic language (along with the inclu-
sion of poems by other authors in the script) 
practically demands that we look at the whole 
thing as a metaphor.
 Joe Lino plays the Man, a fishing enthusiast 
who waxes lyrical on several occasions about 
what fishing means to him and about the pow-
erful experience of catching his first fish at 7 

years old. It is the night of the late summer 
new moon. Butterworth has the Man utilize Ted 
Hughes’ poem “After Moonless Midnight” to en-
trance his new girlfriend, called, naturally, the 
Woman and played by Christina Gorman. The 
Woman, however, is interested in a different 
kind of poetry: the beauty of the sunset and the 
writing of Virginia Woolf. She does not seem 
much interested in fishing, no matter how en-
thrallingly the Man describes it. Still, when she 
leaves the stage after the first scene, it seems 
that she might go with him after all.
 The second scene begins with the Man franti-
cally calling the police because his girlfriend is 
missing. When she enters, though, it is not the 
Woman but the Other Woman (Chelsee Carter) 
who walks through the door. And Butterworth 
is off and running in a circular puzzle of a 
play, which sometimes seems to be a romance, 
sometimes a thriller, sometimes perhaps even a 
ghost story, but always fascinating and mysteri-
ous.
 We are never absolutely sure of what is hap-
pening as we watch the Man seek to lure in 
each woman in the same way. Are they in fact 
two women? Is a mysterious woman glimpsed 
by one of them while out walking a third? All 
we can know for sure is that the characters are 
freely lying to each other, especially the man, 

who professes that he has only ever taken one 
woman to his uncle’s cabin on the river ... to 
two different women, both of whom find evi-
dence that this is not true.
 There is solid acting here from all three cast 
members, and Boho’s production of The River 
is true to the playwright’s language in all of 
its design aspects as well. Director Jerrell L. 
Henderson maintains a rich kind of enhanced 
melancholy throughout the play, aided nicely by 
Eric Luchen’s stark cabin that would not be out 
of place in any scary story you’ve ever heard, 
Kaili Story’s moody lighting, Eric Backus’ sound 
design, which ranges from realistic (crickets) to 
ominous in various scenes, and a ground fog 
that rolls in at specific moments.  
 It does not seem as if Butterworth really de-
sired to bring clarity to his creation; rather, he 
wanted to write something with a darkly po-
etic feeling that invites the audience to try to 
unwrap its hidden treasures themselves. Is it 
a play about relationships? Is it a play about 
the deceptions lovers (and fishermen) use to 
achieve their goals? Is it meant to make us won-
der about the Man’s true motivations? There are 
no easy answers, but if you enjoy thinking and 
debating about the play you’ve just seen, The 
River will reel you in and not let you go.   

Niko Kourtis and Wendy Robi 
in Elizabeth Rex.
Photo by Jhenai Mootz

Turn to page 49
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EXTENDED BY POPULAR DEMAND  
THROUGH AUGUST 11
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the  music  man
MEREDITH 
WILLSON’S

BOOK, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY MEREDITH WILLSON 
BASED ON A STORY BY MEREDITH WILLSON AND FRANKLIN LACEY 

DIRECTED BY MARY ZIMMERMAN

WINNER OF FIVE TONY AWARDS, 
INCLUDING BEST MUSICAL

”MUSICAL COMEDY AT ITS    
 feel-good best”

– The New York Times
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– Variety
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The Second City’s Salute to Pride is waving a wel-
coming flag this June with an all-LGBTQ cast. At 
the UP Comedy Club on Tuesdays and Wednes-
days, there will be drag queen Lucy Stoole pre-
senting a show with a variety of people from the 
LGBTQ community. The troupe combines sketch 
comedy, improv, music and drag to create a show 
that’s inclusive to everyone. 
 Evan Mills is one of the openly gay cast mem-
bers and is also the creator and writer of Queer 
Eye: The Musical Parody, running this month at 
The Playground Theater on Halsted St. If that’s 
not enough, he also performs as a comedy music 
duo Evan & Mary Jane. 
 Mills met up after a recent performance to give 
readers a behind the scenes story. 
 Windy City Times: Where are you originally 
from?
 Evan Mills: Michigan. I am half-Filipino and 
half-white. I came to Chicago in 2010. I was 
pursuing filming had gotten a degree in film and 
photography. I stumbled upon this place in 2012. 
I got a job here and started watching shows every 
single night. 
 I had no original plans of doing this when I 
moved to the city, but I am glad I am doing it!
 WCT: Did you come out of the closet at a 
young age?
 EM: I came out when I was 22. I was living 
here. I told my dad first on the phone. Mom was 
coming to visit me on the same day. I knew I had 
to tell her or she would be really mad!
 WCT: What does Pride Month mean to you?
 EM: It’s very important to me. My dad is also 
gay. He came out when I was four. My parents 
separated. I learned at a very young age what 
their relationship was and how my dad was, but 
it took a while for me to figure it out myself. 
When I did come out, luckily I have the most sup-
portive family. I am an only child, so there’s more 
pressure on me when I am the only kid. I was 
really nervous about coming out. My family was a 
hundred percent supportive and really wonderful. 
 Pride is super important to me. I celebrate it 
every month! I love doing a Pride show. My par-
ents are coming to see it closing weekend. 
 WCT: Did you tour some with Second City?
 EM: I did the Bob Curry Fellowship two years 
ago, from that I went to DC and did a summer 
show called Generation Gap there at the Kennedy 
Center. In December, I started understudying for 
the touring company. Now I am an official mem-
ber of the touring company. I am on it with Jor-
dan Stafford, who is in the Pride show with me. 
 WCT: How did the troupe create this show?
 EM: A few of the cast members were in the show 
last year and that was all archived material. This 
year, they took three cast members from the last 
show and three brand new ones, which was me, 
Jordan and Laurel Zoft Pelton. We spent about 
three weeks writing it together. It’s all origi-
nal content, which is amazing. This building is 
known for its archive material and improv, but 
this time it’s all new. 
 It’s fortunate that all six of us were really good 
friends prior to the show. It was easy to work 
with each other. All six of us have such a unique 
style and voice. It was really great seeing every-
one bring in their own point of views and meld it 
together. 
 Having Lucy Stoole in here was unbelievable. 

Second City Salute to Pride. 
PR photo

THEATER

The Second City salutes Pride
BY JERRY NUNN 
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We asked her if we could write her into some 
sketches and she said, “Bitch, please!” 
 WCT: What topics did you want to focus on?
 EM: I came in and just really wanted to collabo-
rate. I wrote the song I did based on a real thing 
that happened to me two months ago. There were 

a lot of things we wanted to say and I liked that 
we did it together. People came in with ideas and 
we molded it as a group. As a collective we came 
together and made it our own show. 
 WCT: Does improv happen within the show?
 EM: Kind of. Now that we are set in what we are 
doing, we like to play around with each other. We 
think something will work and we try it. Audi-
ences can tell when it happens because it throws 
everyone off. Someone will break up onstage. 
 It’s fun because we all trust each other. There 
is no set spots for improv, but there’s definitely 
moments of it. 
 WCT: So this only runs in June?
 EM: Yes, but we are saying it shouldn’t just be 

a Pride show. We would love to do the show in 
lets say September. Why box us in? Let’s just do a 
regular gay show for Second City! 
 WCT: How does your project the Queer Eye 
parody work with copyrights?
 EM: When I started it I brought on my music 
composer, who works in the industry. We found 
ways to get around it, especially in the title. As 
long as you say “parody” you are okay, since it’s 
based on characters and not real people. We did a 
lot of research on what we could get away with. 
We are not making fun of them. We are heighten-
ing their tropes. 
 It’s been really great. We sold out our entire 
last run, now we are back for Pride. 
 WCT: How are you doing both shows?
 EM: We schedule Queer Eye around my sched-
ule [laughs]—well, and everyone else’s schedule, 
too. It runs Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays and Sat-
urdays. 
 WCT: Who do you play in Queer Eye?
 EM: Tan France. Jonathan Van Ness got us 
fourth row tickets to his recent show. He reposted 
our story on his Instagram. 
 WCT: Have you met any of them?
 EM: We haven’t, but we wrote in Betty Who and 
she said she would try to come see it when she’s 
in town. The cast is very active on our social me-
dia and they are aware that we exist. 
 WCT: Do you have a favorite song in the par-
ody?
 EM: “Bobby’s Song.” It’s the first song I wrote 
for the musical. I won’t give too much away, but 
we know he’s the interior designer and gets the 
least amount of screen time, although e does the 
most amount of work. We pick on him during the 
show, but I wanted a redeeming number. 
 People cry and go crazy after the song is over. 
It feels really good to know people are getting 
the message. The response for this show has been 
great. I would like it in a bigger theater or travel 
it around the country. 
 Salute to Pride tickles funny bones on Tues-
days and Wednesdays in June at The Second 
City’s UP Comedy Club, 230 West North Ave. 
Tickets start at $26, and are available at 312-
337-3992 or SecondCity.com.
 Queer Eye: The Musical Parody marches on at 
ThePlaygroundTheater.com with more informa-
tion and schedule on the website.

REVIEW from page 46

Actually it was Richard II that was performed. 
Historical records show that Essex’s cohorts had 
paid for a Globe Theatre revival of Shakespeare’s 
history play about the usurped king right before 
the coup attempt to rally supporters. So the next 
royal performance of Richard II was a way for the 
Queen to show that she had her eyes on Shake-
speare’s company.
 Rather than explore this tense conspiracy an-
gle, Findley imagines a too-relaxed meeting of 
the Queen with Shakespeare’s company to ques-
tion gender dynamics of men playing women on 
stage and women ruling as monarchs. Findley 
also goes out of his way to draw very obvious 
parallels to the 20th century AIDS crisis via the 
imaginary and flamboyantly gay actor Ned Low-
enscroft (Niko Kourtis), whose devil-may-care be-

havior is tied to his failing health and grief over 
his deceased military lover.
 Alas, all of this analysis doesn’t make for com-
pelling drama. Aside from Robi’s witty and steely 
Elizabeth I, Zahora’s acting company largely 
flounders with Findley’s stop-and-start script 
that falls back on Shakespearean recitations to 
give it a level of grandeur that is lacking else-
where.
 Elizabeth Rex does boast glorious period cos-
tuming by designer Rachel Lambert, plus a 
handsome barn set by designer Nicholas James 
Schwartz. Yet some of the lighting shifts by de-
signer Avi Sheehan were too choppy and confus-
ing.
 Elizabeth Rex does explore some interesting 
concepts on gender and power. But as a drama, 
it’s far too intellectualized to be compelling the-
ater.

Evan Mills. 
PR photo

http://www.chicagoshakes.com
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BY LAUREN EMILY WHALEN 

e nina jay wants women to stop feeling shame.
 “I think about how much we, as girls and wom-
en, waste being ashamed,” the Black lesbian poet 
said via phone. “How many conversations don’t 
happen and how many wounds don’t get healed. 
Our society was created in a way that we feel 
ashamed for how we look, how we smell, how we 
taste. We could have so much more power if no-
body felt shame, and that’s what I want [readers] 
to walk away with.”
 jay celebrted the release of her second book, 
the poetry collection Bricks Blood & Water, June 
20 at Mary’s Attic. The poet described Bricks 
Blood & Water to Windy City Times as “a walk 
through my valley.”
 “I tried to plan the walk in a way that you don’t 
get stuck in any one place [and] you can always 
take a route out if you need it,” she said. “I think 
it’s a really good picture of how I look on the in-
side right now, and I like the way I look. I think 
it’s funny and painful and angry.”
 It’s anger that got her writing in the first place.
 “Pain was my inspiration initially, pain and 
rage,” jay said. At first, she kept her work to her-
self. “I would write and write and write and I 
never shared anything. I didn’t think it was very 

good.”
 As jay was planning her own suicide, a friend 
encouraged her to share her writing. “[My friend] 
suggested I not die with all those notebooks in 
my apartment,” she said. “Writing was a way I 
could pull myself up and feel like I wasn’t gonna 
fall.”
 Although she is no longer suicidal, jay con-
tinues to write “because it’s almost become like 
breathing to me,” she said. It’s also therapeutic.
 “Sometimes I write something and I won’t read 
it for days because I’m scared,” she said. “Then 
I read it and I was like, I didn’t know I needed 
that. There’s a freedom in that particular space 
because you don’t give a s---. I love when I can 
get myself there, where it doesn’t matter and I 
remember I can say anything I want.”
 jay published her first book, Body of Rooms, 
in 2016. The following year, former Windy City 
Times editor Tracy Baim persuaded her to adapt 
the book to film, which Baim then directed.
 “She spent a couple [of] months convincing 
me to do it,” jay said. “I was terrified because I 
don’t like to be looked at, but it was exhilarating 
because I could just talk [using] poetry.” Body 
of Rooms, which consists of jay performing her 
book to the camera, was filmed in one day. “It 
was liberating, and I will always love Tracy for 

pushing me,” she said.
 “My favorite moment is when I finish reading 
and a woman of 75 will come up to me and tell 
me she was raped when she was 15, and she nev-
er told anyone about it,” she added. “I love that 
kind of moment. We whisper all these things and 
we all whisper the same shit. I want to do away 
with the whispering.”
 At these times, jay calls upon her experience as 
a rape survivor and her past work as a rape crisis 
counselor. “I haven’t been in emergency rooms 
in 20 years, but women are still in crisis, and I 
find myself counseling. Invariably I open some 
wounds and it’s my responsibility to tend to them 
as well.”
 When it comes to representation, jay is encour-
aged by the recent election of Chicago mayor Lori 
Lightfoot. “I think a Black lesbian mayor is going 
to do a lot visually,” she said. However, she re-
mains cautious. “I’ve kind of blocked out politics 
and politicians right now,” she said. “I’m over-
whelmed by the absurdity of it all. I like hearing 
that Chicago has a Black lesbian mayor, but…
[what that means] remains to be seen for me. I’m 
a cynic in that way.”
 She was far more optimistic about her then-up-
coming book-release party. “I feel like I’m giving 
birth to a new baby, letting everyone know what 
we’ve been thinking about—the girls and women 
in me,” jay said. “I want to create intimacy in a 
crowd of women. I’m craving it.”
 For more about the author, including books, 
DVD and speaking engagements, visit face-
book.com/eninajay or contact eninajay@
gmail.com.

POETRY

e nina jay aims to help 
women shed shame

e nina jay.
Photo by Hal Baim
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Trevor Project gala raises more than $2M
 On June 17, The Trevor Project hosted its 2019 TrevorLIVE New York gala at Cipriani Wall Street. 
With actress/comedian/writer Nicole Byer and actor/director/digital producer Eugene Lee Yang co-
hosting, the event helped raise more than $2 million.
 Actress-model Cara Delevingne received the Hero Award, which recognizes individuals who inspire 
LGBTQ youth or increase visibility and understanding of the LGBTQ community. Also, talk-show host, 
actress and producer Kelly Ripa and her husband, actor/producer Mark Consuelos, were honored with 
the Champions Award; EY received the 20/20 Visionary Award.
 Delevingne accepted the Hero Award from Queer Eye co-hosts Antoni Porowski and Jonathan Van 
Ness, and shared a poem she wrote when she was 15—before surprising the audience with a special 
duet performance of Sonnentanz (Sun Don’t Shine) with Will Heard.
 As part of the celebration, Grammy-
winning multi-platinum singer/songwriter 
Daya and the cast of the Tony-nominated 
Broadway musical The Prom performed. 
The star-studded gala also featured ap-
pearances by Jonathan Tucker (actor), 
Miss J Alexander (TV personality), Jake 
Shears (singer), Ashley Benson (actress), 
Samira Wiley (actress), Christian Siriano 
(fashion designer), Geena Rocero (mod-
el), Milk (RuPaul’s Drag Race), Tyler Oak-
ley (digital creator), Aaron Philip (model) 
and more.

Nicole Byer and Eugene Lee Yang at 
the TrevorLIVE New York Gala.
Photo by Getty Images for the Trevor 
Project

e nina jay performs at Mary’s Attic.
WCT photo
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Drag queens host Pride storytime
BY MATT SIMONETTE 

Chicagoans of all ages gathered at Shapiro Ballroom, 1627 W. Chicago Ave., the morning of June 23 
as performers Muffy Fishbasket and Sutton hosted Drag Queen Story Hour.
 The event was presented in conjunction with the June 21 debut of The Bravest Knight on the Hulu 
streaming service. That animated program depicts a pumpkin farmer-turned-knight happily married 
to a prince. The program’s first episode was also screened June 23.
 Drag Queen Story Hour is a national program wherein drag performers host story readings at local 
libraries and other community venues. Chicago events are held monthly.
 According to the DQSH website, the events “[capture] the imagination and play of the gender 
fluidity of childhood and gives kids glamorous, positive, and unabashedly queer role models.” 

Muffy Fishbasket (left) reads 
while Sutton holds up the 
pictures for the audience.
Photo by Matt Simonette

Janet Mock signs
historic Netflix deal
 Author/director/producer Janet Mock has 
signed a historic deal with Netflix—making her 
the first out transgender woman who can call the 
creative shots at a major content company, Vari-
ety reported.
 The multimillion-dollar deal, which spans three 
years, gives the streaming giant exclusive rights 
to her TV series and a first-look option on feature 
film projects.
 Mock will serve as an executive producer/direc-
tor on Ryan Murphy’s forthcoming Netflix series 
Hollywood. However, she can still continue as 
a writer-director on Murphy’s FX series Pose, an 
LGBTQ drama set in New York City’s competitive 
ballroom scene during the ‘80s and ‘90s.
 Mock said she hopes the deal “will be a huge 
signal boost, industry-wide, to empower people 
and equip them to tell their own stories.”
 The Variety item is at https://variety.
com/2019/tv/features/janet-mock-netflix-deal-
pose-1203246917/.

‘Queer As German
Folk’ through June
 The project “Queer as German Folk” takes the 
50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots as an oc-
casion to examine the current status of the gen-
der diversity discourse on the basis of the history 
of the queer movement.
 It focuses in particular on the German LGBTQ-
IA+ movement generated by the respective civil 
societies. It is also intended to correct historical 
perspectives and to question a traditional cis-
male narrative.
 In Chicago, the exhibition will be shown in 
three parts and neighborhoods: on the South Side 
at the Packingtown Museum at The Plant in Back 
of the Yards, in the Loop at the Goethe-Institut 
Chicago, and on the North Side at the Leather 
Archives and Museum in Edgewater.
 For more information, see https://www.goethe.
de/ins/us/en/sta/chi/ver/qagf.html.

Dyke Delicious series
ends at Filmmakers
 For 16 years, film editor, professor and LGBTQ 
activist Sharon Zurek has run an annual Dyke De-
licious film series, featuring works by and about 
lesbians and beyond.
 On June 8, Zurek said a bittersweet goodbye 
to the series on its last screening night—appro-
priately featuring the film Stonewall Rising dur-
ing the month of Stonewall’s 50th anniversary. 
Brenda Webb (right)—executive director of Chi-
cago Filmmakers, where the screenings have been 
held—presented Zurek with flowers to thank her 
efforts not just with the series, but as board pres-
ident of Filmmakers.

Janet Mock.
Photo by 
Aaron 
Tredwell

http://www.aboutfacetheatre.org
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POWERFUL! SERIOUSLY FUNNY AND AUDACIOUS!”“
– AROUND THE TOWN

BY JERRY NUNN 

Wicker Park resident and queer artist Magalie Guerin is 
bringing her work to the Elmhurst Art Museum this sum-
mer. 
 The exhibition is titled “With a Capital P: Selections by 
Six Painters” and presents the curations of six local paint-
ers in six rooms. 
 Originally from Quebec, Guerin received a MFA from the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2011. She has 
shown in New York and LA, as well as Chicago, most recent-
ly during January 2018 with a solo show called “Magalie 
Guerin: bunker” at the gallery Corbett vs. Dempsey. 
 She published a book in 2016 called Notes On that was a 
diary depicting her daily practice in the studio to pair with 
a past exhibition called Copy Drawings. 
 Windy City Times: You are originally from Montreal. 
What is the art scene like there and how does it com-
pare to Chicago? 
 Magalie Guerin: I left Montreal 20 years ago, so I couldn’t 
tell you what the art scene is like now but I remember 
when I first moved to Chicago after living in New York for 
a decade, that I said to myself, “This city has a Montreal 
warmth to it!”
 That said, I have a show opening in Montreal on May 
25 at Galerie Nicolas Robert—my first in a gallery over 
there—so I’ll have more of a sense of it after that.
 WCT: How do you feel the queer artist community is 
here locally?
 MG: It’s a nice community, although I always wish for it 
to be larger! 
 WCT: Is there a medium you have not work with but 
would like to?

 MG: I’m dying to work with ceramic, but I’m afraid of 
what that’ll do to my paintings!
 WCT: What artist have you been compared to, and who 
has influenced your work?
 MG: At some point, in grad school at the School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago, my work was described as having 
a conversation with Charline von Heyl. We now show at 
the same gallery here in Chicago, Corbett vs Dempsey, and 
have since become friends.
 WCT: Talk about how sculpture fits into painting for a 
showing. 
 MG: Oil paint is very sculptural in its application. I mold 
the paint into the shapes I want to see. And the sculp-
tors I chose for this exhibition think about surfaces in a 
painterly way. It’s all connected; the sensibilities are very 
similar.
 WCT: Do you have advice for young upcoming artists?
 MG: Think [about the] long term: “How can you create 
space for a sustainable studio practice, if you use a studio, 
in the years to come?”
 WCT: Where do you see the arts scene in Chicago go-
ing?
 MG: I see Chicago as being more and more included in 
the larger conversation. There seems to be a big difference 
from 10 years ago—more people/institutions are looking 
at what is being made here.
 WCT: You have an upcoming show in New York?
 MG: I just had a show in New York with Chapter NY that 
closed on March 24th so nothing upcoming for a while!
 “With a Capital P: Selections by Six Painters” is on 
display through Aug. 25 at Elmhurst Art Museum, 150 
S. Cottage Hill Ave, Elmhurst. See https://elmhurstart-
museum.org.

Magalie Guerin.
PR photo

ART

Magalie Guerin showing her 
unique art in Elmhurst

A colorful moment from Pride Fest. 
    See many more photos of the two-day 
     event starting on page 78. 
            Joseph Stevens Photography

http://www.artemisiatheatre.org/plays
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Navy Pier Pride
taking place June 29
 Navy Pier Pride Presented by American Airlines will have vari-
ous events taking place Saturday, June 29, noon-11 p.m.
 There will be LGBTQ programming, including music, arts and 
crafts, storytelling, educational resources and more.
 The schedule is as follows:
 —12-2 p.m.: Chicago Children’s Museum Family Resource & 
Activity Station: Make a rainbow bracelet to show pride and 
learn about the museum’s LGBTQ inclusion resources for parents 
and teachers
 —12-4 p.m.: PFLAG Council of Northern Illinois Resource Sta-
tion
 —1-2 p.m.: Story Time with Drag Queens
 —2-2:30 p.m.: Lakeside Pride Marching Band
 —2-11 p.m.: Various DJs  
 —3-4 p.m.: Chicago Gay Men’s Chorus
 —4-6 p.m.: Wave Wall Wax weekly DJ series with DJ All the 
Way Kay
 —10:15 p.m.: Aon summer fireworks
 —11 p.m.: “Radio Ga Ga” finale
 See https://navypier.org/event/pier-pride/ for more informa-
tion.

Organized Pride
June 28-30
 The Organized Grime Crew is curating Organized Pride with 
several events to help Chicago celebrate 50 years of the Parade.  
 They include:
 —Friday, June 28, 8 p.m.-12 a.m.: Bike Zambia Sunset Fun-
draiser at the Woof-Top Deck, 5646 N. Kenmore Ave. (with $50 
tickets);
 —Saturday, June 29, 9 p.m.-3 a.m.: Organized Pride main 
event at Cerise at Virgin Hotels Chicago, 203 N. Wabash St.;
 —Sunday, June 30, 5-10 p.m.: CUN-Tea (a post-parade tea 
dance) at Spybar, 646 N. Franklin St.; and
 —Monday, July 1, 7 a.m.-1 p.m.: AFTER THOTs at The Jack-
hammer Complex, 6406 N. Clark St.
 For tickets or more info, visit OrganizedPride.com.

Lighthouse Pride
Party June 28
 Homewood is hosting the 3rd annual Lighthouse LGBTQ+ Pride 
Party on Friday, June 28, 5-9 p.m.. in Martin Avenue Square as 
part of the village’s Pride Month Celebration.  
 This will be the first time Homewood is hosting the party and 
celebrating Pride during June with rainbow flags decorating the 
downtown area.
 The Homewood Business Association is sponsoring the com-
memorative flag program that kicks off at the Homewood Ar-
tisan Street Fair on Friday, June 7. The Lighthouse Pride Party 
is free and open to the public. More information is at Home-
SweetHomewood.com.

Joliet PrideFest
to take place June 29
 The inaugural Joliet PrideFest will take place Saturday, June 
29, 12-4 p.m., at the Billie Limacher Bicentennial Park & The-
atre, 201 W. Jefferson St, Joliet.
 Some of the events planned include a resource fair of non-
profit organizations, food trucks, music sets from a family-
friendly DJ, a bounce house, an LGBTQ history display, a travel-
ing zoo, storytime with Miss Foozie and more.
 Visit “Joliet PrideFest” on Facebook for more details.

Pride North festival 
June 29-30
 Rogers Park’s Pride North festival hits Glenwood Ave. for two 
days of DJs, dancing and (with any luck) sunshine. Now in its 
fifth year, Pride North has expanded to two days for the first 
time. The event will feature two stages of DJs. Following is a 
complete schedule, which applies to both days:
 312 Goose Island stage:
 —1-2:30 p.m.: DJ Ron S & DJ FR8O
 —2:30-4 p.m.: DJ Eric Daly
 —4-5:30 p.m.: DJ Byrne Twins
 —5:30-7 p.m.: DJ Sandra Suave
 —7-8:30 p.m.: DJ Scandall
 —8:30-10 p.m.: DJs Laura B & Val (The Spinsters)
 Ketel One stage:
 —Noon-1:30 p.m.: DJ Riley York
 —1:30-3 p.m.: DJ Jerry Featherstone
 —3-5 p.m: DJ Rich Tunnel
 —5-6:30 p.m.: DJ Ron Geronimo
 —6:30-8:30 p.m.: DJ DigiMark
 —8:30-10 p.m.: DJ Ricky Sixx
 Visit www.pridenorth.co for more information.

Inaugural Pride South
Side set for June 28-30
 The Pride South Side Organizing Committee will hold an inau-
gural pride festival on Friday-Sunday, June 28-30, in partner-
ship with various local venues.
 Those venues include:
 —The Stony Island Arts bank, 6760 S Stony Island Ave.;
 —The DuSable Museum, 740 E. 56th Pl.;
 —The South Shore Cultural Center Beach, 7059 S. South Shore 
Dr.;
 —Gallery Guichard, 436 E. 47th St.;
 —The Promontory, 5311 S. Lake Park Ave. West; and
 —Jeffery Pub, 7041 S. Jeffery Ave.
 The weekend will kick off with a film screening, in partnership 
with OpenTV, at the Stony Island Arts Bank on Friday, June 28, 
8-10 p.m. The opening night will also include a kickoff party 
curated by Melloe Drama at Gallery Guichard at 8 p.m.-1 a.m.
 On Saturday, June 29, The DuSable Museum will host the main 
event—a concert and festival at 12-9 p.m. After the festival on 
June 29, four different venues (The Promontory, Jeffery Pub and 
two others TBA) will host various after-parties.
 On Sunday, June 30, The South Shore Cultural Center Beach 
will host the closing event, “Beachnic; Queering in the Parks.”
For tickets and more information, visit PrideSouthSide.com.

‘Chicago is a Drag’
June 28
 A Queer Pride presents the inaugural Chicago is a Drag festi-
val, Friday, June 28, in the Cheetah Gym parking lot in Ander-
sonville, starting at 4 p.m.
 The event will be hosted by TS Madison and Tiffany “New York” 
Pollard and will feature special guests Raja, Candis Cayne and 
Spikey Van Dykey. Emceeing the show will be Aunty Chan, Dida 
Ritz, Khloe Park, Lucy Stoole and T Rex. 
 Among the 40+ acts slated to perform are Sheri Payne, Ten-
deroni, Alexis Bevels, Dusty Bahls, Mokha Montrese, Monica 
Beverly Hillz and many more.
 Tickets available at https://do312.com/chicagoisadrag .

Back Lot Bash
returns June 29-30
 The girls are coming out to play once again in the Cheetah 
Gym parking lot for two days of music and mayhem.
 On Saturday, attend the Flagship Festival, with hosts Rose 
Garcia and Kat Florek, presenting music by Devmo, DJ Zel, Ul-
trabeat, Fiat Lux, Mel Sense and headliners The Veronicas.
 After the parade on Sunday, head back north for the Post Pa-
rade Bash, featuring Catfight, Dorian Electra, Psalm One, DJ All 
the Way Kay, Gemini Jones and headliner Jackie Cruz.
 The weekend also includes a Family Fest on Saturday, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., complete with children’s-music performers, face 
painting, family photos, balloon artists and a petting zoo.
 Go to www.backlotbashchicago.com for complete information.

Pride in the Park
festival June 29
 In celebration of the 50th anniversary of Stonewall, Dream-
brite Productions presents the inaugural Pride in the Park festi-
val, at Butler Field in Grant Park, Saturday, June 29, 1-10 p.m.

 A cavalcade of stars will entertain, including Tamar Braxton, 
Taylor Dayne, Todrick Hall, Kathy Sledge, Gia Woods, local rap-
per KC Ortiz, Miss DJ Meg and co-headliners Iggy Azalea and 
Steve Aoki. Also, expect drag performances from Coco Montrese, 
Alexis Michelle and Chicago’s own Shea Coulee.
 The list of hosts reads like a who’s-who of Chicago drag, in-
cluding T-Rex, Dida Ritz, Ruff N’ Stuff, Mimi Marks and many 
more. 
 Get tickets and info at ttps://prideintheparkchicago.com .

WHAT
TO DO
FOR PRIDE
IN ADDITION TO THE PARADE, CHECK OUT THESE BIG PRIDE 
EVENTS FROM ALL OVER THE CHICAGO AREA

Todrick Hall. 
Photo by

Jerry Nunn
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pain has no pride

by

ava i l ab le  at  amazon . com

BY JAKE WITTICH 

Queer artist Derrick Woods-Morrow wants your 
underwear. Clean, dirty, new or heavily worn—it 
doesn’t matter to him; he’s more interested in the 
work you put in while wearing them.
 For the last two months, Woods-Morrow (a 
Windy City Times 30 Under 30 honoree last year) 
has been collecting people’s undergarments for 
an upcoming art project. Sourcing from friends, 
teammates, gym patrons and other people in his 
circle, the multidisciplinary artist has collected 
about 30 pairs so far. He plans on using them to 
create paper, carpet, sculpture and more, in col-
laboration with artist Charles Long.
 “I’m investigating the space between play and 
labor, and even more specifically how it functions 
for bodies of color in relation to other bodies,” 
Woods-Morrow said. “Everyone’s labor and play is 
consumed or captured in the garments they wear, 
and oftentimes we politicize the garment, but it’s 
just underwear. We all have them.”
 Woods-Morrow said he started by collecting 
100-percent cotton black briefs, because a cotton 
blend is needed to make paper, and he wanted to 
make black paper. However, he is open to collect-
ing anything, no matter the color, material, fit or 
type of garment, including socks, T-shirts, bras, 
boxers, swimsuits or more.
 With each pair of underwear, Woods-Morrow is 
asking for a small note card letter explaining the 
labor or play that was done in them, no matter 
the type of labor and play or whether it’s profane 
or mundane. Woods-Morrow said he’s keeping the 
prompt open-ended.

 “I want to see the dialogues that are happening 
because I’m specifically interested in what peo-
ple consider to be labor versus play, and how they 
feel about giving me their underwear,” Woods-
Morrow said.
 Underwear donations Woods-Morrow has re-
ceived so far have ranged from raunchy to mun-
dane, he said. He’s received underwear from 
people he’s met at sex parties or dungeons, who 
wrote “some of the sweetest, non-sexual notes 
about their first lovers in these garments.” Other 
donors have worn the same pair of underwear ev-
ery day for a week before giving them, unwashed, 
to Woods-Morrow.
 “I’m giving the option for you to wash them or 
give them to me the way they were used—I don’t 
have a preference,” Woods-Morrow said. “I hope 
to receive underwear from all types of gender 
identities, sexualities and races. I’m interested 
in how anonymous people choose to remain and 
what they’re willing to give.”
 Woods-Morrow said he’s interested in seeing 
what people consider to labor and play, and 
where those acts overlap. Labor and play exist 
in tandem with each other, Woods-Morrow said. 

So what does that look like for people of varying 
backgrounds?
 “I think about what would be the hardest thing 
to exist as in America. For instance, a Black, dis-
abled, lesbian, polyamorous woman would never 
stop laboring in America,” Woods-Morrow said. 
“Just to exist would always be labor in this coun-
try as it is right now, so where is the play for that 
person? Don’t they deserve to have fun and exist 
beyond the fact that they must always labor?”
 Woods-Morrow said he hopes to foster discus-
sion around these questions and more as he col-
lects more undergarments for the project. So far, 
he and Long have created a few sheets of paper, 

but Woods-Morrow said he hopes to see the proj-
ect continue as a series.
 Anyone interested in sending garments to 
Woods-Morrow for his project can do so by mail-
ing them—along with a handwritten note card 
explaining the type of labor/play done in them—
to P.O. Box 408679, Chicago, IL, 60640. Submis-
sions can remain anonymous, he said.
 “It’s just underwear,” Woods-Morrow said. “That 
underwear gets meaningfully charged with sub-
jectivity when you think about what was done in 
them, but that doesn’t matter to me. That mat-
ters to you.”

ART

Derrick Woods-Morrow
collecting underwear for
exploration of labor, play

Derrick Woods-Morrow.
Photo courtesy of Woods-Morrow

A zebra-print bikini 
someone donated.
Photo courtesy of 
Derrick Woods-
Morrow
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James Anthony 
James Anthony is director of marketing and 

communications at Chicago Children’s Theatre, 
Chicago’s premier professional theatre company 
dedicated to young people and families. They 
have a degree in Mass Communications and The-
atre, and an MA in Speech/Theatre. James is a 
licensed Zumba Instructor, a member of Actors’ 
Equity Association, a spoken word artist and a 
choreographer/dancer. 

They’re an advocate and champion for arts ac-
cessibility, diversity and inclusion for the arts –– 
not only on the production/creative side, but on 
the business and admin side as well. 

Did you know? James was almost homeless, 
so they sold all of their belongings, hopped on 
a bus, and moved to Chicago from New Orleans. 

Lizzy Appleby
Lizzy Appleby is a facilitator who works with 

youth and adults to build a more welcoming, in-
clusive, and kind world. A licensed clinical social 
worker, Lizzy oversees the Pride Youth Program at 
Youth Services of Glenview/Northbrook, provid-
ing social, support, and leadership programs to 
more than 200 LGBTQ+ youth ages 4-24 and their 
families across the northern suburbs.

This fall, Lizzy also launched a podcast, “The 
Third Space,” with co-creator Nat Duran. The 
Third Space focuses on supporting youth work-

ers in developing their skills and strategies for 
working with young people outside of school and 
home.

Did you know? Lizzy loves culinary pursuits of 
all kinds, including eating, cooking, baking, and 
preserving; currently, she’s working to perfect her 
pastry for the best possible pie crust.

Ashley Brown
Ashley Brown is the graphic designer at the 

AIDS Foundation of Chicago. She graduated from 
DePaul University with a degree in art history and 
later received a graphic design certificate from 
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Largely 
self-taught, she is passionate about advancing 
social justice through graphic design and commu-
nications, especially issues involving health eq-
uity and the LGBTQ community. For the past two 
years, she has led creative direction and brand 
development at AFC, where she also contributes 
video and editorial content.

Ashley also freelances with various nonprofits 
and companies in Chicago and around the coun-
try, and creates digital illustrations and personal 
projects in her spare time. She is especially inter-
ested in representing strong women and the im-
portant cultural contributions of diverse women 
throughout history in her work. 

Did you know? Ashley is actively seeking vol-
unteer opportunities around design and illustra-
tion for the Chicago nonprofit community.

James Anthony 

Lizzy Appleby

Ashley Brown
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Monica Brown
Monica Brown is TGNC youth intervention specialist for the Voices 

team at Broadway Youth Center. She has been working in the HIV 
field for little over a year doing HIV and STI screenings, Outreach 
and Tabling events. She also works in evening programming such 
as Triple S, Tyra, and After Hours. Monica oversees all interven-
tions such as TWIST (Transgender Women Involved In Strategies 
for Transformation), Community Promise—which is a story telling 
intervention—and the Peer Advocates program.

Did you know? Monica’s favorite color is pink. She has eight 
pets, and enjoys working for the community from which she came.

Patrick Crosson
Patrick Crosson is the immediate past chairman and founder of 

Stonewall Sports Chicago, an LGBTQ and ally community-based, 
non-profit sports organization that strives to raise funds for local 
non-profit organizations through organized sports.

Patrick formed Stonewall Sports Chicago in 2014, expanding it 
into an organization covering the entire metropolitan area. The 
league values each player for who they are and what they bring to 
the league’s community.

Patrick led the organization through expansion, incorporation 
and filing of their own 501c3 status. The league started with 6 
kickball teams (140 players). Stonewall Sports Chicago now has 36 
kickball teams (860 players), two seasons of dodgeball, two sea-
sons of bowling, and a season of bocce. The league serves over 
1,000 individual LGBTQ and ally members and raises funds for a 
variety of different charities. The organization has donated more 
than $150,000.

Did you know? Patrick is currently the owner & executive pro-
ducer for PC Events & Experiences as a corporate event planner 
based here in Chicago.

Robin Reid Drake
Robin Reid Drake is an artist and educator from “the Blue Ridge 

Mountains [and] the Great Dismal Swamp of North Carolina.” Cur-
rently living in Logan Square, they hold an MFA in Writing from SAIC 
and are a recipient of a 2019 Ragdale Residency. 

Robin Reid has co-developed and led anti-oppression & writing 
workshops with adults & youth in numerous settings. They are a 
former curator and host of Asheville, North Carolina’s Juniper Bends 
Reading Series and have performed in many venues.

In 2018, Robin Reid came together with long-time Chicago artist 
Diana Solís, to develop and teach curriculum engaging CPS High 
Schoolers with intersectional queer and trans histories through po-
etry and art making. They currently work as a teaching artist and 
development associate with Changing Worlds, who supported the 
development of Solís and Drake’s program.

Did you know? Robin Reid has been spreading the Gospel of 
Dolly Parton for almost their entire life and has never been taken to 
DollyWood, which they think is tragic.

Lars Ebsworth
Lars Ebsworth is a Chicago-based actor/singer/dancer. Originally 

from Baltimore, ze studied ballet, tap, jazz, modern, dance team 
competition styles, voice, children’s theater and piano, all of which 
eventually lead to zir transition into the musical theatre world. Ze 
graduated cum laude with BA’s in both Musical Theater and Theater 
(double minor in Music and Dance) from North Central College. Lars 
also works “behind the table” with Trans Voices Cabaret CHI, the 
Chicago chapter of the New York City-based franchise Trans Voices 
Cabaret. That cabaret-showcase hybrid provides a space to sing 
whatever songs fit their gender identity, and a casting resource for 
industry professionals to learn how to include the TGNC performer 
community in their productions.

Did you know? Lars spends time playing with zir rescue Lhasa 
Apso/mix named Sir Aaron Carter and inventing new recipes, both 
good and bad.

Jayden Epps
Jayden Epps is the pro bono and development associate for Lamb-

da Legal, the oldest national legal organization working to secure 
the civil rights of LGBTQ people and everyone living with HIV. Jay’s 
work supports the efforts of the Development team in the Midwest 
Office and nationally. 

In their off hours, Jayden is a theater artist who primarily works 
as a stage manager. Jayden is also currently an ensemble member 
of the project FatFolx that centers and lifts the stories of larger-
bodied individuals. 

Did you know? Jayden is an avid singer. It is not unusual to find 
them belting along to songs as they commute across Chicago.

Julio Flores
Julio Flores was born in Guanajuato, Mexico, and at the age of 12, 

he moved to the States. 
While living in Milwaukee, Julio began volunteering with various 

organizations that support the LGBTQ+ community. At age 23, he 
decided to move to the Chicago area. Following his passion, Julio 
started working at the Broadway Youth Center, where he is able to 
help young people that are experiencing homelessness and daily 
oppression from society. Julio wants every person he works with to 
be able to have options to become the person they truly are and to 
believe in their own potential.

Did you know? Julio’s motto in life is, “You do what you have to 
do in order to do what you want to do.”

Jayden Epps

Monica Brown

Julio FloresLars Ebsworth
Patrick Crosson

Robin Reid Drake
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Maurice Green IV (Mo)
Maurice Green IV (Mo) is currently the director of public affairs 

at the Illinois Department of Human Rights. Mo has worked in Il-
linois politics for several years now, having served as the director of 
community engagement for Cook County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx, 
senior community outreach coordinator for Sen. Tammy Duckworth, 
and in various capacities for several political campaigns. 

Mo graduated with honors from the University of Chicago in 
2014 with a degree in Political Science and wrote his senior thesis 
on community policing in Chicago and the relationship between 
constituents of color and the Chicago Police Department. While in 
college, Mo served as President of the Friends of Washington Park 
Tutoring Organization, a university program that pairs University of 
Chicago students with local public-school students and academi-
cally tutors and mentors them on a tri-weekly basis.

Did you know? Mo has a 110-pound Great Pyrenees Mountain Dog 
named Koda. Together, the two love long walks, outdoor brunches 
and afternoon naps.

Alex Hanns
Alex Hanns serves as deputy press secretary for Governor J.B. 

Pritzker. He joined Pritzker’s gubernatorial campaign in its first 
weeks and has been a member of the communications team ever 
since. Prior to that, Alex managed state Rep. Ann Williams’s re-
election campaign in 2016 and served as communications director 
for state Sen. John Mulroe. A proud DePaul University alumnus, he 
received his bachelor’s in public relations and advertising in 2017. 
Alex spends his free time volunteering for Democratic and LGBTQ 
candidates and organizations.

Did you know? Alex has a nose for rooftop bars and has great 
Springfield recommendations 

Nicole Holmes
Nicole Holmes is manager of the State of Illinois AIDS/HIV & STD 

Hotline at Center on Halsted. 
Nicole received her Bachelor of Science in health education from 

Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. A native of Chicago, her 
passion work is rooted in supporting sexual health and overall well-
ness in marginalized communities, including Black women/girls/
femmes, by educating about health disparities; that includes the bi 
community as well. She currently serves as both a voting member 
for the Illinois HIV Planning Group and an impact producer for the 
Black sexuality organization, Sex Kiki. 

Previously, Nicole interned with the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention’s Undergraduate Public Health Scholars Program 
(CUPS) through Morehouse College. She credits her mother Suzanne, 
sister Alex, aunt Donna and partner Adrian as being her primary 
cheerleading team, rooting her on in every aspect of her life.

Did you know? Nicole is a former competition swimmer. She con-
siders building her swimming skills to be one of the great accom-
plishments and challenges of her life.

D’Angelo D’Ontace Keyes
D’Angelo D’Ontace Keyes is an advocate within the Black LGBTQ 

community. He serves at the AIDS Foundation of Chicago, where he 
mobilizes communities to thrive beyond HIV.

D’Angelo previously served as a commissioner with Philadelphia 
Commission on Human Relations, where he assisted in developing 
the first government report addressing racism and discrimination 
in Philadelphia’s LGBTQ community. An artist and student, Keyes 
also received his MBA from Philadelphia University, and a formal 
arts education from the University of the Arts and Chicago Academy 
for the Arts.

Did you know? Keyes was a key organizer of Philadelphia Black 
Pride and architect for MOBI (Mobilizing Our Brothers Initiative) 
NYC.

Timmy Knudsen
Timmy Knudsen is a Chicago attorney with one foot entrenched in 

law and the other in Chicago politics.
At Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP, Timmy mixes a legal practice in 

venture capital transactions with a deep commitment to pro bono 
work, particularly LGBTQ asylum cases. Timmy recently represented 
a Russian gay man who is seeking asylum in the United States after 
being stalked on a dating app in Moscow and beaten for his LGBTQ 
status. In addition, Timmy recently won an asylum case for a gay 
Palestinian client with similar persecution.

Timmy started working on Democratic political campaigns when 
he was 19, and most recently served as a member of Lori Lightfoot’s 
Mayoral Campaign Finance Committee. Currently, he advises several 
other local candidates and has a deep commitment to community 
engagement in Lincoln Park’s 43rd Ward.

Did you know? Timmy loves home renovations—and was fea-
tured on an episode of HGTV’s House Hunters in 2018.

Katherine Koo
Katherine Koo is a recent graduate from the Masters of Science 

in Health Systems Management Program at Rush University. With 
that background in public health, she has worked in the Office of 
Community Engagement at Rush University Medical Center for the 
past two years to address the 16-year life expectancy gap on Chi-
cago’s west side. She also helped lead efforts to expand access for 
gender-affirming primary and specialty services at Rush, completed 
the Human Rights Campaign’s Healthcare Equality Index survey, and 
conducted research on trans and gender non-conforming medical 
curriculum in the Rush Medical College. 

Did you know? Katherine is the principal double bassist (not the 
guitar) for the South Loop Symphony Orchestra, which offers free 
concerts three times a year.
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Catherine Miller

Kelsey McGrath

Jack Ladd

Kevin Morrison

Jose Nateras

Roxanne Meyer

Jack Ladd
Jack Ladd is a gay digital strategist and writer from Alexandria, Virginia. He moved to Chicago in 2013 to pursue 

studies in journalism and intercultural communication at DePaul University. He’s worked at Hauswirth/Co since its 
inception in 2017, managing digital strategy for advocacy and political organizations. Empowering Illinoisans to 
vocally support progressive legislation, issues and organizations through online action has been the highlight of his 
career. He currently sits on the Advocate Board of Chicago House and is a member of the Equality Illinois Emerging 
Leaders’ Circle. 

Did you know? Jack performed at the Kennedy Center in Something’s Afoot, an Agatha Christie-inspired murder 
mystery musical, as eccentric man-about-town Nigel Rancour, at 17.

Kelsey McGrath
Kelsey McGrath is a fiercely optimistic producer, actor, and writer. Their monthly salon, The Newness, is an inter-

sectional, interdisciplinary event that amplifies LGBTQ+, POC and Femme artists in a space that advocates vulner-
ability, story telling and community. New Pages, The Newness’s new play initiative, brings together artists across 
identities to develop new theatrical work. Kelsey has written with Perform.Ink and Newcity Stages to shift the 
contemporary theater criticism paradigm to empower folks of all experiences to engage in arts criticism.

Did you know? Kelsey is a regular member of Bucktown CrossFit and was a competitive Irish dancer for 10 years. 
They wish love and gratitude to Mama, Austin, Bodhi and Regina. 

Roxanne Meyer
Roxanne Meyer is an underwriter of healthcare facilities and providers for CNA Insurance. She determines who can 

be insured and at what price, while offering additional services to help improve patient safety.
Roxanne has also never shied away from leadership positions in the LGBTQ community. At work, she serves as chair 

of CNA’s LGBTQ Employee Resource Group (ERG), Pride@CNA. Under her leadership, the LGBT Chamber of Commerce 
of Illinois recognized Pride@CNA as the 2018 ERG of the Year. In the community, Roxanne is the co-chair of the 
Women’s Action Council social events committee for  Center on Halsted, and board member of the Legacy Project.

Roxanne also loves to volunteer—she cooks dinner every Thursday for the Center on Halsted Youth Program, work 
for which the Center awarded her the 2018 Youth Program Volunteer of the Year.

Did you know? Roxanne was born in Paraguay, but doesn’t speak Spanish. Instead, she’s fluent in French and can 
read Hebrew.

Catherine Miller
Catherine Miller is a queer non-binary casting director originally from San Diego, California. After Catherine came 

out, they realized the lack of representation on local stages of non-binary and trans individuals. They began advo-
cating and educating theatre companies about breaking the binary in casting and make audition rooms safe spaces 
for all. Over the past two years, they’ve been invited to speak on panels and create workshops for Director’s Lab 
Chicago, The Theatre School at DePaul and Steppenwolf Theatre.

Catherine is a company member at First Floor Theater and most recently has cast for Raven Theatre, Jackalope 
Theatre, and Red Tape Theatre. They are a nominator for the Kilroy’s List and were featured on New City’s 2019 Play-
ers: The Fifty People Who Really Perform for Chicago. Catherine holds a BFA in Dramaturgy/Criticism from The Theatre 
School at DePaul. They also happen to be in the Fly Honey Show!

Did you know? When Catherine was ten, they won an all expense paid trip to Universal Studios Islands of Adven-
ture by entering a contest at Target.

Kevin Morrison
Kevin Morrison had an historic election win in 2018 becoming the first openly LGBTQ person to be elected to the 

Cook County Board. He represents the 15th District of Cook County. 
Once sworn into office, his first priority was to pass a resolution and hold a public hearing condemning the Trump 

Administration’s treatment of transgender individuals. He also established a committee to make recommendations 
on addressing bias, equity, and cultural competency in county government. Kevin is additionally working on legis-
lation to support LGBTQ people living in Cook County including updating the Human Rights Ordinance to be more 
inclusive of transgender and gender non-conforming individuals and to establish a LGBT designation for the supplier 
diversity program at Cook County. 

A native of Chicago, Morrison studied political science, environmental science, and LGBTQ Studies at DePaul Uni-
versity. 

Did you know? Kevin speaks 3 languages. Besides his native English, he also speaks Spanish and Italian. 

Jose Nateras
Jose Nateras is an “actor/writer et al.” with his MFA in Writing from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

(SAIC) and a BA in Theater from Loyola University Chicago. Throughout his career, he’s acted at theaters such as 
Chicago Shakespeare Theatre and  American Theatre Company and on television programs such as Chicago P.D. and 
Proven Innocent. Jose has  also written plays, worked as a director, performed on improv teams and done stand-up.

He additionally self-published a chapbook of poetry and has been a storyteller for Mortified, The Sidesplitter and 
others.

From teaching both English at Truman College and Playwriting at CPS high school, to freelancing as a journalist 
and completing his debut novel (which is set for release at the end of 2019), Jose has continued to stretch himself 
as an artist and an educator, all the while embracing his identity as a queer person of color and giving voice to his 
experience as a gay Latino.

 Did you know? Jose was born on a military base.
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Angelina Nordstrom

Markus Pitchford

Ari Pizarro

Bindu Poroori

Jasean Purdis

Christopher Nolan
Christopher Nolan is the system manager of community health and benefit at Rush Uni-

versity System for Health. Christopher is also an Instructor in Rush’s College of Health 
Science, where he co-directs the elective “Health Equity and New Models of Care.” He is 
also a member of Rush’s Diversity Leadership Council, where he chairs the lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, and queer/questioning (LGBTQ+) Leadership Council. 

Did you know? Christopher moved to Chicago after only having visited one time 
for an interview, and having no connection to the city. He fell in love with everything 
Chicago has to offer, and enjoys trying new restaurants and bars, volunteering with area 
nonprofits, and running along the lake. Christopher will run his fourth marathon this fall.

Angelina Nordstrom
Angelina Nordstrom is a two-spirit woman of trans experience who works as a recep-

tionist for Center on Halsted. Known as one of the most free-spoken lyricists with a 
story to tell, she has shared many of her poetic pieces on stage in many open and safe 
spaces. She is also a part of the emerging ensemble (Cycle 6) of Youth Empowerment 
Performance Project, which she’s been involved with since 2017.

Angel also has been serving on the Northside Community Advisory Board (CAB) for 
Howard Brown Health since 2016. She has also served as facilitator and vice president 
on the Board of Directors for the DBSA (Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance) LGBT-
Chicago support group since 2015. Angel is currently enrolled at Harold Washington 
College and her set goal is to practice law as an advocate for the TGNC community and 
for all marginalized communities.

Did you know? Angel interned with Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office under the 
leadership of State’s Attorney Kim Foxx and served with AmeriCorps at the same time 
in 2018. 

Markus Pitchford
Markus Pitchford leads public policy efforts for the Mayor of Waukegan, Illinois. His 

policy experience covers economic development, infrastructure, climate change and sus-
tainability. He has held a multitude of executive leadership roles in Illinois to state-wide 
campaigns including Kwame Raoul for Attorney General and Illinois Senate Democratic 
Caucus. Markus was also the youngest elected delegate in the 2012 Democratic National 
Convention of Illinois.

 He chairs the Board of Directors for Campus Pride, an organization working to create 
a safer college environment for LGBTQ students and sits on the executive board of Men-
4Choice. Markus recently joined Congresswoman Robin Kelly’s LGBTQ Task Force as well.

Did you know? At the age of 6, Markus “fired” his friends in kindergarten when they 
didn’t play tag at recess. You could say he was always a natural leader. 

Ari Pizarro
Ari Pizarro  is a recent graduate—with degrees in sociology and the study of women 

and gender—who engages in the world of activism through photography. As a self pro-
claimed “foodie,” they spend their free time tasting their way around Chicago, as well as 
curating new designs and products for their small LGBT art shop.

Did you know? Since 7th grade, Ari’s all-time favorite show has been Adventure Time.

Bindu Poroori
Bindu Poroori has called Chicago home for nearly eight years, but is originally from 

sweet sweltering Chennai. She is proud to be part of 47th Ward Alderman Matt Martin’s 
team, and part of the organizing collective Chicago Desi Youth Rising. Bindu was most 
recently interim producer for Steppenwolf Theatre’s LookOut series, and prior to that 
was a New Americans Democracy Project Fellow with the Illinois Coalition for Immigrant 
and Refugee Rights and the Indo American Center. They are also Lead Curator for the Fly 
Honey Show, and will always call Salonathon their “curatorial home.” Bindu’s personal 
artistic and social practice is at the intersection of poetry, civic dialogue and racial 
justice. She is always looking for home.

Did you know? Bindu learned to play Indian classical violin for six whole months when 
she was 12, and will very enthusiastically play you scales on any violin you give her.

Jasean Purdis
Jasean Purdis is a youth leader for the organization Q-yes (Queer Youth Exploring 

Spirituality). Q-yes’ mission is inviting youth to learn about or create spirituality within 
a safe space. Jasean also is involved as a youth leader at Center on Halsted. He recently 
joined the House of Lauren and has started to help them out with community events. 
Jasean says that, at the end of the day, he’s there to help you out whenever you want. 

Did you know? Jasean likes to draw, and enjoys opportunities to stand up for youth 
who might not be able to stand up for themselves.

Christopher Nolan
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Kris Rosentel
Kris Rosentel is a researcher at the Center for 

Interdisciplinary Inquiry and Innovation in Sex-
ual and Reproductive Health (Ci3) at the Univer-
sity of Chicago.

Kris’s research focuses on improving the health 
and well-being of LGBTQ communities, using an 
intersectional, structural, and harm reduction 
lens. Kris’s past work has included exploring in-
equities in the spatial distribution of LGBTQ ser-
vices in Chicago. They currently serve as the proj-
ect manager for the Work2Prevent intervention 
study, a series of employment skills workshops for 
LGBTQ youth. They are also pursuing a research 
project examining the Chicago Police Depart-
ment’s enforcement of sex work criminalization 
laws and its impact on the trans community.  

Did you know? The five things that would 
summon Kris are saucy tofu, puzzle games, their 
comfy egg chair, maps and Tony Hawk Pro Skater 
3.

Tommy Schafer 
Tommy Schafer is a non-binary queer person 

from rural Illinois. Tommy is the Program Evalua-
tor at Howard Brown Health, where they coordi-
nate the FOCUS opt-out HIV screening program, 
which seeks to institutionalize and normalize HIV 
screening in primary care settings.   
 

Tommy developed several abstracts that have 
been presented nationwide showing that opt-out 
screening benefits LGBTQ+ people by lowering 
barriers to knowing one’s HIV status, more rapid-
ly suppressing HIV viral load following diagnosis, 

easing conversations with providers about sexual 
health and promoting the practice of hepatitis 
vaccination and screening. They also work with 
local emergency departments to implement HIV 
screening in that setting. 

Tommy, who studied at University of Illinois 
at Chicago, currently evaluates programs seek-
ing to provide employment to LGBTQ+ youth and 
increase access to healthcare for folks working 
in cash and gig economies, as well as aspects of 
a community-based participatory research proj-
ect which is establishing a database for national 
transgender health research. 

Did you know? Tommy is an avid knitter, house 
plant enthusiast, guinea pig mom and a mara-
thon/triathlon runner for the AIDS Foundation of 
Chicago’s charity Team 2 End AIDS.

Ashley Tolliver
Ashley Tolliver was born and raised on the 

South Side of Chicago in the Englewood neigh-
borhood. She is the youngest of 11 sisters and 
four brothers.

Her overarching career goals are supporting the 
liberation of Black cis and trans women and girls, 
and she hopes to influence healthcare policies in 
Chicago neighborhoods and beyond. Ashley has 
a 1-year-old baby daughter named Alora Jolie. 
Ashley’s current role is at the Broadway Youth 
Center as the Health Advocacy Coordinator, where 
she supports young people navigating their way 
through the healthcare system.

Did you know? Ashley is afraid of the dark, the 
progression of time, fish and birds.

Ashley Tolliver

Kris Rosentel
Tommy Schafer
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Saturday, August 17, 2019

6:00pm Performance 
followed by Gala Celebration

Auditorium Theatre

F E A T U R E D  C O M P A N I E S  
Chicago Dance Crash
Chicago Human Rhythm Project
Ensemble Español Spanish Dance Theater
Giordano Dance Chicago
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago
The Joffrey Ballet
Randy Duncan
Robyn Mineko Williams

B E N E F I C I A R I E S   
The Dancers Fund
AIDS Foundation of Chicago

GALA CELEBRATION 
WITH SUMMER BITES
August 17 following performance
Hilton Chicago

PERFORMANCE TICKETS  Starting at $15
GALA TICKETS  $300 & $650

To purchase tickets, visit
ChicagoDancersUnited.org 
or call 312.341.2300
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Go together
Get a reliable ride in minutes with the Uber app.

Enter code WINDYCITYTIMES for a first free ride.
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courtesy of PRIDEChicago
50th Annual Chicago Pride Parade

Sun., June 30
For changes or updates: www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org • 

PrideChgo@aol.com • 773-348-8243

PARADE INFORMATION

HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL

The “Indivisible” group, the Aurora Pride organizers who coordinated 
the first Chicago-area suburban Pride Parade in history last year, and 
worked hard, with community help and support, to secure their second 
parade this year after they initially had to cancel it due to an increase in 
their city fees. The second annual Aurora Pride Parade is scheduled for 
June 9. For more information: www.aurorapride.org 

ORGANIZATIONAL GRAND MARSHAL
MAYOR LORI LIGHTFOOT 
Mayor Lightfoot’s bio is well known to the public who, in record 
numbers, voted for her in the mayoral election. Her background and vast 
experience in both federal positions and local positions with previous 
administrations is also part of the public record. Mayor  Lightfoot will 
be marching near the front of the parade (directly behind the front banner 
and color guard carried by the Scout troops) as did her predecessors, 
Mayor Daley and Mayor Emanuel. She is the first open lesbian mayor in 
the city’s history.

Photo by Vern Hester for Windy City Times

YOUTH GRAND MARSHAL
MOLLY PINTA 
Youth Grand Marshal is a 12-year-old middle school student who lobbied 
to have a Pride Parade in her hometown, Buffalo Grove, and came out 
as a lesbian to her parents, friends, teachers and world-at-large. Molly is 
the result and a shining example of the hard work and sacrifices made by 
those generations of activists who for 50 years have toiled before—and 
leading up to Stonewall. 
Molly attended last year’s 
Aurora Pride Parade and 
decided to plan for a 
parade in Buffalo Grove. 
She and her family have 
long been advocates for 
social justice in her town. 
Molly is also a longtime 
actor, singer and dancer. 
She has aspirations to be 
a teacher like her parents 
and to continue running 
their new nonprofit, The 
Pinta Pride Project, to 
keep Pride coming to 
Buffalo Grove every 
year and to support other 
young people in bringing 
their own events.

Photo courtesy of Carolyn Pinta
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JIM FLINT 
Community activist, best known as the owner of the Baton Show Lounge. 
Jim’s involvement in local Democratic Party politics; on fundraising during 
the AIDS crisis in the 1980s; his involvement in the sports community (he 
was a founding member of the Windy City Athletic Association) and his many 
other awards and accomplishments are best spelled out in the Chicago LGBT 
Hall of Fame web site: www.GLHallofFame.org 

PRIDEChicago 
2019 GRAND MARSHALS

LEGACY GRAND MARSHALS

Photo by Hal Baim for 
Windy City Times

JOEL HALL 
Community activist who was founder of the Joel Hall Dancers in 1974. 
He has been a composer, teacher, adviser and so many other things in 
his life. His community 
involvement, list of 
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s , 
creations and awards 
over the past 40+ years 
are are so long and 
inspiring that we refer 
readers to joelhall.org to 
see the life’s work of this 
accomplished individual 
who more than deserves 
to be called a Legacy 
Grand Marshal. For 
more information: www.
GLHallofFame.org and 
the more updated: www.
joelhall.org

Photo by Hal Baim

MARGE SUMMIT 
Community activist, best known as the owner of the former His ‘n Hers 
bar. Marge has contributed time, energy and resources to numerous 
community organizations over the years, including pre-Stonewall’s 
Mattachine Midwest, PFLAG, produced and appeared in several 
educational LGBTQ+ video projects and initiated the “Gay$” project 
that pointed out the spending power of the LGBTQ+ communities. 
But she is best known as owner of the the former His ‘n Hers bar 
that brought LGBTQ+ womyn and men and our Allies together for 
entertainment, good food and camaraderie. For more information: www.
GLHallofFame.org

Photo by Tracy Baim for Windy City Times
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courtesy of PRIDEChicago
50th Annual Chicago Pride Parade

Sun., June 30
For changes or updates: www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org • 

PrideChgo@aol.com • 773-348-8243

PARADE INFORMATION

DATE: Sunday, June 30

TIME: 12 Noon

STARTS at: Broadway & Montrose.

LINE UP: North Broadway (both the east 
and the west curb lanes, from Montrose to 
Wilson); West Montrose (both the north 
and south curb lanes from Broadway to 
Clark); Sunnyside Ave. from Broadway to 
North Sheridan Rd. and North Sheridan Rd., 
between Montrose and Wilson.

ROUTE: Step off from the Broadway/
Montrose corner, proceeding south on 
Broadway; then south on Halsted; then east 
on Belmont; then south on Broadway; then 
east on Diversey to Cannon Drive.

CONTENT & DESCRIPTION:
The parade will feature 150 registered 
entries, including floats, decorated vehicles, 
performance groups, a marching band and 
walking contingents.
 The entries represent community 
organizations, businesses, governmental 
officials and individual community 
members. Crowd estimates each year are in 
the hundreds of thousands. So the plans are 
to line the parade route with barricades on 
both sides of the street from beginning to 
the end of the parade route. Spectators will 
be required to remain behind the barricades. 
(Only parade registrants traveling down the 
middle of the street, police officers, other city 

officials, security staff, parade marshals and 
credentialed media reps will be allowed in the 
street). In recent years, the City of Chicago 
has required that several large city parades, 
including the Pride Parade, line their parade 
routes with barricades at our own expense. 
Police officers and parade marshals will be 
stationed at various points on the street in 
front of the barricades along the parade route.
 Police officers will also be in the 
area surrounding the parade. In addition, 
PRIDEChicago (parade coordinators) are 
providing a security team to supplement the 
police presence along and surrounding the 
parade route.

$1000 FINE FOR PUBLIC ALCOHOL 
CONSUMPTION:
The parade will have more security and a 
tighter rein on public alcohol consumption. In 
addition to the large number of police officers 
who staff the event, PRIDEChicago (parade 
coordinators) are providing a security team 
to supplement the police presence. Penalties 
include, but are not limited to, $1000+ tickets 
being issued and/or the immediate disposal 
of open containers of alcohol into trash 
receptacles.
 Public urination is also grounds to receive 
a ticket. 

PARADE DAY HEALTH/SAFETY: 
Bring plenty of bottled water, sunscreen and 
a hat or other head covering, and dress lightly 
because parade day is usually hot and sunny.

STREET CLOSURES: (on parade day, 
Sunday, June 30) include:
ASSEMBLY AREA: Tentative time: 10:30 
a.m.

PARADE ROUTE: Rolling closing times. 
Cross streets will close as the parade travels 
south down the route. The parade starts at 
12 Noon at the Broadway/Montrose corner 
proceeding south on Broadway; then south 
on Halsted; then east on Belmont; then 
south on Broadway; then east on Diversey 
to Cannon Drive. For updates: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

NO PARKING: Both the Assembly Area 
and Parade Route (listed above) will be 
posted with temporary signs indicating “NO 
PARKING ON SUNDAY JUNE 30, 2019, 
FROM 5:00 am TO 8:00 pm. - Both sides 
of the street, unless otherwise indicated.” 
Due to the volume of vehicles involved, the 
issuing of parking violation, citations, and 
towing will start at 5 a.m. promptly.
Montrose Ave. - Greenview Ave. to Hazel 
St.
Broadway - Leland Ave. to Grace St.
Sunnyside Ave. - Broadway to North 
Sheridan Rd.
Halsted St.* - Grace St. to to Belmont Ave.
Belmont Ave. - Racine Ave. to Broadway
Broadway - Melrose Ave. to Diversey Pkwy.
Diversey Pkwy. - Broadway to Cannon Dr. 
(Sheridan)
Cannon Dr. - Diversey Pkwy. to Fullerton 
Pkwy.
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Addison St. - 736 W. Addison St. to 
Sheffield Ave.
Waveland Ave. - Halsted St. to Broadway
Grace St. - Halsted St. to Fremont St.
Clifton - Montrose Ave. to Sunnyside Ave.
N. Sheridan Rd. - Sunnyside Ave. to Buena 
Ave.
Buena Ave. - Sheridan Rd. to Broadway
Wellington Ave. - Clark St. to Sheffield Ave.
N. Sheridan Rd. - Montrose Ave. to Wilson.
 * Please note that parking on Halsted 
and Belmont will be restricted until 4 a.m. 
Monday, July 1
    For updates and corrections: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

TOWING: Begins at 5 am. Due to the 
volume of vehicles involved, the issuing of 
parking violation citations and towing will 
start at 5 am - Promptly. For updates: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

CROSS STREETS: Rolling closing times. 
Cross streets will close as the parade travels 
south down the route. After stepping off at 
Noon, the parade will take approximately 
two and one-half hours to finish crossing 
the Broadway & Montrose corner. After this 
time, the floats will still be winding their way 
to the end of the parade route at Diversey 
& Sheridan. This year there will NOT be 
a Buffer Zone on Halsted Street after the 
parade ends. Police will work to re-open the 
streets to vehicular traffic as soon as cleaning 
crews are finished and the streets will not 
remain open to foot traffic. For updates: 
www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION: From the 
Red Line: Wilson, Sheridan, Addison or 
Belmont all provide access via a short walk 
to the parade route.

PLEASE NOTE: The Belmont station (and 

the surrounding area) tends to become the 
most crowded, so you are encouraged to 
consider watching the parade from the other 
parts of the route, including areas toward the 
start of the route—such as Broadway, south 
of Montrose—which are served by both the 
nearby Wilson and Sheridan stations on the 
Red Line. In addition, a number of lakefront 
bus routes including the 146 and 151 provide 
convenient access from the north, the Gold 
Coast/North Michigan Ave. and downtown 
to areas east of the parade route.
 Extra service will be provided on the 
‘L’ on parade day to accommodate the large 
numbers of people who attend the parade. 
Due to the increase of local traffic and a 
number of bus reroutes, potential parade 
spectators are advised to make use of the L 
or the various bus routes.

BUS REROUTES:
8 Halsted, 22 Clark, 36 Broadway, 76 
Diversey, 77 Belmont, 78 Montrose, 151 
Sheridan, 152 Addison.
 Also see CTA web site or call them for 
updated information concerning the train 
and bus routes. CTA: 1-312-836-7000 www.
transitchicago.com
 Other information on public 
transportation: 1-312-322-6777 www.
metrarail.com. For updates: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

PEDESTRIAN CROSS-OVER 
STREETS: 
For updates: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org
There will be at least nine cross-over streets:
Montrose Ave. at Broadway
Irving Park Rd. at Broadway
Grace St. at Halsted St.
Addison St. at Halsted St.
Roscoe St. at Halsted St.
Wellington Ave. at Broadway

Aldine St. at Halsted St.
Cornelia Ave. at Halsted St.
Oakdale Ave. at Broadway

At each corner of the streets listed above 
there will be police officers assigned to assist 
pedestrians to cross the parade route. For 
updates: www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org

NEEDS AND SPECIAL NEEDS:
1. Portable Restrooms - are stationed along 
both the parade line-up street and the parade 
route. Included at several locations are 
restrooms for the physically challenged.
2. Physically Challenged Area/Wheel chair 
Accessible Area/Seniors - for people who 
need or want more space: the sidewalks of 
W. Diversey Pkwy. (near 600 W. Diversey). 
Traditionally this area of the parade route 
has fewer spectators than other sections of 
the parade route. Spectators in these areas 
generally arrive there early on parade morning 
to secure their viewing spots. Included there 
are restrooms for the physically challenged.
3. Seniors (outdoor) - The area mentioned 
above in #2 (600 W. Diversey sidewalks) is 
a designated OUTDOOR area for seniors. 
Spectators in this area generally arrive there 
early on parade morning to secure their 
viewing spots. Included there are restrooms 
for the physically challenged.
4. Cooling Busses:
Halsted, south of Belmont; Addison, west of 
Halsted; Belmont, east of Broadway; Wilton, 
north of Belmont
5. Chicago Fire Department First 
Aid Stations: For updates: www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org
901 W. Addison St.; 765 W. Roscoe St.; 
3165 N. Halsted St.; 561 W. Surf St.: 802 W. 
Roscoe St.

For changes or updates after this 
publication went to press:

www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org
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The title of Tan France’s new memoir, Naturally 
Tan, refers to the Queer Eye star’s aim for au-
thenticity—a mindset that once eluded the first 
openly gay, South Asian man on television. In 
the new book, France reveals that, as a 10-year 
old boy, he would steal skin-bleaching products 
from a cousin due to the shame he harbored re-
garding the color of his skin.
 “I haven’t had the balls to tell her I took it 
because, since then, I’ve been ashamed of the 
fact that I succumbed to the pressure,” he writes 
in his memoir. “I kept the dirty little secret to 
myself. I’d only use it at night, before bed, when 
no one else was going to catch me. Let me tell 
you, that shit hurt.”
 “It was hard when I first got to Queer Eye be-
cause it felt like a lot of pressure,” France told 
Windy City Times. “I spent many, many a year 
trying to be as private as possible, to not shock 
anybody by my mere existence. But now I’m on a 
show where I’m very openly myself, and very au-
thentically me. You don’t get to see the full ver-
sion of me on Queer Eye—it’s a 44-minute show 
and there are five of us plus a hero who we are 
focusing on—so Naturally Tan is my story, told 
my way.”
 Windy City Times: What was the driving fac-
tor for writing a memoir at this stage in your 
life and career?
 Tan France: Well, I never wanted to do a style 
book. Somebody suggested that to me early on, 
and I was, like, “That’s never going to happen—
I’m not that person.” I couldn’t care less about 
that. But I had to learn to accept the fact that 
that’s what a lot of people come to me for. They 

just want some very simple, basic fashion knowl-
edge. 
 So, Naturally Tan includes touchstones for peo-
ple who are seeking fashion advice, but I also 
wanted people to be able to read this book and 
realize “Okay, I’m going to learn some things 
about what it’s like to be a person of color.” Or 
maybe if they’re already a person of color, what it 
feels like to feel not so alone.
 WCT: In Naturally Tan, you write about the 

“art of not being a bitch at work.”  Why do you 
think managing your inner bitch is so funda-
mental to success in the workplace?
 TF: When I first started my business and I had 
my first employee, there was no one for her to 
bitch to other than me. So I made it very clear—
you do not bitch in this workplace. If you’re not 
happy about something, tell somebody at home, 
don’t tell me. If there’s a problem, tell me and 
we’ll try and correct it, but don’t just bitch. And 
when I hired my subsequent employees, I made it 
very clear that being a bitch is going to get you 
nowhere.
 Bitching does nothing. Yes, it’s great to vent, 
but that’s what your friends are there for, that’s 
what your family’s there for—not your colleagues. 
And thankfully, it created a really positive work 
environment, and I’m happy to say my employees 
are still very close friends. Best friends at this 
point, which is wonderful to see.
 WCT: Speaking of close friends, you’ve 
said that before Queer Eye, you had no gay 
friends—and now you have four gay besties 
via the show and you’re also one of most 
highly visible queer, Asian men in the United 
States.
 TF: So, when I was applying for Queer Eye, that 
was just after I had retired, so literally a few 
days after. And up until that point, I was working 
around the clock. I have friends, but they were 
my husband’s friends. I didn’t have time to make 
new friends because all I was doing was working. 
And so, a gay circle of friends was something I 
never tried to find and find and cultivate.
 With Queer Eye, it’s different. When I went to 

an audition and I got an in-built group of boys 
who are now my, well, they’re my family. And so 
it feels really empowering to have people around 
me that have similar experiences. The majority of 
my friends up until this point were heterosexual, 
and I love them very much, and they are equally 
my friends as my Queer Eye boys. But, my gay 
friends have experiences that I share, and that 
feels really important that they understand ex-
actly what I’m referring to when I’m referring to 
something. And so that’s why it’s been important 
to continue to gain gay friends. I didn’t realize 
what I was missing when I didn’t have them.
 WCT: When you first meet Queer Eye partici-
pants, you encourage them to ask you any-
thing they want to know.  Why turn the tables 
on them from the get-go?
 TF: You know when I first did that on Queer 
Eye, somebody who was on the production team 
said, “Well, we need the show’s focus to be about 
the heroes, not on you. We need to start ask-
ing them questions instead of starting with you.” 
And I said, “Well, you clearly don’t understand my 
style of communication. This person’s never met 
me before. They don’t know that they can trust 
me. I’m not going to ask very intimate details of 
their lives without them know that they at least 
have somewhat of a friend in me.”  It’s a way for 
me to break the ice, and for me to show them 
that, although I am on a show, although I’m in 
the public eye, this is a situation where we are 
completely equal. We are just two humans having 
a conversation. Ask me whatever you want, and 
then I’ll ask you what I want.
 WCT: The Chicago stop on your book tour 
[which took place June 11] was sold out [with 
a 200-name waiting list]. What are some of 
your favorite things about the Windy City?
 TF: The river is gorgeous. I think it’s on St. Pat-
rick’s Day when you dye it green, right? I was 
there once when it was St. Patrick’s Day, but not 
for the parade. I just so happened to be there and 
it was green, and I love, I love the celebration at 
that time of year.
 But the city in general, I love it. I love down-
town. It feels like a much cleaner, friendlier New 
York City. I visited for the first time about eight 
or nine years ago and I’ve been back three or 
four times. However, I’m done with The Bean. I 
enjoyed it for a moment, but it’s very touristy. 
[Laughs] I tried to go a few months ago, and I 
definitely can’t be around The Bean. There were 
already so many tourists, and then they get very 
excited.
 WCT:  Are you able to walk into [Boystown 
nightspots] Sidetrack or Roscoe’s without be-
ing recognized?
 TF: If I’m wearing a very low cap and if I wear 
prescriptive glasses—with those two things, and 
a big scarf to hide the back of my hair, I can usu-
ally get away with it.
 WCT: I love that you can still get away with 
going to gay bars incognito. While we’re on 
the topic of gay nightlife, I have two fashion-
related queries for you. The first is: What fash-
ion advice do you have for men over 50?
 TF: It’s not actually about the age. I don’t think 
it matters. If it makes you feel good, if it makes 
you feel confident, go for it. I had somebody 
comment a few days ago on my Instagram, 

Tan France.
Photo by Marcus MacDonald

BOOKS

Tan about town:
‘Queer Eye’ guru 
pens new memoir
BY TONY PEREGRIN

Turn to page 68
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BY FRANK PIZZOLI 

Taylor Saracen always had a passion for storytell-
ing. Her parents warned her writing was not a 
lucrative profession so instead she chose teach-
ing, she told Windy City Times with a humorous 
irony in her voice. 
 After 11 years of teaching, Saracen turned to 
writing, publishing three novels in 2018 that in-
cludes her new adult Rise Up series.
 Her latest book—In the City by the Lake—
has striking parallels to the period of time that 
spawned the Stonewall Riots, which mark their 
50th anniversary this year. The book is work of 
historical fiction focused on the emotional jour-
ney of a 21-year-old closeted mobster living in 
Chicago during the LGBT emergence of the late 
1920s to early 1930s, a period deemed the “Pansy 
Craze.” In the mid-1960s, New York City Mayor 
John Lindsey wanted to clean up the city with 
the advent of the World’s Fair taking place there. 
Many consider the Stonewall police raid an exten-
sion of this policy. 
 Windy City Times: There are amazing the par-
allels between the Chicago Pansy Craze in the 
1920s, the 1969 Stonewall Riot, and the cur-
rent political climate for the LGBT community.
 Taylor Saracen: I’ll say. Some things change. 
Some do not. And I wasn’t explicitly thinking 
about the connections. I wrote the book over a 
period of time. It’s more that we’re going back-
wards in our current political environment.
 WCT: The doorman at the Stonewall, a mob 
guy, is a closeted gay man.
 TS: And my character Viktor Mikhailov, who fol-
lows in his father’s footsteps in the Russian mob, 
takes on an assignment none of his comrades 
want. He’s secretly pleased.
 WCT: At the time, Chicago is a cesspool of or-
ganized crime, with several outfits fighting for 
a piece of the Prohibition pie—and Viktor’s 
slice is the openly gay Towertown, also known 

as Boystown?
 TS: Yes, Viktor’s job is to provide whiskey to the 
queer clubs he covertly frequents. He gets rich 
while finding himself in an unconventional rela-
tionship with his top client’s muse, an enigmatic 
redhead named Calvin Connolly. 
 WCT: And they’re very different men?
 TS: They are. Calvin, and his throng of idealists 
who pack the pansy parlors—believe they stand 
on the precipice of a revolution. Viktor is not 
convinced. 
 WCT: Viktor is conflicted?
 TS: He’s a skeptic by both nature and lack of 
nurture. He questions the conservative culture’s 
capacity for real change while still hoping broad 
acceptance is imminent. Maybe then he could ac-
cept the parts of himself he hides. 

 WCT: And the collision of circumstances, 
same as today, creates problems for Viktor?
 TS: The repeal of Prohibition leads to financial 
issues for Viktor. Generally, the Depression-era 
disapproval of 1920s liberal lifestyles ushers in 
a slew of deeper problems. Sensationalized news 
stories regarding a rash of sex crimes paint homo-
sexuals as depraved monsters.
 WCT: The backlash then, as now under the 
Trump administration, precipitates laws 
against the queer community?
 TS: The government’s intent is not only to erad-
icate pansy parlors—but homosexuality entirely. 
Eventually, Viktor arrives at a decision he feels 
unprepared to make, he struggles with the rami-

fications. 
 WCT: How so?
 TS: It seems so regarding religion, especially 
with trans issues and general civil rights.
 WCT: Why now? Why a backlash from the 
momentum gained by marriage and military 
service rights?
 TS: In a down economy, those feeling left out 
grow scared. They need enemies to blame.
 WCT: And the Enemies List seems to be grow-
ing…
 TS: It’s not just queer folks. There’s also Anti-
Semitism. I see it. I never liked it. In some ways, 
the Fascist writing is on the political wall. Every-
thing’s fine until it isn’t.

BOOKS

‘In the City’ author
talks storytelling,
Stonewall

Taylor Saracen.
Photo from Saracen

saying, “You’re too old to be wearing that.” And 
my retort was, “I couldn’t care less. Look how 
happy I am in that picture.”
 And that’s how I feel. If you decide to wear an 
oversized hoodie and some board shorts, it’s not 
the look I would suggest, but if it brings you joy, 
go for it. If it makes you feel like the best person 
you can be, go for it.
 And if you are really struggling to find your 
style, maybe use this as a jumping off point. 
If there’s a person in the public eye, whether it 
be in sports, or an actor, or whatever, that you 
think, ‘He dresses well. I like his vibe’— start 
with that. Google images of that person and try 

and find alternatives to what they’re wearing. 
There’s always a cheaper alternative available to 
what someone in the public eye is wearing.
 WCT: My second fashion-related query: What 
advice do you have for gay men who relent-
lessly and continuously post shirtless selfies?
 TF: I wouldn’t have style advice. I’d just think, 
“Gosh, if that’s what you want to post, and you 
feel confident enough to do so, and that’s your 
vibe, go ahead. Do that.” If you are posting those 
pictures, just know that you’re going to have to 
keep that up, because when you don’t, people are 
going to call you out for it. And I don’t do that 
kind of pressure. [Laughs]
 For me, it’s different. I’m married. I’ve been 
married for a long time. I want people to know 
that, yes, I’m still young and sexual—but there’s 

so much more that I want you to know about me.
 I’ve been guilty of posting a picture where you 
can see the upper part of my chest. It’s not very 
often I’ll show anything lower than that. You’ll 
read in my book where I felt really embarrassed 
by my skin for many, many years, and it took me 
a long time to feel like I wasn’t less than because 
of my skin color. So, when I’m posting those pic-
tures it’s to show people that I am very proud of 
my beautiful, brown skin.
 WCT: You’re hosting an upcoming new com-
petition series on Netflix called Next in Fash-
ion. How is the hosting gig an exciting new 
direction for you to explore from a creative 
standpoint?
 TF: I love Queer Eye and it brings me so much 
joy because I feel like I’m part of a movement. 

Next in Fashion fills this need in me for design 
in fashion. I love to watch new designers create 
something incredible. I don’t have that luxury 
anymore. I don’t have a brand anymore, and so 
being part of that process feels incredible.
 Next in Fashion is the first time I got to host-
host. As I mention in the book, I am very new to 
this industry, and this is the first time I got to 
host in the traditional sense. We are five hosts 
on Queer Eye, but it’s reality television. Next 
in Fashion is the first time I get to use a tele-
prompter, and there’s a live audience, and it’s 
just... I love the show so much, and my co-host, 
Alexa Chung is just formidable.
 Naturally Tan, published by St. Martin’s 
Press, is now out in bookstores and on web-
sites.

TAN from page 66
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A PLAY BY
STEVEN LEVENSON
(DEAR EVAN HANSEN)

DIRECTED BY 
DEVON DE MAYO

NOW–JULY 7
GET TIX: 773.871.3000 or VICTORYGARDENS.ORG

A powerful tale of a family and 
a culture at odds with itself.

IF I 
FORGET

“One of the top 25 shows to see this summer”
                                                      —Chicago Tribune

A new musical about one love, two men and four decades.

Tickets at nowandthenmusical.com or TheaterMania.com

Story and 
Book by 
Ronnie 
Larsen

PLAYING JULY 12 - AUGUST 11
Pride Arts Center, 4139 N. Broadway

OPENING WEEK - 50% DISCOUNT CODE: “NOW”

Music and 
Lyrics by 
Dennis 

Manning

BY JERRY NUNN

June 20 proved to be a jam-packed night for the 
LGBT community with events all over the city to 
celebrate Pride month.
 The AT&T Chicago Flagship store on Michigan 
Avenue hosted an exclusive Pride event with 
singer-rapper Lizzo. Starting at 8 p.m., the 
outspoken performer met with the first 50 people 
in a line that snaked down East Ontario Street.
 She sang several tracks from her third release 
Cuz I Love You such as “Juice,” “Jerome” and 
“Tempo.” Lizzo was moved to tears at one point 

after an emotional Instagram post dealing with 
depression earlier the same day and seeing 
the support from the crowd. The mood quickly 
changed, as fans were brought up onstage to 
dance and express themselves.
 AT&T’s Turn Up the Love events continue 
annually during Pride season booking guests 
that support and are popular with the LGBT 
community.
 Meanwhile, at 8:30 p.m. across town at Lincoln 
Hall, trans pop singer Kim Petras packed the 
venue with a concert that sold out within minutes 
of announcement. The Broken Tour simply did not 

need to be fixed with bubblegum gems such as 
“Hillside Boys” and “I Don’t Want It at All” that 
had ticket holders jumping and screaming.  
 Afterward, Petras headed to Roscoe’s Tavern 
for a late night appearance that included “Sweet 
Spot” and a lively meet and greet.
 Both artists had played Pride festivals this year 
with Lizzo at Indy Pride Festival and Petras at 
PrideFest Milwaukee. By strange coincidence, 
both shows were once again on the same 
night on June 8. Coincidence or competing for 
our dollars? All we know is don’t expect these 

artists to play at venues this size in the future as 
their careers are both on the upswing.
 Without a doubt, Lizzo loves Chicago as she 
returns with a visit to Gallagher Way, 3635 N. 
Clark St. by Wrigley Field, on Saturday, Aug. 10, 
and again at Aragon Ballroom on Saturday, Sept. 
28-29, after two sold-out shows at The Riviera 
Theatre earlier this year.
 Visit CuzILoveYou.LizzoMusic.com and 
KimPetras.com for more on these rising 
performers.

MUSIC

Lizzo, Kim Petras help 
celebrate Pride in Chicago

Lizzo.
Photos by Jerry Nunn

Kim Petras.
Photos by Jerry Nunn

http://www.nowandthenmusical.com
http://www.victorygardens.org
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BY JAKE WITTICH 

Kim Bergman has helped bring more than 1,700 
babies into the world throughout her 30 years 
working in the assisted-reproduction field.
 She and her wife Natalie, who celebrate their 
36th anniversary this October, also have two 
daughters of their own, Abby and Jenna, who 
were both born through assisted reproduction.
 Creating Strong families is Bergman’s life’s work 
and with her new book, Your Future Family: The 
Essential Guide to Assisted Reproduction, she 
hopes to help welcome even more children into 
the world by empowering soon-to-be parents.
 “This is a sort of guidebook on third-party as-
sisted reproduction that also goes into personal 
anecdotes and the emotional side of things,” 
Bergman told the Windy City Times while in Chi-
cago visiting her daughter Abby, who graduates 
graduates from the University of Chicago with a 
master’s degree in Social Science Research this 
month. “So I cover the logistics of third-party re-
production, what all the ingredients are—lawyer, 
psychologist, insurance or surrogate donor—and 
then the emotional side of this.”
 Bergman said the book’s audience is anyone 
who’s looking to have a child through third-party 
means, but LGBTQ people especially can benefit 
from reading, because assisted reproduction is 
the only path to parenthood besides adoption.
 She said the book includes many anecdotes of 
same-sex couples who had babies through assist-
ed reproduction and includes a chapter on who to 
talk to children about their birth story and family 
makeup.
 “LGBTQ people have a lot more planning and 
extra steps to reach parenthood,” Bergman said. 
“Because of that, many LGBTQ people feel they 

need to be even more ready, having dotted every 
“i” and crossed every “t” to make sure they’ve 
planned. It’s an unfair burden because they just 
want to have kids.”
 Bergman said she hopes readers, both LGBTQ 
and non-LGBTQ, will not only receive all the nec-
essary information to move forward with assisted 
reproduction, but will realize from the patient an-
ecdotes and Bergman’s own family that they can 
have the same.
 “I hope readers at the end of the book breath a 

sigh of relief and feel like this is not only doable, 
but they can absolutely manage this process and 
go for it,” Bergman said. “If I can help anyone 
move a little further along in the process and 
journey, that’s what I want to do.”
 Kim Bergman’s daughter, Abby Bergman, said 
she proud of her mom for creating the book and 
inspired by her mom’s drive to have a positive 
impact in her field, individual families and the 
greater LGBTQ community.
 Abby Bergman, who after graduating will start 
work at the University of Chicago Booth School of 
Business, said she thinks of the most important 
parts of the book is the section on how to talk to 
children about their life story.
 “My mom encourages people to bring their 
honestly when talking to kids about how they 
were created, which gives the kids and parents 
so much power in creating their story in a way 
that the kids can grow up feeling proud of their 
family,” Abby Bergman said.
 Abby Bergman said anytime she had a question 
about her birth, she got an age-appropriate an-
swer. This knowledge helped her explain her fam-
ily to other children who might not understand 
and feel proud about it, she said.
 “There was never any big secret part of my iden-
tity, and that’s what I think she brings to other 
people,” Abby Bergman said. “She teaches par-
ents how to be comfortable enough in themselves 
and not let the parents’ fears of homophobia to 
olor how they talk about their kid’s story.”
 Conari Press published Your Future Family: 
The Essential Guide to Assisted Reproduction 
May 1. It can be purchased online at https://
www.amazon.com/Your-Future-Family-Essen-
tial-Reproduction/dp/1573247464.

BOOKS 

‘Great 
Believers’
out in 
paperback
 Chicago-based author Re-
becca Makkai celebrated the 
paperback release of her novel 
The Great Believers June 8 
at Unabridged Books. Author 
Owen Keehnen moderated a 
discussion with Makkai about 
the book, which has won nu-
merous awards and in part 
focuses on the mid-1980s gay 
response to AIDS in Chicago.
 Photo by Katharine Solheim

BOOKS

Assisted-reproduction
book’s author hopes to
help LGBTQ parents

Kim Bergman.
Photo from Ann Kaiser

Ms. Blakk’ now running thru July 21
 Due to popular demand, 
Steppenwolf Theatre Company 
has added seven more perfor-
mances to the run of Ms. Blakk 
For President.
 Now playing through July 
21 at Steppenwolf’s Upstairs 
Theatre, 1650 N. Halsted St., 
this new work was conceived 
of and directed by ensemble 
member Tina Landau (Sponge-
Bob SquarePants: The Broad-
way Musical) and created by 
ensemble members Tina Lan-
dau and Tarell Alvin McCraney 
(the Oscar-winning film Moon-
light).
 Tickets ($20-$94) to the ex-
tension are available at 312-
335-1650 or Steppenwolf.org.

Ms. Blakk for President.
Photo by Michael Brosilow
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BY KELSEY HOFF

Poet, new media and sound artist Sara Naomi 
Goodman’s latest performance was “Deep Dream: 
An Evening of Poetry and Video Synthesis,” fol-
lowed by a Q&A at Slate Arts and Performance 
on June 25.
 The piece combined a live poetry performance 
with video elements to explore Goodman’s own 
complex relationship to technology. They have 
previously performed the piece at the Red Rover 
Reading Series at Outer Space Studio and the Her 
Environment series at TCC Gallery.
 “Each time kind of changes a little bit. ... It’s 
a long poem that I’ve written but the way I per-
form it keeps evolving,” Goodman said. To cre-
ate “Deep Dream,” they used a neural network 
artificial-intelligence system created by Google 
about five years ago that uses Google Images to 
“paint” or create new images.
 Goodman has always been a big fan of science 
fiction and technology; they grew up reading sci-
fi and cyberpunk novels, which has led to their 
current inspiration by the inundation of modern 
technology and the preservation of older tech-
nology as a resistance to obsolescence. They use 
vintage mixers from 1980s-’90s with multiple 
sources and effects processors, but people were 
experimenting with this kind of video synthesis 
and feedback technology as early as the 1970s. 
Some of the hardware Goodman uses is brand 
new, but inspired by earlier technology.
 For their source material, Goodman sometimes 
remixes footage from old DVDs and VHS tapes un-
til it’s unrecognizable, or they film people and 
things around Chicago. Pure synthesis is another 

method of generating video through modular syn-
thesis and waveforms that create new shapes and 
colors.
 “I think through technology being used in ways 
it wasn’t built or intended to. That’s sort of my 
interest, when technology goes awry—using 
those errors to find beautiful images or patterns 
that are unexpected,” said Goodman, noting that 
glitch art can have an element of queerness in 
this way. “The poem ‘Deep Dream’ has elements 
of that in it, but it’s more a long poem about me. 
... Having a lot of issues with using tech in my 
work but also feeling like a prisoner of it, too.”
 Goodman also aimed to create a psychedelic ex-
perience for the viewer in “Deep Dream.” Slate’s 
event page describes it as “a space where color, 
texture, and landscape can help the mind to relax 
and expand with easier access to extra dimen-
sions.”
 “One of the reasons I fell in love with video 
feedback and old video mixers and synths and 
stuff is because I literally feel like I’m being 
transported when I work with that tech,” said 
Goodman, “and you can find spaces in video feed-
back that look like portals or wormholes and proj-
ect them or have them play on multiple screens. 
When I’m watching that I feel like it has the same 
effect that a psychedelic drug would have, but 
I don’t have to take a drug to get there. I can 
actually use technology to get into that kind of 
expansive headspace.”
 As tech-heavy as their video synthesis process 
is, Goodman describes their writing process as 
more organic. The poems often come first, with 
video accompaniments created afterward, but 
sometimes a video clip will inspire poems. Tech 

terminology from the glitch art world such as 
“pixels” also crops up in Goodman’s poetry. They 
have an MFA in poetry from Columbia College 
Chicago, and they are the author of the chap-
book “Universal Texture” published by Dynatox 
Ministries as well as the full length poetry book 
“Starfish” from The Lettered Streets Press.
 Goodman collaborates with musicians and 
other artists for live performances and installa-
tions; they perform regularly as part of AV duos 
Interference//, ethereal_interface and Cruising 

Utopia. They are a co-founder of S H R I N E New 
Media Collective, described on their webiste as 
“the idea that technology can be sacred, and that 
it deserves to be up on a pedestal” and “the cel-
ebration of obselete and repurposed technology.”
 They also teach video art exploration, creative 
writing and literature classes at Fusion Academy 
in Lincoln Park.
 For more about Goodman, visit http://sa-
ranaomigoodman.squarespace.com/.

POETRY

Artist fuses video,
poetry to inspire
psychedelic experience

Sara Naomi Goodman.
Photo by Jim Jam

http://www.northshorecenter.org
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BY JULIA HALE 

Religious LGBTQ+ youth have a higher risk of 
suicide than their heterosexual counterparts, ac-
cording to the American Journal of Preventive 
Medicine.
 Chicago artist Abby Zeciroski wanted to use her 
art to raise awareness about this correlation for 
Pride, but restrictions on Facebook and Pinter-
est blocked her from advertising her art on their 
platforms. “I call it ‘art activism,’” said Zeciroski, 
44. “Twenty years I’ve been an activist in Chi-
cago for LGBT rights, police brutality, the drug 
war, animal rights. About four years ago I came 
down with a couple of diseases and I wasn’t able 
to be active or organize as much. I [wanted] to 
still be a part of making a difference and raising 
awareness about social justice issues, so I started 
making political art.”
 Making the most of social media is imperative 
for artists nowadays, especially political artists 
who want their work seen by as many people as 
possible. Zeciroski has an art-business page on 
Facebook, where instead of just posting her work 
she submits it as an advertisement. “For five dol-
lars, you can have your work seen by thousands 
of people and they’ll give you the analytics,” she 
told Windy City Times. “So basically you do this 
promotion, you can say, ‘Okay, I want people in 
Paris that like contemporary art [to see this].’ 
And then Facebook, between one minute to 24 
hours, will decide if you can sell [your work] to a 
larger audience.”
 This June, Zeciroski tried to advertise a piece 
titled, “Are they really pro-life? Religion, Sui-
cide and Hypocrisy” on Facebook. The piece was 
accepted at first, but then the platform took 
it down. “They’re saying it accidentally went 
through,” she said. “It went through and it got 
200 likes, and then Facebook said ‘Hey, you have 
a perfect 10.’ If you’re an artist, when your ad 
goes up, they’re gonna rate it between a one and 
a 10. If it’s a 10, they’re going to tell you that it’s 
doing [better] than most ads. They offered me a 
great deal. So I took the deal, I spent the money, 
and then [Facebook] said, ‘Sorry, we shouldn’t 
have let this through.’”
 The association of religion with LGBTQ+ youth 
suicides is an issue that’s personal to Zeciroski. 
“Somebody young in my family, around 10, con-
fided in me that she identifies as LGBT, and she 
hasn’t come out to her parents,” she said. “When 
she told me she was coming out, I was, like, wor-
ried. She could be homeless because of this, she 
could be kicked out of the house, her rates of 
attempting suicide and drug abuse are gonna go 
up just by identifying [as LGBTQ].”
 Zeciroski’s art also draws from her own, per-
sonal experiences with religion, being a lesbian. 
“I’ve been with my partner for over four years 
and she’s an amazing, kind, loving person, and 

her family hasn’t spoken to her for four years be-
cause she’s with a woman. She hasn’t been able 
to go see her nieces and nephews grow up. Just 
because that’s how we identify, we’re shunned.
 “Her family identifies as Christian. A lot of peo-
ple that hate us are from religion and religious 
backgrounds,” said Zeciroski. “I was reading nu-
merous studies, [and] basically found that if you 
are LGBT and you had a religious upbringing or 
you had religion around you, that you had such a 
high rate of thinking about suicide [or] contem-
plating suicide.
 “So my point was, with all this research, is that 
these church people, they have blood on their 
hands. They’re responsible. You’re supposed to be 
coming from a loving place, that’s what I think 
religion should be. Heterosexual kids that are re-
ligious, they don’t have a suicide problem. Reli-
gion is helping straight youth. My point was that 
when the priest turns his back on [homosexual-
ity], he’s turning his back on children. And he or 
she has blood on their hands.”
 This isn’t the first time Zeciroski’s art has been 
banned for advertisement on social media. Since 
March, she has tried and failed to advertise po-
litical art regarding Trump on Facebook and Pin-
terest. “Any political art, anything with Trump on 
it, Facebook and Pinterest doesn’t allow,” said 
Zeciroski. “It said that my artwork shows violence 
or gore, they say that it’s offensive, violent, vul-
gar, sickening, politically, culturally [or racially] 
divisive and insensitive and that I’m capitalizing 
on a tragic event.”
 “I put [Donald Trump] in a straitjacket because 
there’s so many reasons why he should be tied 
up or restrained, being a pussy-grabber,” she 
said. “So when [Facebook or Pinterest] say that 
that’s shocking or offensive, I find that offensive, 
because I’m reacting. Being a woman, being an 
LGBT person, I am outraged by this administra-
tion. So, when they’re telling me that my reaction 
to religion, or to this administration, can’t be po-
litical, they’re basically telling me that if you’re 
going to be a thinking individual that cares about 
things, and you wanna raise awareness, you can’t 
do that [with your art].”
 Some of Zeciroski’s non-political art is being 
banned for advertisement on social media, too. 
“[The piece is] about time,” she said. “My mom 
was very sick the past three years and died from 
MS. I put a wheelchair with a baby in it. [It’s] 
kind of looking at death and life; It’s dealing with 
the issue of time and death because you do have 
an interesting perspective when you see some-
body so sick.”
 “It was not political, and Pinterest banned it. 
They said that it was offensive, profane, vulgar 
and sickening. They said it was disturbing and 
they want [Pinterest] to be an inspiring place. 
Pinterest is very important for artists because 
[it’s] one of the biggest search engines,” said 

Zeciroski. “So, I put a pin up and [wrote], ‘Pin-
terest banned my art, please go to my website.’ 
Then they rejected that, and they put a bunch 
of reasons; they said grammar, spelling, pixels. 
I redid everything and then they came back and 
they said, ‘Oh, sorry, you can’t use our logo.’ So 
then all I put is, ‘Pinterest banned my art.’ They 
rejected that because they said it was vulgar.”
 “They said that I’m capitalizing on a tragic 
event,” she said. “They’re telling me that I can’t 
talk about my past or how I see the world. Who 
decides [this]?”
 “I feel I’m dealing with my experience as a [les-
bian]. I feel like that’s a big part of why this is 
happening,” said Zeciroski. “They know that it’s 
wrong.”
 Zeciroski said she knows that while her identity 
is a factor, there is another force at work, too: 
resistance to change. “My artwork said important 
things, and I think that some people—like Trump 
supporters)—they don’t wanna see it,” she said. 
“I’m saying something that people don’t want to 

be said.”
 “[Facebook and Pinterest] say that they want 
social media to be a positive thing. For me, mak-
ing this art is a positive,” said Zeciroski. “It’s 
no different than writing an article about this, 
somebody writing a book about this, or some-
body writing a study about it.”
 As far as raising awareness about art censor-
ship, Zeciroski has a few ideas. “I’m going to 
start a petition, and there is another petition out 
there,” she said. “Even just put on your social 
media, ‘I don’t believe in art censorship.’ Social 
media is a huge platform.”
 Additionally, Zeciroski has some advice for 
those who find her work offensive: “If you don’t 
like it, scroll on. I don’t like country music, but 
I would never think that I should attack country 
musicians and say that they don’t have the right 
to express themselves.”
 Windy City Times has reached out to Pinterest 
and Facebook. Pinterest spoke off the record, 
while Facebook has yet to respond.

ART

Local lesbian artist
on being banned
from social media

Abby Zeciroski and her work.
Photo courtesy of Zeciroski
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KILL MOVE PARADISE
TIMELINE THEATRE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2020 
OR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2020 

CHICAGO PREMIERE

SCHOOL GIRLS; 
OR THE AFRICAN MEAN GIRLS PLAY
GOODMAN THEATRE
FRIDAY, APRIL 3, 2020

THE OFF-BROADWAY SMASH SENSATION

AMERICAN MARIACHI
GOODMAN THEATRE
FRIDAY, MAY 1, 2020   

A BIG-HEARTED MUSICAL PLAY

AMERICAN IDIOT
AMERICAN BLUES THEATER
THURSDAY, JULY 9, 2020

GREEN DAY’S HIT CONCEPT ALBUM ONSTAGE

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
CALL 312.392.2934
EMAIL theaterseries@chicagoreader.com

ONLY $350
VISIT

chicagoreader.com/theaterseries
FOR AN ORDER FORM

SHOWS, LOCATIONS, DATES/TIMES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
NO REQUESTS FOR ALTERNATE DATES WILL BE GUARANTEED.

NO REFUNDS FOR MISSED SHOWS.

FOR ALL 9 SHOWS!
RECEPTIONS BEFORE MOST SHOWS!

INTO THE WOODS
WRITERS THEATRE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2019 

SONDHEIM’S MAGICAL & 

SUBVERSIVE FAIRY TALE MUSICAL

TINY BEAUTIFUL 
THINGS
VICTORY GARDENS THEATER
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2019 

BASED ON THE COLUMN OF BEST-SELLING 

AUTHOR CHERYL STRAYED (“WILD”)

SUNSET BOULEVARD
PORCHLIGHT MUSIC THEATRE
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2019  

STARRING HOLLIS RESNIK AS NORMA DESMOND

LINDIWE
STEPPENWOLF THEATRE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2019 

FEATURING LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO

SHOW TBA
ABOUT FACE THEATRE
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 2020 
OR FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 2020  

WORLD PREMIERE

SUBSCR IBE  TO  CH I C AGO ’ S
HOT TEST  THEATER  S ER I ES !

SPONSORED BY 
WHOLE FOODS MARKET LAKEVIEW

http://www.chicagoreader.com/theaterseries
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BY ANDREW DAVIS 

Ty Herndon may have been in the music business 
for more than a couple decades now—but he’s 
not slowing down at all.
 For Pride Month, he’s released a re-recorded 
version of his 1995 breakthrough hit song “What 
Mattered Most”—complete with gender change. 
And on Friday, Aug. 23, Herndon will release 
Got It Covered, a 10-track album that features 
reimagined hits and covers of some of the musi-
cian’s favorite songs.
 Windy City Times: Congrats on the [recent] 
5th Annual GLAAD + Ty Herndon Concert for 
Love and Acceptance. How did it go for you?
 Ty Herndon: Thanks! Once again, there was 
a class-act line-up—and this year, there were 
people who just showed up backstage to hang 
out. That’s an awesome thing as well. Hunter 
Hayes jumped out and sang, and Tim [McGraw] 
and Faith [Hill] hung out backstage. We want to 
create an atmosphere of love and acceptance. 

 WCT: So let’s talk about this new version of 
“What Mattered Most.” What emotions did you 
feel while recording this?
 TH: Well, first I want to say that Rolling Stone 
named it one of the top 10 songs to hear—and 
that kind of blew me away. [Editor’s note: That 
list is at https://www.rollingstone.com/music/
music-country/best-country-songs-this-week-
tanya-tucker-trisha-yearwood-847941/.] And I 
noticed that on that list they’re getting back to 
are singers—people like Tanya Tucker and Trisha 
Yearwood. 
 As for the emotions, they were the same that I 
had when I recorded it [initially]—some fear. But 
every time I [experienced] fear, I thought about 
that 14-year-old kid that I was when I watch-
ing the country awards; I couldn’t relate to the 
songs, but I hoped that one day I could. And that 
took the a great deal of the fear away.
 My main goal was to celebrate 25 years of that 
song. It was a nice birthday present—and it’s on 
the album Got It Covered that’s coming out Aug. 

23. There’ll also be a version for the straight folks 
that I recorded as before.
 WCT: When I interviewed you in 2016, I 
asked if you thought you’d ever record a more 
gay-specific song one day. [Herndon came out 
in 2014.] You said, “Absolutely,” and then you 
added that you’d love to duet with another 
male artist you respect—even a straight one 
who’d be willing to do it. Is the duet coming?
 TH: There is a duet coming, but it’s coming 
from a completely different angle. I’m recording 
a gorgeous song with my “sister,” [out singer] 
Chely Wright. I can’t let the cat completely out 
the bag, and that’s on this album. And in Novem-
ber, I’m releasing my 20th original album, and 
we’ll be truly stretching the envelope with that 
one; we’re not only gender-specific on that one, 
but in some parts we’re gender-free.
 WCT: With Got It Covered, how did you decide 
which songs to cover. I know you’ve released 
versions of ‘I Wanna Dance with Somebody” 
and “Walking in Memphis” recently, among 
others.
 TH: Uh-huh. Well, on this album, seven of the 
songs are mine; they’re just re-imagined. But at 
the same time, at my shows, I always sing oth-
ers’ songs—like ones by Carrie Underwood, Tanya 
Tucker and Marc Cohn. So I just look back at what 
I’ve sung. I think “Walking in Memphis” has been 
recorded about 30 times; I always joke that Cher 

made him the most money on that song, and that 
I’ll make him about 30 more cents.
 WCT: I also wanted to ask you about a trib-
ute song you took part in called “Hands.” It 
sounds like a modern version of “We Are the 
World,” with people like Jennifer Lopez and 
Mary J. Blige taking part.
 TH: [Laughs] Yeah. I was on vacation in Italy 
and told them I couldn’t be a part of it because 
I couldn’t find a studio there. I was vacation-
ing with some of my musician friends and they 
said, “What world are you living in? Just play 
the track, get a microphone, put it into your Mac 
and send the vocal to them.” So that’s what I 
did: Standing in a vineyard in Italy, I plugged the 

mic into the Mac, and sang my part. I sing louder 
than everyone else; you definitely hear me in the 
chorus. [Laughs] 
 WCT: I’m sure you heard about Taylor Swift’s 
new video for the song “You Need to Calm 
Down.” At the end, she asks viewers to sign 
her petition to support the Equality Act. What 
are your thoughts on celebrities getting in-
volved in politics?
 TH: Well, I love that her video got the point 
across. I think a lot of people of the younger gen-
eration are loving that. My comment was, “Didn’t 
we have this record already? Wasn’t it called ‘Shut 
Up and Drive?’” [Laughs] 
 I love the concept of the record—that we all 
need to calm down. It reminds me of something 
my grandmother said: “If you put a hundred 
hearts on a table—just the hearts—you won’t 
be able to tell if they’re Black or white, gay or 
straight. They’re just hearts.” People should be 
able to do whatever they want.
 The flip side is that, as campy as that video 
was, there are lawyers, doctors, mechanics and 
other folks who are just living their lives. I am 
an advocate for that. And as campy as we can 
be—and Lord knows I can be campy—I love that 
it’s about just doing your thing.
 I also love that Pride festivals are family-friend-
ly and keeping it PG—at least until the after-
noon, when people can go crazy. I’m the first per-

son to put on a big wig and go on the dance floor, 
but I love that this generation… Well, let me tell 
you about my nephew. He’s 15, and he told his 
mother one day, “You know, Uncle Ty is just a 
plain ol’ gay guy.” [Laughs] I just love that.
 WCT: With this being Pride Month, what does 
“pride” mean to you?
 TH: Just being able to get up every day and be 
my most authentic self. I’m awfully proud that I 
can just walk on any stage. I’m really proud that 
I can be a vessel and teacher for equality.
 The video for the new “What Mattered Most” 
is at https://youtu.be/tSnGDePzppE. For more on 
Herndon, visit TyHerndon.com.

Ty Herndon (left) and Cody Alan at GLAAD’s 5th Annual GLAAD + Ty Herndon Concert for Love and 
Acceptance.
Photo by Rick Diamond Photography

Ty Herndon.
Photo from Missing Piece Group

MUSIC

Out country singer
Ty Herndon discusses
what matters most
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(800) 592-9058 - AquafestCruises.com
2021: African Safari Jan 5-15, 2021 - Japan Cruise April 14-23, 2021

11-Night India Land Tour 
Abercrombie & Kent 
March 7-18, 2020 

with a post Mumbai option

7-Night Machu Picchu Tour
Abercrombie & Kent
May 23-30, 2020
From $3999pp

From $4599pp

with post tour Amazon Cruise option

7-Night Amadeus Provence
River Cruise from Lyon  
July 9-16, 2020 
From $2594pp

with a pre- 3 night Paris option

LGBT CRUISES & TOUR EVENTS

10-Night
Egypt Luxury Tour & Nile Cruise 

w/Pre-Jordan/Holy Land Tour option
October 2-13, 2020

From $3499pp

http://www.aquafestcruises.com
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BY JERRY NUNN 

JourneyCare Foundation is presenting for the first 
time an Allstars of Project Runway event with 
designers from the hit TV show. Five former ce-
lebrity designers are coming to town and raising 
funds with a runway show including their 2019 
collections. 
 Among them is Christopher Palu, who com-
peted on season 10 of Project Runway, winning 

four challenges and competing at Mercedes Benz 
Fashion Week. He returned to the series on sea-
son three of Project Runway All-Stars, finishing 
fourth. 
 In 2016, he launched Christopher Palu New York 
and has shown at New York Fashion Week ever 
since. 
 Windy City Times: Where in the world are 
you?
 Christopher Palu: I’m in Jersey City, technically. 

I just moved from Brooklyn. This is my first time 
out of New York. I am just 20 minutes from the 
city. 
 WCT: You were raised in New York?
 CP: Yes, I was born in Brooklyn and raised in 
Long Island. 
 WCT: Where is your last name from?
 CP: It’s an Italian name. 
 WCT: When did you come out?
 CP: I came out freshman year of college. 
 WCT: Were you studying fashion then?
 CP: I had myocarditis after high school and I 
missed class so my art teacher failed me. I didn’t 
get into the Fashion Institute of Technology be-
cause of that. I went to a community college for 
a semester then eventually got into FIT.
 WCT: Was it tough to get on Project Runway?
 CP: I was a receptionist at a hair salon while 
in college. One of the stylists encouraged me to 
get on the show. The application process was a 
crazy nightmare. There was a clause that said if I 
died on the show that they weren’t liable for my 
death! 
 I just wanted to be on TV. People will sign any-
thing when they are that young and want an op-
portunity. The contract was very intimidating and 
long. 
 From there, I had to go through rounds of in-
terviews including a psychiatric test. I met with a 
producer then another round where I went to the 
hotel and met with past contestants. I had Seth 
Aaron and Mondo Guerra on the panel for Road to 
the Runway. Seth Aaron won my All Stars season 
and I am really good friends with Mondo so I am 
in the group. It’s so weird!
 WCT: It sounds like it’s easier to get on Ru-
Paul’s Drag Race than Project Runway. 
 CP: I did Shuga Cain’s final look. That’s what I 
have been doing the past few years. I make cus-
tom designs for the queens and some Broadway 
stars. I did a couple of gowns that were on the 
Tonys. It is very client based and I’m not really 
focusing on the runway shows. 
 What you will see in Chicago at the event is my 
latest collection over a year ago. How I do my 
collection is that the different aesthetics can be 
mixed and matched together. I will pull pieces 
from four different collections and put them all 
together. 
 The main theme of it will be Joan of Arc. I blew 
up a stained-glass picture of Joan of Arc from 
a church in London and I printed it on fabric. I 
used that for a dress and a really long gown. I 
did it right before the Met Gala with Heavenly 
Bodies. I did a whole catholic church collection. 
 That gets me out of my comfort zone. I love 
black, sequins and feathers. I will incorporate 
those elements from my other collections into 
this collection. It will all make sense!
 WCT: What did you think of Project Runway 
being back on Bravo and the new season?
 CP: I haven’t watched it much. When Christina 
Siriano was announced as mentor I had to shut 
the TV off. I was so distraught I couldn’t even 
look at it. 
 He’s worked very hard to get where he’s at, but 
on the other hand they gave him the money to 
start his line because they were seeing drops in 
people auditioning for the show.   
 They made him succeed so people would want 
to be like him. Stupid me at 23 years old said on 

the audition tape that I wanted to be just like 
him! 
 WCT: Nina Garcia told me he hustled after 
the show and sent out his work to become no-
ticed so that is why he did well. 
 CP: Absolutely he does now because he has a 
team to send out gowns to red carpets. With Tim 
Gunn leaving the show, it all rolled into a beauti-
ful bow for him, which is crazy because we are all 
working that hard. 
 They should set up every winner the way they 
set up him. They had an amazing party after he 
won. They didn’t have that any other season. 
Isn’t a little ironic how successful he is? Hello!
 Michael Costello, who was on season eight, is 
finally now dressing JLo and Beyonce. Christian 
started immediately after his season. 
 WCT: Do you think the casting is more about 
personality than design?
 CP: You have to think of it from a producers 
point of view because they have to make a show. 
They have to balance the creativity with a per-
sonality. If they didn’t, you would see amazing 
work, but it wouldn’t be entertaining. You need 
the sassy, fun and the drama or you don’t have a 
show.
 They hit gold with Siriano and his catch phras-
es. On my season you had Dmitry Sholokhov, Fa-
bio Costa, me and Gunnar Deatherage. There were 
so many big personalities. 
 WCT: What did you think of the YouTube vid-
eos of your funny moments?
 CP: Those clips are so fun. I’m so happy people 
took the time and made them. I’m honored by 
that! 
 WCT: What are you working on next?
 CP: Just working with private clients. I did Miz 
Cracker, Eureka O’Hara, Monet X Change and Alex-
is Michelle.
 WCT: Is it different dressing a drag queen, as 
opposed to other clients?
 CP: I treat a genetic female the same as a drag 
queen. We meet, we sketch and talk about bud-
get. We talk about timing and when we will have 
the next fitting. It’s a business. It’s not like we 
have more fun necessarily. The clothes are fun, 
but it’s professional.  
 Working with a queen, they know what they 
want and what is best for them. It does take time 
to suit up for a fitting. Sometimes there’s a cor-
set, padding and tights. There can be a whole 
production with a fitting. They blur the lines be-
tween fashion and costume. 
 I always take a client shopping with me. We will 
meet for coffee and show them sketches. From 
there, we will go look at the fabric in person. To 
me, that’s part of the experience. I love the col-
laboration. 
 WCT: Alexis Michelle will be at Pride in the 
Park the same night you are in town!
 CP: I have never been to Chicago before so I 
want to take advantage of the festivities. We 
should all meet up. How fun to have multiple 
reality show contestants all together celebrating 
Pride. 
 Catch Palu on Friday, June 28, at 6 p.m. at 
the Waldorf Astoria Chicago, 11 E. Walton St., 
for a VIP cocktail meet-up or at the main event 
Saturday, June 29, at 5 p.m. at Theater on the 
Lake, 2401 N. Lake Shore Dr.; visit Journey-
Care.org/Runway.

Christopher Palu.
Photo courtesy of Palu

FASHION

Christopher Palu: ‘
‘Runway’ alum talks
designing for drag
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 On Saturday, June 22, Halsted shines on day one of Chicago Pride Fest, Northalsted Busi-
ness Association’s annual kickoff of Pride in Boystown. The beautiful weather amped up the 
colorful crowd as they enjoyed entertainment from such acts as Catfight, Inaya Day and Alex 
Newell. Photos by Joseph Stevens Photography

Chicago Pride Fest - Day One
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BY JERRY NUNN 

The 19th annual Pride Fest took over Boystown 
running down Halsted St. from Addison to Grace 
on June 22 and 23. The weather remained unpre-
dictable over the weekend ranging from sunny, 
cloudy and dark to downpours of rain with vary-
ing temperatures. This became a challenge for 
many scheduled performers, although the rain 
only slightly delayed some set times. 
 The packed two-day festival had musicians 
singing on three stages with pop songs from 
Betty Who and country pop on Sunday night with 
LeAnn Rimes. Drag performers such as Khloe, 
Mimi Marks and Ruff n’ Stuff kept the crowd en-
tertained at the Papa John’s North Stage. Miss 
Foozie’s Pet Parade was bigger than ever and this 
year was the first time for 103.5 KISS FM’s Rain-
bow Run that had contestants running in heels to 

hopefully take home $1,000. 
 Some of the major sponsors to the festival in-
cluded Bud Light, Nissan and U.S. Bank.
 New additions this year included Papa John’s 
Pizza and a United States Olympic Team activa-
tion. Among the many vendor booths there were 
a few that sold thirst quenching beverages in-
cluding samples from the fiber infused hellowater 
and Barefoot Wines had a huge two-story deck for 
a view of the surroundings. Official merchandise 
for Pride Fest was also sold at several locations 
along the way. 
 A $10 suggested donation benefitted the 
Northhalsted Business Alliance that works to 
stimulate the district’s commerce. Stay tuned to 
NorthHalsted.com for information on next year’s 
Pride Fest and the upcoming Northhalsted Market 
Days street festival on Aug. 10 and 11. 

Pride Fest fights rain 
with rainbows

Leann Rimes performs on Sunday, 
the second day of Pride Fest. See 
more photos of day two of the 
festival on page 80.
Photo by Jerry Nunn

http://www.lipsusa.com
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 In between blasts of rain, the crowds at Pride Fest soaked up the entertainment by drag 
queens galore (including many of Halsted’s own and Morgan McMichaels of ‘Drag Race’ fame), 
Adam Barta, Betty Who and headliner Leann Rimes. Photos by Jerry Nunn

Chicago Pride Fest - Day Two
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In the last issue of Windy City Times, I reviewed 
the new progressive Indian spot Rooh—and 
concluded it is good (albeit expensive) and needs 
to get its act together.
 Rooh, a West Loop spot, could learn a lesson by 
looking north to a more experienced restaurant: 
Mango Pickle (5842 N. Broadway; https://www.
mangopicklechicago.com).

 

Mango Pickle, a smaller spot, features reimagined 
Indian dishes courtesy of Chef Marisa Paolillo—
an Italian-American who fell in love with Indian 

cuisine while residing in Mumbai with her 
husband for nine years. And what she’s brought 
back from her trip constitutes a journey for more 
adventurous guests.
 My friend and I were treated to the prix fixe 
items—she had the vegetarian menu while I took 
the more carnivorous route. What resulted is that 
both of us thoroughly enjoyed our dishes—even 
if our heat limits were pushed a bit.
 We both started with delightful paneer pops, 
accompanied by apple-coriander chutney. Then, 
our paths diverged. My friend had unwrapped 
samosas (tasty, but pretty spicy), steamed idli 
(a delicious rice cake with peanut chutney), and 
spring vegetable khichari (solid, but probably my 
dining companion’s least favorite item).
 After the pops, I had the sable fish paturi 
steamed in a banana leaf (an acquired taste, 
but one I liked more as I progressed), chicken 
chettinad (shredded chicken leg in patty form—
and probably my favorite dish) and lamb chops 
(cooked very well).
 From there, we both had a sorbet and soda—
but, of course, it wasn’t the standard, as 
ingredients involved campari, orange and roasted 
meringue. The lovely pot de creme (served on a 
saucer instead of a cup or pot) featured chocolate 
ganache and brûlee banana. But that was not all, 
as Paolillo’s husband, Nakul Patel, poured us Lake 
Effect’s chai masala barleywine—which I couldn’t 
stop sipping.
 Did I mention that the prix fixe menu is $55 
($45 for the vegetarian line-up)?
 However, if prix fixe is not your thing, there 
are plenty of a la carte dishes, ranging from the 
spring vegetable clay pot to lamb biryani to 
masala shrimp salad. Whatever you pick, you’re 
very likely to go on a gustatory adventure—and 
like the trip.

Somerset
 Not as exotic—but just as satisfying in many 
ways—is the contemporary American cuisine at 
the Gold Coast spot Somerset (1112 N. State St.; 
https://www.somersetchicago.com).
 Housed in the Hotel Viceroy, the food is 
impressive—even with items that may seem 
pretty basic. The spring-pea hummus, with 
seeded crackers and feta, is absolutely delightful; 
and I underestimated the sweet corn-and-salt 
cod fritters, which I could’ve eaten all day. 
Other lunchtime items—ranging from grilled 
asparagus tartine to the wood-grilled bass to the 
steak frites—will have you feeling sated. Also, 
regarding dessert, the chocolate cake and budino 
are must-haves.

 Also, here’s another reason to check out 
Somerset: Throughout the summer, people can 
stop by there for Somer Socials each Sunday at 
5-7 p.m. Chef Meg Galus serves flavors from her 
ice-cream cart like Brown Sugar Cookie Dough, 
Toasted Marshmallow, Mint Chocolate Fudge, 
Rainbow Sherbet, and Peaches & Cream. Items 
are $4-$6 each.
 Note: Restaurant profiles/events are based 
on invitations arranged from restaurants and/
or firms.

the DISHthe DISH
Dining Guide in
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SAVOR 
Mango Pickle;
Somerset
BY ANDREW DAVIS

Mango Pickle’s unwrapped samosa.
PR photo
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::V
ERONICA POP::

NAME
“I got my name
from one of my

biggest inspirations:
Britney Spears. I love the

name Veronica and Britney is
a POP star, so that is how I got Pop!”

FIRST DRAG PERFORMANCE
“I started doing drag about 6-and-a-half 

years ago in Orange County, California. It all 
started in 2012 at a Halloween party!”

DRAG INSPIRATION
“My biggest inspiration—strong women in 

the industry like Ariana Grande, Lady Gaga, 
and Britney Spears. I love women that are 

survivors [despite their] struggles.”
  GO-TO NUMBER TO SLAY A CROWD 

“If you ask anyone, they will tell you 
[laughs]! ‘Into You’ by Ariana Grande! It’s 

such a bop and it has every element a drag 
queen song should have: a slow intro; a 

hyper chorus and a strong ending. It’s my 
favorite song to perform. Funny story, at my 
home bar—Charlie’s Chicago—we have a DJ 

that mixes during my shows and he has a 
rule that I can only perform that song once 

every six months! [Laughs.] I hate it!”  
FUN FACT

“I’m a film major.  I went to college for film 
and photography for almost three years.” 

GUILTY PLEASURE
“Staying home and watching documentaries 

about the most random things, like how 
candy is made, or what happens to old cars. 

I will stay up ‘til, like, 6 am on YouTube 
watching them!”

WHERE CAN WE CATCH YOU
“You can catch me performing/hosting at 

Charlie’s Chicago every Friday for #POPOFF 
and every Saturday for #POPular. Catch me 
on Sundays at The River for our Brunch of 

Bitches Drag Brunch.” 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram: @vickyypop
Twitter: @martinthelamest

Facebook: veronicapopofficial 

Photo by 
Guys and 
Queens
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Seasons change at Solstice: Seasons of Lust.
Joseph Stevens Photography

JACKHAMMER

Somerset’s chocolate cake.
Photo by Andrew Davis
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 “What? Really?”—Renée Zellweger’s reaction 
to learning she’s a gay icon. Ironically, I had the 
same reaction when I heard this news! Renée 
added, “A great deal of my closest friends are gay 
people”—not to mention several of her exes.
 In the years I’ve been writing this column, I’ve 
noticed scandals rarely happen in the summer. I 
dunno why—maybe it’s the heat. Perhaps since 
it’s been a particularly cool (and rainy) June, 
we’re getting more dish than usual. Seems to 
me something is happening daily. Don’t get me 
wrong—something is happening every day of the 
year. But I can’t be bothered with most things. 
Call me old-fashioned, but I like a good, juicy sex 
scandal.
  It has been nearly three years since Kevin 
Spacey allegedly groped an 18-year-old busboy 
at the Club Car club in Nantucket. When Will 
Little texted his girlfriend during the evening, 
she responded, “Are you kidding? Sounds like he’s 
hitting on you.” Will said, “I’m not gay—but I 
think Spacey is.” I’m curious—why does he need 
to tell his girlfriend “I’m not gay”? Will added, 
“He’s grabbed my [BLANK] 8 times.” And I think 
we all know what [BLANK] is! The question is—
how long are you staying with a person grabbing 
your [BLANK]? Your choices are: a) long enough 
for him to grab you eight times, b) as long as he 
keeps buying the drinks or c) I’m not gay.
  Let me make something perfectly clear—I 
believe Will’s story in terms of Spacey. My first 
question is: Why did Will stay? Another question 
was brought up to me on NECN’s “The Take”: Why 
were the bartenders serving a fellow employee 
who they knew was not of age? Some of these 
could be answered with Will’s cellphone. Spacey’s 
attorney argues that the timeline of the messages 
as well as the content are crucial, pointing out 
the text messages do not “indicate the interac-
tion was unwelcomed.”  
 It’s also been reported that Will’s mom may 
have redacted some content that didn’t paint her 
son in a positive light. The judge ordered that 
the phone be turned over to Spacey’s team for 
examination by July 8. So far, they have not com-
plied. Why not? Will’s father says he has no rec-
ollection of ever receiving the phone back from 
the police. The family’s attorney claims that they 
have “searched all the places where such a phone 
may have been stored. They have not found the 
phone.” The judge has ordered Mr. Little to ap-
pear in court if the phone doesn’t turn up. Some-
thing smells rotten in Nantucket.
 Then there’s Nicholas Sparks—author of those 
dreadfully saccharine and syrupy stories where 
straight white people fall in love after overcom-
ing horrific obstacles. Last week, Broadway pro-
ducers announced that they were doing a reading 
of a new musical based on The Notebook. This 
has the potential of being a huge moneymaker 
for the author. But not so fast. The very next day, 
the former headmaster of the Christian school 
Sparks founded claimed that the author tried to 

ban LGBT clubs and protests. 
 In fact, the former headmaster is suing Sparks, 
stating that he “unapologetically marginalized, 
bullied, and harassed members of the school 
community whose religious views and/or identi-
ties did not conform to their religiously driven, 
bigoted preconceptions.” What would one expect 
from Epiphany School? (Yes, that’s the name of 
the school.) And Sparks did found it, so it’s his 
way or the highway (likely not the highway to 
heaven). In an email, Sparks accused the head-
master of having “an agenda that strives to make 
homosexuality open and accepted.” Lest you 
think his vitriol was limited to the gays, Nick 
also said the school had few minority students 
because they were “too poor and can’t do the 
academic work.” 
 Once this story went public, Sparks did some 
fancy footwork via Twitter: “As someone who has 
spent the better part of my life as a writer who 
understands the power of words, I regret and 
apologize that mine have potentially hurt young 
people and members of the LGBTQ community, 
including my friends and colleagues in that com-
munity.” Being Sparks, he goes on and on, but 
you get the gist. In fact, the only thing he didn’t 
address was the racist accusations. Anyhoo, the 
producers of the musical were satisfied, and said 
(in part), “We are encouraged that Mr. Sparks has 
made a strong statement of support of the LG-
BTQ+ community today.” And, on with the show.
  Sir Ian McKellen is bringing his latest one-man 
show to Broadway. “Ian McKellen On Stage: With 
Tolkien, Shakespeare, Others ... And You!” will 
play the Hudson Theatre on November 5th as a 
one-night-only benefit for Only Make Believe—
a charity which puts on interactive shows for 
kids in hospitals and care facilities in the United 
States. On the other side of the spectrum, McKel-
len started a new UK organization: Pride in Ag-
ing. It will help LGBTQ people over 50 who need 
help in social services and health care. I know 
which one of these resonates with me.
 Every year, Broadway Bares raises money for 
Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS and stars 
some of the hottest bodies in the Tri-State Area. 
This year’s 29th installment was subtitled “Take 
Off” and focused on world travel. Once again, the 
show topped itself—I topped myself once, but 
that’s another story—and brought in $2,006,192!

 Our “Ask Billy” question comes from Chet in 
Detroit: “I’m totally in love with Conner Bobay—
he’s my ultimate twink. I hear he’s been naked on 
his website. Do you have any photos or videos?”
 Thanks to my fans, I learned something. Appar-
ently Conner Bobay is one of those social-media 
stars who sings, blogs and poses in underwear. 
Once I saw he has an OnlyFans site, I knew he 
had to also be peddling nudes (not that there’s 
anything wrong with that). Sure enough, last 
week there was a dick-slip. Upon further investi-
gating, I seem to have found several other size-
able additions to the collection. Check them out 
on BillyMasters.com.
 When Conner is grabbing his own [BLANK], it’s 
definitely time to end another column. Have you 
noticed our nude subjects keep getting younger 
and younger? But you won’t find any underaged 
boys on BillyMasters.com—the site that doesn’t 
interest Kevin Spacey! If you have a question, 
send it along to Billy@BillyMasters.com and I 
promise to get back to you before Will Little and 
his girlfriend appear in the musical version of The 
Notebook! So, until next time, remember: One 
man’s filth is another man’s bible.

BILLY
Masters

BILLYBILLYBILLY
MastersMastersMasters

Billy has some thoughts on Kevin Spacey’s 
(above) sexual-assault case.  
Photo by Jerry Nunn

http://www.sidetrackchicago.com
http://www.leather64ten.com
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ADVERTISE HERE Want to advertise your product, 
service, etc. to thousands of readers? Place an 
ad in the Windy City Times! We offer affordable 
rates, convenient service, and as a bonus, your 
ad runs in our online section for free. To place 
an ad, contact Terri at 773-871-7610 ex 101, 
terri@windycitymediagroup.com, or go to our 
website http://www.windycitymediagroup.
com/placeaclassified.php.

CLEANING SERVICES
CHESTNUT ORGANIZING AND CLEANING SER-
VICES: especially for people who need an or-
ganizing service because of depression, elderly, 
physical or mental challenges or other causes for 
your home’s clutter, disorganization, dysfunc-
tion, etc. We can organize for the downsizing 
of your current possessions to more easily move 
into a smaller home. With your help, we can 
help to organize your move. We can organize 
and clean for the deceased in lieu of having the 
bereaved needing to do the preparation to sell 
or rent the deceased’s home. We are absolutely 
not judgmental; we’ve seen and done “worse” 
than your job assignment. With your help, can 
we please help you? Chestnut Cleaning Service: 
312-332-5575. www.ChestnutCleaning.com 
(11/25/20-52)

COUNSELING & 
PSYCHOTHERAPY

ARE YOU GOING THROUGH A DIFFICULT TIME?  
Feeling overwhelmed, anxious or depressed? 
Is your relationship struggling? I can help you 
better understand these situations and create 
solutions for them. My practical approach 
entails a therapeutic alliance that is affirming, 
empathic, and interactive. Michael J. Bland, 
Psy.D., LCPC. Northside location. 773-404-
8161. Michael@BlandTherapy.com / 

www.BlandTherapy.com (9/26/19-52)

HOME IMPROVEMENT & 
PAINTING

WE MAKE HOLES IN DRYWALL GO AWAY. We 
also do Remodeling, Bathrooms, Carpentry, 
Tile Backsplashes, Painting. “A+” with BBB. 
Licensed-Bonded-Insured, One-year Warranty. 
Free Estimates! Andy OnCall 847-328-3100 
www.andyoncallchicago.com  (4/24/19-60) 
 
INSURANCE 

PIANO LESSONS
PIANO WITHOUT STRESS! Who says it’s harder to 
learn music as an adult? You just need someone 
to show you how. I’ve been helping adults play 
piano since 1991. myron@myronsilberstein.
com www.myronsilberstein.com (6/26/19-4)

SPIRITUALITY
DIGNITY/CHICAGO Supporting LGBTQIA Catholics, 
their committed relationships, families, friends + 
allies. Mass Sunday at 5pm, 3344 N Broadway, 
Chicago. Visit www.dignity-chicago.org for 
more info. (10/30/19-13)

IONSCONNE IONSXCLASSIFIEDS

CHAR SCHOENBACH
773-525-3030

Discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co. Northbrook, 
IL. © 2009 Allstate Insurance Co.

Equality is my policy.
I’ll treat you and your partner with 
respect and without judgment. I can help 
you save on car, homeowners, renters, 
life insurance, even retirement products. 
Call me today to get all the discounts 
you deserve.

25
51

10

3322 N HALSTED ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60657
cschoenbach@allstate.com

THREE BEDROOM APT FOR 
RENT
Large 3-bedroom, vintage apartment, large rooms, 
in a secure, small building. Large backyard with 
summer furniture provided. Three (3) blocks from 
the Logan Square Blue Line subway (“el”) station 
and bus turn around. HEAT INCLUDED. Available 
June 1st and July 1st. For showings, please call 
Bill: 773-472-9431.  $1995/month divided by 
3 tenants. $1800/month for 2 tenants. Check 
it out. (6/26/19-3)

REAL ESTATE

Mulryan
& York
Attorneys At Law

4001 N. Wolcott
Chicago, IL 60613

(773) 248-8887

312-855-0875 | 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 
LysterFirm@aol.com

Speak to an experienced 
attorney within minutes who 

• State & Federal Courts
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
• Internet & White-Collar Crime
• All Drug Charges

• Weapon & Gun Charges

• Drunk Driving
• Orders of Protection
• Expungements

 24/7 Emergency Phone : 847-309-7777

Clark Hill is a multidisciplinary, national law fi rm that 
draws on our attorneys’ industry and policy knowledge, 
our deeply held shared values, and a global network of 
premier fi rms and advisors to provide innovative legal 
solutions and client-service excellence worldwide.

312.985.5938  |  rkoenig@clarkhill.com

PROBATE

TRUSTS

GUARDIANSHIP

ESTATE PLANNING

ELDER LAW

Artists
Professionals
Business owners

serving:

www.abd-cpas.com  •  (847) 257-7330
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Ehrlich Dental
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

• Licensed Sedation Dentistry

• Check Out Our Reviews Online

3118 N. Sheffield Ave.
Chicago, IL
(773) 935-0300
www.EhrlichDental.com

Serving Lakeview & Beyond! 

“A great dental experience...“
“ I have never felt more at ease in a doctor’s offi ce...”  
Over 150 patients have reviewed our work and awarded us a 99.4% positive patient rating! 
Read reviews for yourself at www.demandforce.com/dentist/ehrlichdental

Joshua H. Ehrlich, DMD PC, General & Cosmetic Dentistry

3118 N. Sheffi eld Ave. Suite 1N, Lakeview, Chicago, Illinois  60657

EDUCATION  BA: University of Chicago, DMD: Tufts University, GPR: Rush University

Lakeview neighborhood of Chicago
Call 773-935-0300
www.ehrlichdental.com

Joshua H. Ehrlich, DMD

Counseling and Therapy 
thejunipercenter.com 
847.759.9110 
info@thejunipercenter.com 

Park Ridge · Oak Park · Chicago · Northfield · Barrington

25
80

18

© 2018 Allstate Insurance Co.

Hector Cerda
773-782-6300

When experience counts...
In service to the community 
for over 35 years.

The Law Office of
Roger V. McCaffrey-Boss, P.C. 

• Business Organization    
• Wills, Trusts & Probate    
• Real Estate Closings     
• Premarital Agreements

33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60602
312-263-8800       RVMLAWYER@AOL.COM

FREE Estimates • NO MONEY Down! • EASY Financing
LICENSED, BONDED & INSURED — IL ROOFING LIC. #104.013526

SecondCityConstruction.com

ROOFING • BRICKWORK 
773.384.6300

More than 30,000 satisfied customers  
have trusted Second City with their  
Roofing & Tuckpointing—for over 40 years.

1478 W. Berwyn, Andersonville
iloiloCUSTOM FRAMING

FRAMING CHICAGO’S ART SINCE 1991

Alan Sanchez, CPA, P.C. 
Accounting Services 

Tax Consultation/Preparation 

3418 North Sheffield Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60657-8589 

Telephone 773-871-1256 
www.alansanchezcpa.com

In support of the Pride Parade,
Fred’s Wrigleyville Garage
and Auto Repair is offering

FREE AC INSPECTION AND 10% 
OFF ON ANY AUTO REPAIR

Present this coupon at the shop to get your car inspected 
for FREE and get your car ready to beat the heat. 

For appointments, call Fred
at (773) 549-7777



Wed., June 26
Windy City Times’ 30 Under 30 Awards 

Honors 30 who are 30 years or under 
as of June 30, have made substantial 
contributions to the Chicagoland LGBT 
community, whether in the fields of en-
tertainment, politics, health, activism, 
academics, sports or other areas. 5:30 
p.m. reception.   6:00pm - 7:30pm   Polo 
Cafe, 3322 S Morgan St, Chicago 

C. Heike Schotten, author of Queer 
Terror Critique of U.S. settler-colonial 
empire that draws on political, queer, 
and critical indigenous theory to situ-
ate Bush’s either/or moralism and re-
frame the concept of terrorism.   7:00pm   
Women & Children First Bookstore  5233 
N Clark St Chicago  http://www.wom-
enandchildrenfirst.com

Salute to Pride, (Not Safe for WERK) ll-
new, all-queer variety show performed 
entirely by an all-LGBTQIA+ cast. Hosted 
by Chicago drag queen sensation Lucy 
Stoole and directed by Mick Napier, this 
epic werk-out of saucy sketch comedy, 
song, and drag is a bonafide rainbow of 
entertainment flavors. Henny, sashay 
your way right into this outrageous party 
that celebrates all things Pride!. Tickles 
funny bones on Tuesdays and Wednes-
days in June. $26  8:00pm   The Second 
City’s UP Comedy Club, 230 W. North Ave.  
312-337-3992  http://SecondCity.com 

Thursday, June 27
National HIV Testing Day, testing and 

counseling No appointment needed, 
results delivered on-site. Test-site lo-
cator at the link  10:00am - 7:00pm   
Walgreens, 3646 N. Broadway  www.
greaterthan.org/free-hiv-testing-wal-
greens-2019/ .

HIV Lunch n’ Learn, All About Bik-
tarvy Hosted by Gilead. Complimentary 
lunch is provided. RSVP at link  2:00pm 
- 3:00pm   Center on Halsted  3656 N 
Halsted Chicago  http://community.cen-
teronhalsted.org/pages/lunchnlearn?er
id=9833893&trid=c810a633-3fa5-4121-
a925-4d03307c35e7

Tell Me About It Author Discussion St. 
Sukie de la Croix and Owen Keehnen 
discuss their new oral history book, Tell 
Me About: LGBTQ Secrets, Confessions, 
and Life Stories   6:30pm   Gerber Hart 
Library and Archives,  6500 N Clark St 
Chicago  http://www.gerberhart.org

National HIV Awareness Day at The Lo-
gan Theatre Project VIDA Speed Dating, 
HIV Testing, & Screening of ‘A Fantastic 
Woman’. 18+ $10. Those who participate 
in the screenings will also receive a $10 
Logan Theatre gift card and free entry 
into the 10:30pm showtime of A Fantas-
tic Woman.  8:00pm   The Logan Theatre: 
2646 N Milwaukee Ave, Chicago  Tickets: 
http://www.TheLoganTheatre.com

Friday, June 28
Pride South Side Events stretching from 

Bronzeville to South Shore, films, DJs, 
beach party. (Also see Pride South Side 
Fest at DuSable Museum). Various prices. 
June 28-30.   Various locations;  http://
pridesouthside.com 

Chicago Is A Drag Festival Outdoor fest 
with RuPaul’s Drag Race winner Raja and 
Tiffany Pollard plus a wide variety of 
performers.   4:00pm - 11:00pm   Chee-
tah Gym’s parking lot, 5248 N Clark St.  
http://www.chicagoisadrag.com

Lighthouse LGBTQ+ Pride Party Lve mu-
sic including the HF High School and 
the Lakeside Pride Ukulele Ensemble; 
great food and drink options and lots of 
free activities including rainbow crafts, 
cookie decorating. Local organization 
provides support to teens and young 
adults in the South Suburbs. Free and 
open to the public  5:00pm - 9:00pm   
Martin Ave Square, Homewood  http://
www.HomeSweetHomewood.com

The Logan Square Arts Festival June 28-
30. Benefits Logan Square Preservation  
5:00pm - 10:00pm   Around the Illinois 
Centennial Monument on Logan Square

Center on Halsted’s annual Pride Kick-
off Celebration on the roof Kicking off 
Pride Parade Weekend and the 50th an-
niversary of the Stonewall Uprising with 
Prince Poppycock performing “Baroque 
and Roll” as we celebrate the work of 
those who have paved the way. Live DJ. 
$25 tickets include 1 drink, bites and 
performance. 21+   5:30pm - 10:30pm   
Center on Halsted  3656 N Halsted Chi-
cago  Tickets: http://community.cen-
teronhalsted.org/pridekickoff?erid=100
31097&trid=1b08eff3-df18-4dcf-8daf-
60c6ea8e9063

50 Years Since Stonewall: Collaborating 
to Achieve Health Equity The LGBTQ 
Health & Outreach Program of the Chi-
cago Department of Public Health hosts 

a Pride Health Reception to celebrate 
the many triumphs that have improved 
the overall health and well-being of the 
Chicago LGBTQ community over the past 
50 years.   6:00pm - 8:00pm   Chicago 
Cultural Center, Preston Bradley Hall, 78 
E Washington, Chicago  Tickets: http://
www.eventbrite.com/e/50-years-since-
stonewall-collaborating-to-achieve-he-
alth-equity-tickets-62667208307

Organized Grime Bike Zambia Sunset 
Fundraiser DJ Harry Cross, with decor, 
ambiance, and laser-light show by Fun 
Dad, Marmot & Friends. $50 includes 
4-hour hosted bar powered by 3Olives 
Vodka, Dobel Tequila, WhistlePig Whis-
key, The Brooklyn Brewery, 21st Amend-
ment Brewery, & Hydrate Nightclub   
8:00pm   The Woof-Top Deck, Edgewa-
ter  http://organizedpride.com  Tickets: 
http://www.OrganizedPride.com

Steamworks: The Musical! Annual show. 
Wide-eyed Al searching for love in the 
skeevy Boystown bathhouse. A bite 
of Chicago’s gay history. $28.  8:00pm   
Annoyance Theatre  851 W Belmont Chi-
cago  http://theannoyance.com

Saturday, June 29
Proud to Run Raise funds for choice of 

beneficiaries. 5K Walk/Run: $45, 10K 
Run: $50, Half Marathon*: $60. Half 
Marathon begins at 7 a.m., 5K Walk/Run 
and 10K Run begin at 8 a.m.   7:00am   
Montrose Harbor  http://frontrunner-
schicago.com/2019-event-info/ 

Back Lot Bash Chicago 2019 Two day mu-
sic fest pass available. IP VIP Meet & 
Greet with the Veronicas available. 21+ 
with valid ID   10:00am   Parking Lot Be-
hind Cheetah Gym  Tickets: http://www.
brownpapertickets.com/event/4071183

Joliet PrideFest Will County National 
Organization for Women Legal and 
Education Fund (NOW LEF), Community 
Alliance and Action Network (CAAN), 
Maneuvers & Co., and many other orga-
nizations creating a family friendly pic-
nic to celebrate the incredible diversity 
and inclusion of Joliet. Find Joliet Pride-
Fest on Facebook  12:00pm - 4:00pm   
Bicentennial Park, 201 Jefferson, Joliet

Pride North Chicago Live entertainment, 
dance, DJs, food and drinks. Find Pride 
North Chicago on Facebook  12:00pm - 
10:00pm   Glenwood Ave. between Morse 
and Lunt, Rogers Park

The Logan Square Arts Festival June 28-
30. Benefits Logan Square Preservation  
12:00pm - 10:00pm   Around the Illinois 
Centennial Monument on Logan Square

Rainbow Tour Bar Bounce, Pride 2019 
Gather at Sidetrack, divide into teams 
and get T-shirts in the color of your 
starting bar. Collect bracelets at each 
bar. $10 with proceeds going to Howard 
Brown Health.   1:00pm - 7:00pm   Side-
track  3349 N Halsted St Chicago  http://
www.tickettailor.com

Pride in the Park Chicago Held the day 
before Chicago’s annual Pride Parade, 
this fest in Grant Park celebrates gay 
pride and the LGBT community with 
music acts including Iggy Azalea, amar 
Braxton and Taylor Dayne. Food and ven-

dors. $20-$50  2:00pm - 10:00pm   Grant 
Park 205 E. Randolph Dr  http://pridein-
theparkchicago.com/ 

23rd Annual Chicago Dyke March Gather-
ing 1 :30 p.m. Rally follows  2:30pm   Little 
VillageElementary School, 2620 S Lawn-
dale Ave.  http://www.facebook.com/
events/354193711901868/?active_
tab=about

Rally following Dyke March Fol-
low the march to the rally location  
3:30pm   Piotrowski Park, 32nd and 
Keeler  http://www.facebook.com/
events/354193711901868/?active_
tab=about

Songs That Speak Pride Month party 
Chicago Fringe Opera and United Pride 
party feature intimate musical program 
composed and performed by members 
of the LGBTQ community, including 
world premier of a piece by Chicago 
composer, Kyra Leigh. Also performing 
Megan Fletcher, Michael R. Oldham, 
LaRob Payton, Jonathan Zeng. $50 / 
$100.   4:00pm - 7:00pm   Private home  
Tickets: http://www.chicagofringeopera.
com/event/sounds-of-pride/

Music of the Revoluion, A Stonewall 
Dance Party The Legacy and Sidetrack 
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 
Stonewall Riots with the most popular 
dance music from five decades of LGBTQ 
Activism.  5:00pm - 9:00pm   Sidetrack  
3349 N Halsted St Chicago  http://www.
sidetrackchicago.com

Pride Liturgy Mass Dignity Chicago cel-
ebrates with Pride Liturgy Mass  5:00pm   
BUMC, Broadway & Buckingham, Chicago  
http://dignity-chicago.org

Brandi Carlile show Grammy-winning les-
bian singer. Special guest Lucius. Carlile 
has released seven albums, including The 
Story (2007), Give Up the Ghost (2009) 
and By the Way, I Forgive You (2018).  
7:30pm   Huntington Bank Pavilion at 
Northerly Island  http://LiveNation.com

Cabaret Queen Denise Tomasello Per-
forming her fan-favorite, signature 
songs, classics from the great American 
songbook and show-stopping Broadway 
numbers, honoring her Gentry Years for 
Gay Pride Week  8:30pm   Drew’s on Hal-
sted, 3201 N. Halsted  http://deniseto-
masello.com/

Elevate by OrganizedPride Party in the 
clouds with the stunning Chicago sky-
line as your backdrop. Music by Chicago 
House-Music Legend, Psycho-Bitch and 
more. EarlyBird $10, General Admission 
$20   9:00pm - 3:00am   Cerise Rooftop, 
The Virgin Hotel  http://organizedpride.
com

Sunday, June 30
Chicago’s Annual Pride Parade Chicago 

Pride Parade Beginning at Montrose Av-
enue and Broadway in Uptown and fin-
ishing near the intersection of Diversey 
Parkway and Sheridan Road in Lincoln 
Park. Grand Marshal Lori Lightfoot. Pri-
deChgo@aol.com   12:00pm   Montrose/
Broadway to the intersection of Di-
versey/Sheridan  773-348-8243  http://
www.ChicagoPrideCalendar.org 

DignityUSA/International Through July 

4. Events at the link  12:00pm   Cenacle 
Retreat and Conference Center, 513 W. 
Fullerton Ave.  http://conf2019.digni-
tyusa.net/conference-schedule/

Pride North Chicago Live entertainment, 
dance, DJs, food and drinks. Find Pride 
North Chicago on Facebook  12:00pm - 
10:00pm   Glenwood Ave. between Morse 
and Lunt, Rogers Park 

TRQPiTECA Queer Pride Chicago 2019 
Chicago-based tropical, house, techno 
artist duo, celebrating in partnership 
with the Chicago Park District’s Night 
Out in the Parks. Barbecue, visuals by 
ColorSwim, vendors, art installations, 
a reiki clinic, dancing. All-ages. Free  
3:00pm   Ping Tom Memorial Park, 300 
W. 19th St.  http://facebook.com/
events/2404491042897037/

Asians & Friends Post-Pride Gather-
ing Celebrate Pride and our 2019 AFC 
Pride Float achievement. Bring a dish to 
share and memories to make. Cash bar.  
3:30pm   Atmosphere Bar  5355 N Clark 
St Chicago  http://www.afchicago.org

Pro Wrestling Tees Presents: Rise - 
Pride & Joy A pro-wrestling celebration 
of Pride!. Anything could go on this 
card, Men vs. men, women vs. women, 
and intergender matches. 21+ $20/$60  
5:00pm - 8:30pm   Logan Square Audito-
rium  2539 N Kedzie Blvd Chicago  Tick-
ets: http://risedtwa.ticketleap.com

Wed., July 3
Out of the Closets and into the Streets: 

Power, Pride & Resistance in Chicago’s 
Gay Liberation Movement Exhibit con-
tines through Sept. 19, free. Check site 
for hours.   6:00pm - 9:00pm   Gerber 
Hart Library and Archives  6500 N Clark 
St Chicago  http://www.gerberhart.org

Thursday, July 4
American Veterans for Equal Rights 

GLBTQ Veterans Day Dinner Monthly 
Meeting No meeting this month due to 
the holiday.  7:00pm   Center on Halsted  
3656 N Halsted Chicago  http://www.
averchicago.org/

Friday, July 12
Out of the Closets and into the Streets: 

Power, Pride & Resistance in Chicago’s 
Gay Liberation Movement Exhibit con-
tines through Sept. 19, free. Check site 
for hours.   12:00pm - 4:00pm   Gerber 
Hart Library and Archives  6500 N Clark 
St Chicago  http://www.gerberhart.org

The About Face Youth Theatre Ensem-
ble Celebrates 20th Anniversary with 
20/20 Devised, performed by The About 
Face Youth Theatre Ensemble. Co-Di-
rected by Megan Carney, Donny Acosta. 
Through July 28, 2019   7:30pm   Cen-
ter on Halsted  3656 N Halsted Chicago  
773-784-8565  Tickets: http://about-
facetheatre.com 

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

FEEL THE VIBE

The annual
Chicago Pride Parade

will take place in Uptown
and Boystown.

Photo by Tim Carroll Photography

Sunday, June 30
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IMAGE CREDIT: FRONT | Nick Cave in collaboration with Bob Faust | Spring Awakening (detail) | 2019

FOR TICKETS VISIT:
 wrightwood659.org

659 Wrightwood | Chicago

THROUGH AUGUST 3
JOIN THE CONVERSATION

#Wrightwood659 | #AboutFace | #QueerArt | #LGBTQ

“These often visceral works will directly 
challenge the viewer to confront what it 

has meant to be L, G, B, T or Q and to 
make art from that perspective.”

– Steve Johnson, Chicago Tribune

About Face: Stonewall, Revolt and 
New Queer Art is made possible by 

support from Alphawood Exhibitions.

http://www.wrightwood659.org
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